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INTRODUCTION 
This investigation was undertaken to address the p roblems associ-
ated with utilization of waste heat from steam electric power plants . 
Waste heat is manifested pr imarily a s the coolino wate r discharged 
from the c ondenser and mav represent 60% of the energy inpu t to the 
power plant. Most power plants in operation today have efficiencies 
of under 40% due to t herrnodvnamic constraint s i mposed on the turbine 
which limit the conversion of heat to electricity . This results in t he 
pr oduction of a large quantity of l ow grade "waste heat" as cooling 
water in the temperature ranae of 80° to 100°F (26° to 37°C) . Because 
of the limited conver s ion efficiency , mos t of the energy is l ost as a 
waste product. This study identifies some appr opriote immediate and 
pot ential users of waste heat and e xamines various aspects of waste 
heat utilization hv computer simulation . The report also addresses 
the potential for utilization at selected power plant sites i n Iowa 
and briefly discusses s ome short and long term p r obiems and solutions 
~or power plants and wa ste heat . 
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PRllBLEM STATEMENT AND RESOLUTION TECHNI<"?UE 
From the environmental standpoint , the limiting factor for almost 
all forms of energy production i s the problem o f hCM to dispose of the 
waste heat . The "waste heat" considered in this study is the by- product 
of electric power production from s team e l ectric power p lants , 
speci f icallv , the he at discharged to the environment due to the steam 
condensing operation. 
Disposal of waste heat centers around two main nroblem areas: 
first , the enormous quantities of heat to be discharged and, second , 
the relatively low discharge temperature . The objective of t his inves-
tigati on is , therefore, to identif y specific immediate appl ica tions f or 
waste heat , to search for additional applications , and to examine short 
and long range problems associated \'Tith waste heat , 
The approach taken in the investigation involved the selection of 
three immediate aoplications (based on results of t he literature review) 
and their computer modeling. Results of the s imulation were then used 
to evaluate parameters and assess the potential for utilization of each 
respective application at selected power plant sites in Iowa . 
Computer simulation was chosen so as to allow for variation of 
power plant parameters such as discharqe temperature to examine options 
for greater utilization of the wa s t e heat. The model constructed could 
then be refined in later studies to concentrate on overall system 
optimization. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The results of this i nvestigation have shown that utili zation of 
waste heat from power plants with r ecirculating condenser cool i ng sys-
tems is economically feasible for greenhouse space heating and margin-
ally economic for water heating in r ecirculating fish raising units. A 
major obstacle limiting the potential for was t e heat utilization was 
that of seasonal demand. The discharge coul d be used for heating during 
the winter but there wer e fe w s ununer applications. 
The waste heat utilization scheme studied in this i nvestigation is 
presented in Figure 1 . Note, however , that the computer model presented 
in this report covers only the power plant , greenhouse heating, and fish 
heating units . 
As a result of the investigation , the problem of limited use was 
overcome by the i ntroduction of the concept of the biomass p roduction 
evaporative cooling marsh. In the marsh concept, t he warm water dis-
charge from the power plant is received into a natural or man- made 
marsh. The marsh then acts as a waste heat reservoir and gradually 
dissipates the heat t o the surrounding biosphere, The heat trans fer is 
aided by the marsh's aquatic emergent plant c anopy which shades t he 
water from solar heat gain and produces a turbulent flow at t he water 
surface. 
At the end of the growing sea son the emerqent p lant canopy c an be 
harvested a s a bioma ss material. The biomass can then be used directly 
as a fuel or as a source o f animal feed. In addition, the marsh concept 
could be expanded to include separate units for waste water treatment, 
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Figure 1. Assumed power plant waste heat utilization scheme 
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.,,Jie re the drruatic plants cJean the water by nutrient and heavy metal 
removal, and the warm water environment could a lso be used f or year 
roW1d production of single cell protein (SCP) and fish polyculture. 
Results from the emp irical model showed that the waste heat from 
the Ames power plant during typical winter operating conditions (l.l 
inch Hg) at a discharge temp erature of 72°F (22°C) could be economically 
utilized for qreenhouse heating. This temperature represents a cost of 
$530 per 1700 hr heating season for a 60°F (15°C) greenhouse air 
temperature or a maximum of 9 acres at $58 / ac heating year. Similarly, 
the recirculating catfish production svstem could utilize the waste heat 
at a minimum discharge temperature of 85°F (29°C) at a cost of $13,000 
per 8760 hr heating vr for 50 , 600 lb (live wei ght) of c atfis h per year. 
One phase of this inve s tigation has taken a somewhat nontraditional 
approach to the problem of power plant waste heat utilization in that 
it considered raising the temperature of the dis charge water to make it 
"more marketable". A detailed treatment is presented in the results on 
the effect of raising the discharge temperature and the costs associated 
with it . The only potential limiting factor for utilization at tempera-
tures a bove that normally discharged is that the user must purchase the 
entire coolant flow whenever the temperature is raised above the natural 
equilibrium condition. In other words , it will not be economic or 
efficient t o raise the temperature of the entire coolant flow if the 
user only needs a small fraction of the total flow available, for 
example, if 16,000 GPM is available but only 500 GPM will be utilized. 
Therefore, whenever a small temperature elevation is required a 
large scale utilization will also be necessary , That means heating of 
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some numher of acres of gr eenhouse or a large scale fish production 
complex. Terrperature elevation for the hiomass production concept 
would not be necessary because the marsh can utilize the waste heat 
in the "as discharged" condition. 
With r espe c t to Iowa power plants in the short run , it appears that 
the greatest potential for inunediate large scale uti lization of waste 
heat from power p lants will be the bianass p roduction evaporative 
cooling marsh concept . There are numerous locations throughout the 
state where the marsh concept could utilize waste heat and also provide 
cities with low cost efficient sewage treatment. 
The potential for greenhouse heating and fish production using 
power plant waste heat in Iowa (as elsewhere) is very good1 however, 
this does not mean that every power plant in the state would have either 
a greenhouse or a fish unit attached. Market considerations , power 
plant discharge temperature, and land availability will limit p rospects 
for utilization throughout the state to only a few lar~e scale sites. 
There is also a limited potential for space heating of animal enclosures, 
warehouses, and so on, which could be located close to existing or future 
power plants . The literature search revealed one potential year round 
application for waste heat which involved storage of the warm water in 
underground aquifers. The storage concept involves "'i thdrawal, once 
through cooling, and reinjection of water into the underground aquifers. 
Then at some specified time the flow is reversed and the warm water is 
withdrawn for winter heating and reinjection after transferring its 
heat . The cvcle then continues with the ground water aqui fer being 
utilized as a large volume low cost heat storage well. This concept 
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is relatively new and untested; however , it may very well hold good 
potential for utilization as more research is conpleted . 
In the long run, because of growing concern over potential adverse 
climatic changes due to continued energy consumption, it is recommended 
that energy planners reassess the views of traditional energy produc-
tion and distribution. The fact that over 40% of the energy used in 
this country is used as a direct heating application should be a 
sufficient signal to the planners that future power plants should be 
designed as total energy centers or dual purpose plants , supplying 
local heating, cooling, and electrical needs. Dual purpose power 
plants can achieve efficiencies of over 80% and heat transmission losses 
can be minimized by employing modern insulation technology . Thus, the 
decentralized total energy concept may not only be the environ:roontally 
required direction but also the economically prudent choice. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Biomass Production 
One of the major obstacles to large scale utilization of power 
plant waste heat was to identify a summer application. It is during 
the summer that waste heat is most available and its discharge 
temperature is highest. This is the result of increased condenser 
cooling required due to high temperature summer ambient conditions. 
The investigation identified one important option for summer use 
of power plant condenser discharge, that is, biomass production. 
Biomass production from waste heat is a new idea and has not been 
addressed in this context in any of the literature. The biomass 
production concept was expanded to take advantage of several potential 
benefits. The idea was first addressed to using the waste heat to 
maintain or improve biomass production in a natural or artificial 
aquatic ecosystem. The biomass production evaporative cooling marsh 
concept was then introduced as a means of obtaining biomass material 
and to achieve cooling of the power plant's condenser discharge water. 
Not only can coolin~ be accomplished in an ecologically beneficial 
manner, but biomass resource material can be produced as a by-product. 
Although empirical modeling of the biomass production evaporative 
cooling marsh was not conducted in the investigation, a further general 
refinement of the marsh concept revealed additional benefits. First, a 
low cost method of achieving cooling of the condenser discharge water 
for power plants with recirculating coolant systems. Second, as a 
source of plant biomass material that could serve as feedstock material 
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for conversion to p roteins, methane, or other chemicals. Third, the 
aquatic plants provide an efficient means of nutrient recovery (N, P, K) 
from the water and from nitrogen fixing plants. Fourth , the plants can 
also provide for waste water cleaning, that is, removal of undesirable 
toxic chemicals and heavy metals. Fifth, the marsh and aquatic plants, 
after cleaning the water, can act as a source for groundwater aquifer 
recharge. And, sixth, the warm water marsh can provide a natural eco-
system where fish and aquatic plants can thrive in the warm water of the 
power plant discharge. The warm water marsh ecosystem has so many 
advantages environmentally and economically that it would be wasteful 
and inefficient to dump the power plant's waste heat down a river or 
into a cooling tower. 
The only possible barriers to the marsh concept would be the avail -
ability of land surrounding the power plant and its cost. Generally, 
power plants own and lease out a considerable amount of land surrounding 
the plant itself. A second constraint to implementation of the marsh 
concept would be availability of water. This should not be a problem in 
that condensing power plants (not employing dry cooling towers) must 
locate near a source of water and most power plants in Iowa (as else-
where in the midwest) are already located along rivers. 
The cooling of the condenser discharge water in the marsh would be 
accomplished by evaporation and radiation loss. A proper emergent 
plant canopy would aid the heat transfer by promotins a turbulent 
flow between the water surface and the free air stream. Thus, the 
marsh would act similar to a conventional cooling pond, except that 
the area required would be reduced, possibly by as much as one~half , 
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due mainly to the effect of shading by the plant canopy which can inter-
cept 70% of the incoming solar radiation and so prevent solar heat gain. 
Use of the cooling marsh would also reduce or eliminate entirely the 
need for expensive and energy intensive cooling towers. Cooling tower 
costs for a typical 500 MW power plant can range between five and ten 
million dollars, depending on the type of cooling tower and plant 
characteristics. 
A marsh environment is ideally suited for biomass production. In 
fact, a fresh water marsh will yield more dry biomass material per unit 
area than any other land source. A variety of emergent aquatic plants 
would be well-suited to Iowa's climate and provide adequate solar shad-
ing. Phragmites (cornm:in reed} is one aquatic plant common to Iowa 
marshes and has the advantage of repropagating after each cutting with-
out replanting. Another advantaqe of the mars h is that it is self-
fertilizing. Blue green algae are nitrogen fixing and would be 
introduced into the marsh as a source of nitrogen fertilizer for the 
plant community. 
Phrasnnites biomass dry yie lds of 28 tons/acre have heen reported,l 
A variety of alternative uses exist for the biomass once it is harvested. 
These include direct combustion as a clean fuel source or conversion to 
an animal feed, protein supplement, methane, or other chemicals similar 
to those derived from traditional wood products. 
The marsh could also be set up to recover nutrients and undesirable 
l 
Dr. Arnold VanDervalk, Department of Botany, Iowa State University, 
Ames, Iowa, personal communication, 1976. 
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heavy metals and chemicals from sewage waste water. In this applica-
tion, water hyacinth would be employed t o eliminate the undesirable 
chemicals which in turn could potentially be recovered from the p lants. 
The system could be set up to clean waste water t o a reusable s tate and 
thus act a s a source for recharge of underground aquifers . 
In an optimum use confi gura tion, the warm water marsh could be used 
in sequence for biomass production, fertilizer production (through 
recovery of nitrogen fixing b lue green algae), cleaning of sewage 
effluent, c lean water recharge source , and a s a fish polyculture system. 
Such a system would not be capital or technology intensive and is 
deserving of further study . (A discussi on of additional variables 
relating to b iomass production in Iowa is presented in Appendix E.) 
Power Plant 
Figures 2 and 3 present the cost of waste heat at various tempera-
tures above the 1. 0 and 1 .5 inch Hg f or typical power p lants (Ames unit 
number 7 and ISU unit number 5) . The signi ficance of Figures 2 and 3 
to a potential waste heat user or to power plant management lies in 
the fact that they pr ovide a cost schedule of ava i lability of waste 
heat at a specific temperature and f l ow rate, This i s important to 
a potential user in that f or a given Btu/hr r equirement, a comparison 
can be made between the cost of wa ste heat di schar ged at various 
temperatures and the cost of beat produced by conventional sources . 
The figures are also important t o po~~r p lant management in that 
a graphic correlation is available t o describe the added fuel cost 
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associa ted with summer operation at high condenser discharge tempera-
tures and hacY:pressures . With respect to hackpressure and Btu/hr cost, 
the figures indicate when an additional coolant c i rculatino pump should 
be brought on the line or taken out of service. For the power plants 
s urveyed in this investigation, no specific schedule was available to 
the plant operator from which determination could be made as to when 
extra pumpin~ capacity would be economically justified. 
From Figure 2, the reference discharge temperature for Ames (winter 
conditions) is 68°F (20°C) and 70°F (21°C) for rsu. This point defines 
the zero intercept for the waste heat cost and therefore means that at 
this temperature the heat associated with the entire condenser coolant 
flow rate is free to the user, If, however, the user required a higher 
discharge temperature than is available at existing ambient conditions, 
then the unit would need t o be operated at a higher backpressure to give 
the desired discharge temperature. Thus, an increased Btu/hr input 
would be recruired for the unit to maintain its reference kilowatt output 
at the higher condenser pressure. This delta Btu/hr cost would then be 
the cost incurred by the user to obtain waste heat from the unit at a 
condition above the reference level corresponding to maximum efficiency 
at ambient steady state conditions. 
For the user (greenhouse or aquaculture) , Figure 3 represents a 
more realistic backpressure condition for typical winter operation . 
The units are designed for continuous operation at 1.5 inches Hg but 
can be economically operated below desiqn pressure to 1 inch and above 
to 3.5 inches Hg . Thus, from Figure 3 it is seen that the waste heat 
is free at 85°F (29°C) for Ames and ISU, and above this temperature 
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the cost can be obtained from the curve and from the vertical 
scale. 
The quantity of waste heat available from the unit is also an 
important parameter to a potential user. Figures 4 and 5 present the 
waste heat discharged to the condenser in million Btu/hr for the Ames 
and ISU uni ts, respectively. For exrunple, a greenhouse operator oould 
determine that 119.8 million Btu/hr is available from Ames unit number 
7 with. 85°F (29°C) discharge water (based on a 27°F condenser delta T) . 
Similar data can be obtained for ISU from Figure 5 and from Tables J.l 
and J. 2 in Appendix J • 
Whenever a condensing turbine is operated at backpressures higher 
than the design value, the unit's efficiency is penalized because it 
is no longer condensing into a (low pressure) vacuum condition . The 
operation of a unit at a high backpressure is normally encountered 
during swrmer m:>nths, due to a higher anbient inlet temperatures, and 
can result in condenser pressures in excess of 3 inches Hg absolute . 
This same backpressure penalty will be encountered in waste heat 
utilization if the user, for example a catfish raising facility , 
required a minimum discharge temperature of 80°F (26°C) to maintain 
production during winter conditions. Then the user would have to 
compensate the power plant operator for the reduced efficiency result-
ing from the higher disch.arge temperature. 
Figure 6 presents for ISU unit number 5 the delta kilowatt loss 
and revenue losses for operation at discharge temperatures above the 
reference condition. This figure presents the potential loss if a 
constant kilowatt output is not maintained. Note in Figures 2 and 3 , 
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howc.:v cr, that a constant Y:ilowatt outnut was assumed. l\ constant ki l o-
watt outout was chosen hecause jt hest descr ibes the actual performance 
of the power plant. The change in e fficiencv with condenser backpres-
sure and coolant discharge temperature f or ISU unit number 5 is given in 
Figure 7. Note fro~ Figure 7 that for the normal winter to summer 
operating range, the efficiency drops from 33.5% to 31 . 3% , respectively. 
A loss in efficiency of 1 to 2% is typical for most power p lants during 
surraner operation. The 2% penaltv could be accepted durinq the winter 
when the lost efficiency goes into heating applications. The waste heat 
would be available at a higher and more desirable temperature and could 
be justified economicallv if the added heat rate renuired was paid for 
by the consumer of the waste heat. 
Figures 8 and 9 present a comparison of waste heat cost from ISU 
unit number 5 for the steam extraction and the condenser backpressure 
methods for obtaining waste heat. For the steam extraction case , two 
coolant flow rates of 100 and 500 GPM were selected. The coolant was 
assumed to be drawn off the condenser coolant discharge and further 
heated by means of a heat exchanger ( s imilar to a feedwater heater) 
which receives the 90 PSIG extraction steam. See also Figure E.2 . 
This concept was selected to permit a comparison of the added cost of 
raising the temperature of a small fraction of the condenser coolant 
flow to the cost of raising the temperature of the entire condenser 
coolant flow. 
Using Figure 9 and Tables J.5 and J.12, it is seen that a 5000 
sq ft greenhouse , subject to the Ames climate, has a maximum heating 
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rcouirement of 370,000 Rtu/ hr, and if condenser coolant water at 80°F 
(26°C) is used to maintain the desired 65°F (18°C) air temperature, the 
cost for using the extraction heat source for a 100 GPM would he $ . 90/ hr 
delivering 500,000 Btu/hr . (Since the heat delivered at 100 GPM is 
greater than that required, a smaller flow rate would he employed.) 
For direct use of the condenser coolant usina a v1orst case condition of 
1. 0 inch Hg, then from Figure 9 and Tables J . l and J.5, the cost using 
the backpressure curve would be $1.46/hr with 87 x 106 Btu/hr available. 
However, a more realistic comparison for direct use of the condenser 
coolant would be to assume 1.5 inches Hg, which is closer to the normal 
winter operating conditions. From Figure 9 and Table J . 2, the reference 
outlet temperature is 84°F (28°C); thus, the waste heat would be "free" 
at this condition. 
When the Btu/ hr requirement is small, the extraction techni~ue will 
be more economical than the backpressure method . This is due to the 
fact that if the backpressure method is used, the waste heat consumer 
would have to pay for raising the temperature of the entire condenser 
coolant flow to the desired temperature level. This technique is not 
economic if only a small portion of the flow is to be utilized. 
Now consider a large heatina requirement, for example a 50,000 
sq ft greenhouse for the Aines climate with a 2.8 x 106 Btu/hr heating 
requirement and again usin~ 80°F (26°C) water to maintain the desired 
65°F (18°C) air temperature. Referring to Fi9ure 9 and Table J.5, the 
100 GPM rate could supply a maximum of 500,000 Btu/hr at 80°F (26°C) 
at a cost of $.90/hr, or using 119°F (49°C} water can supply 2 . 5 x 106 
Btu/hr at a cost of $4.25/hr. Consider also the 500 GP.M rate; at 81°F 
24 
(27°C) it will supnly the required 2.8 x 106 Btu/hr at a cost of $4.93/ 
hr. Comparison of extraction costs to direct use of. coolant at the 
desired 80°F (26°C) from Figure 9 gives a $1.46/hr cost for the entire 
7800 GPM at 87 x 106 Btu/hr (using a 22°F condenser temperature rise). 
It appears that the backpressure method would be cheaper1 however, 
closer inspection is required to explain why raisin9 the temperature of 
only 500 GPM costs more than raisin9 to the same temperature a flow rate 
of 7800 GPM. The explanation lies in the fact that the cost assigned to 
extraction steam included only the fuel, makeup water, distribution, 
and maintenance char9es, whereas the extra heat rate re0,Uired to achieve 
the higher backpressures for the condenser technique included only the 
cost of the additional Btu/hr (fuel) required. 
A refined secondary analysis in this area would most likely 
confirm that some form of extraction technique to achieve a specific 
heating need would be less expensive and more energy efficient than 
raising the temperature of the entire coolant flow, when only a small 
fraction of the flow would be utilized, 
Greenhouse 
The results of the computer simulation for waste he at use in 
greenhouse space heating are presented in Figures 10 through 14. 
Fi9\}res 10 and 11 present the heater cost and total cost as a function 
of coolant temperature and condenser lturbinef backpressure , In Figure 
10 the upper curve presents the variation of "waste heat" heater cost 
with temperature and backpressure. As would be expected, the heater 
cost goes up as the temperature of the condenser coolant approaches 
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the desired air terrperature . '!his is because the temperature difference 
between the air temperature and the waste heat has dropped. '!herefore, 
to transfer the required Btu's, the surface area of the heat exchanger 
must increase. 
'!he corrputer model for greenhouse space heating was programed with 
only one size of a conunercial hot water to air type heat exchanger. '!he 
model determines how many heat exchanger units are required to meet a 
specific heating need. A rrore refined rrodel could select a heater 
surface requirement based on several comnercial model sizes. However, 
for the purpose of this investigation, the model gives a realistic 
estimate of the heater cost for a potential commercial greenhouse 
operation using waste heat. More discussion on the greenhouse heating 
system is provided in Appendix A. 
The lower curve in Figure 10 presents the total cost as a function 
of waste heat terrperature and turbine backpressure. Total cost is 
defined as the sum of the waste heat cost per hour from Figure 2 plus 
the heater cost (upper curve) spread over a twenty year life. Note that 
a minimum cost is not apparent on the curve. '!his is due to the fact 
that for the 60°F (16°C) air temperature selected and the worst case 
condition of 1.0 inch Hg, the discharge temperature of the condenser 
coolant does not approach close enough to the 60°F (16°C) point to give 
a minimum for the summation. From Figure 10 it can be seen that the 
discharge begins at 68°F (20°Cl. Therefore, the minimum cost occurs 
between 60°F (16°C) and 68°F (20°C). To demonstrate the minimum cost, 
consider Figure 11 where an air temperature of 70°F (21°C) has been 
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temperature = 70°F 
2.a 
selected . Note that the minimum cost for the reference greenhouse 
appears at 7 2°F (22°C). 
The significance of Figure 10 lies in the fact that the commercial 
greenhouse operator can see that for the worst case condition using the 
Ames power plant (backpressure of 1.0 inch Hg absolute), the waste heat 
could be used economically at its minimum discharge temperature. Thus, 
no temperature elevation would be necessary and no power plant efficiency 
los s would be encountered when using the condenser discharge directly. 
Another benefit to the greenhouse operator for using waste heat at the 
"as discharged" condition is that it is "free". Note, however, that 
although.. the waste heat is free, some pumping cost migh..t be incurred 
by the operator depending on how and where the condenser coolant 
disch..arge is obtained. If the coolant is taken just after passing 
through the condenser with sufficient pump head remaining, then it 
could be run through the greenhouse and returned to the cooling tower 
catch basin. The coolant could be returned to the basin if the 
temperature had dropped sufficiently after passing th.rough the green-
house. Otherwise the coolant would need to be returned to the top of 
the cooling tower to achieve the required (temperature drop) delta T. 
Table J.7 presents more information on the greenhouse operation . 
Figures 10 and 11 and Table J. 7 do not represent the optimum con-
figuration for waste heat use in greenhouse space heating. A more 
detailed treatment would include evaluation of such variables as size 
of heat exchangers, flow rates , both air and condenser coolant , and 
inlet and exit air terrperatures. 
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To extend the dimensions of the greenhouse space heating m::>del into 
the commercial utilization sector, several greenhouse floor areas were 
analyzed for cost comparison between power plant waste heat and con-
ventional hot water propane-fueled boiler heat. Figure 12 presents the 
waste heat heater cost as a function of coolant temperature and turbine 
backpressure. Conventional heater costs are superposed. Thus, a 
family of curves is generated for greenhouse floor areas from 5 ,000 to 
50 ,000 sq ft . 
Note that the Ames power plant was selected and that 1 . 5 inches Hg 
absolute was chosen as the reference back.pressure. To make the results 
more meaningful to a commercial greenhouse operator, a commercial power 
plant which has land available for a waste heat utilization complex was 
selected . (Refer to data collection and site selection for large scale 
installations in Appendix B.) The 1.5 inch Hg reference turbine back-
pressure condition was chosen because it closely resembles the actual 
normal winter operation range for unit number 7. For a greenhouse 
operator interested in using waste heat, Figure 12 presents a capital 
cost comparison of the waste heat system and the conventional hot 
water system. 
Consider Figure 12 and the curve for the 5,000 sq ft floor area. 
Note that the cost of the waste heat heat- exchanger using the lowest 
discharge temperature of 84°F (29 °C) is about $5 ,500 and the intersec-
tion of the two lines where the cost of the two are equal ($4 , 000) 
occurs at a temperature of 96°F (36°C) . (The horizontal lines repre-
sent the cost of the conventional hot water heat exchangers . ) This 
gives a heat exchanger cost increase of roughly $1 , 500, if the waste 
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heat is used. Note, however, that the model did not include a cost 
analysis of the pi ping system, pumps , and controls. Because the 
comparison is to a conventional hot water heatinq svstem which would 
require the same pipes, pumps, and controls, the difference is assumed 
to be small. 
Now consider the case of a large scale greenhouse (Figure 12). 
For example , the 50,000 sq ft floor area requires a heater cost 
increase of about $15,000 for the waste heat system at the reference 
temperature of 84°F (29°C). The intersection of the curve with the 
horizontal line corresponding to 50,000 sq ft occurs at 97°F (36°C) 
where the conventional heater cost is $31,000. Therefore, at the 
hiah temperature end the use of waste heat provides a $9,000 saving 
over the conventional system . 
The most important parameter to be considered hy the greenhouse 
operator is the annual heating cost or specifically how much the 
annual heating costs could be reduced if waste heat were utilized . 
Figure 13 presents a comparison of the waste heat cost at various 
temperatures with the superposed conventional propane fuel costs . 
Again, consider the 5,000 sq ft floor area case and note that the 
indicated horizonta l line represents an annual propane heating cost 
of $2,500. Using the minimum waste heat temperature available , 84°F 
(29°C) and the curve in Figure 13, the waste heat cost is found to be 
zero (the curve intercept s the zero cost line). Therefore , when 
utilizing the condenser coolant at the reference discharge condition 
at 1 . 5 inches Hg, no turbine backpressure penalty is encountered and 
thus no added Btu/hr cost is charged. The intercept of the 5,000 sq ft 
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line with the waste heat cost curve at 92°F (33°C) represents the break 
even cost. The intercept is the point where the cost of the waste heat 
(at temperature elevated above the reference condition) just equals the 
cost of propane for a conventional fossil fuel system. It should also 
be pointed out from Figure 13 that the maximum greenhouse area which 
could be heated from the waste heat available at the various tempera-
tures is l imited by the condenser coolant flow. From the curve (Figure 
13), 16,000 GPM is available from the reference discharge temperature 
of 84°F {29°C) to 105°F (41°C). Beyond 105°F (41°C) the second circu-
lating pump is brought on the line, making 26,000 GPM available from 
the steady state temperature of 95°F (29°C) to the upper limit of 113°F 
(45°C). These flow rates would heat 18 acres of greenhouse at 84°F 
(29°C) to 42 acres at 113°F (45°C}. Refer to Table J.7 in Appendix J 
for detailed greenhouse results. 
If the greenhouse operator considers only the waste heat tem-
perature and cost compared to that of propane, then for the floor areas 
shown the waste heat at any temperature to the left of the curve on 
Figure 13 is more economic than propane heat and to the right of the 
curve propane heat is more economic than waste heat. However, one 
other very important aspect must be pointed out. Even though it is 
shown that the waste heat at an elevated temperature is competitive 
with propane, care must be exercised to insure that all available waste 
heat at the elevated temperature is utilize d. If the temperature of 
the condenser coolant is raised from the reference, to for example the 
100 °F (38°C} leveL, and used at the economic breakeven point for a 
20,000 sq ft green house area, this results in only 210 GPM or 1 . 3% of 
34 
the flow being utilized. The net result of small utilization at other 
than the reference condition is that no re waste heat is produced than 
is effectively utilized. In any utilization scheme, this condition 
must be avoided; otherwise it will defeat the purpose of using waste 
heat. 
Figure 14 presents the savings {over propane) made possible by 
using waste heat at various temperatures and for several greenhouse 
floor areas. The intercept of the curves with the zero axis clearly 
shows the breakeven point for the areas listed. The percent utiliza-
tion concept should also be considered in the evaluation. For exarrple, 
the savings resulting from using waste heat at 84°F (29°C) for the 
5,000 sq ft greenhouse is shown to be $2,000/yr but for the same 
temperature for 50,000 sq ft an $18,000/yr savings is realized. If 
100°F (38°C} coolant discharge tenperature is picked for the 50,000 
sq ft area, a $10,000/ yr savings is realized over the use of propane 
fuel. However, note that if the 100°F (38°C) condenser coolant tempera-
ture is used for the 50,000 sq ft heating requirement, only 3% of the 
16,000 GPM available is utilized, whereas for the same floor area an 
additional $8,000/ yr more is saved if the reference discharge tenpera-
ture of 84°F (29°C} is used. Thus, there is no charge for the waste 
heat at the "as discharged" condition. Figure 14 shows the savings 
available for the various areas and temperatures, but the percent of 
utilization at a given elevated temperature must also be considered. 
The trade-off between fuel cost savings, cost of waste heat , and 
heat exchanger cost can be seen in Figure 10. The greenhouse operator 
can see that by using waste heat at 100°F (38°C), a higher total cost 
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results than if water at 84°F (29°C) discharge temperature is utilized , 
and thus the savings over propane would be less. This can also be seen 
from Figures 12 and 14. For example, from the 50,000 sq ft line at 
100°F (38°Cl in Figure 12 the heat exchanger cost is $28,000 and $45 , 000 
for the heat exchanger at 84°F (29°C), an increase of $17 , 000 in heater 
costs to use the lCMer temperature . From Figure 14 the differences in 
heating cost savings for 100°F (38°C) and 84°F (29°C) are $10,000/yr and 
$18,000/yr, respectively, which gives an $8,000/yr increase in savings 
over propane for an additional $17 ,000 investtrent in heat exchangers . 
Also, note that at the reference temperature the waste heat is free and 
at 100°F (38°C} it costs $8,000/yr for the entire 16,000 GPM flCM 
whether all is utilized or not. 
In s urnrnary, for the greenhouse it has been shCMn that economic 
waste heat utilization is possible even when the worst case condition 
of 1.0 inch Hg is assumed and the results are even rrore feasible at a 
m:>re realistic discharge condition of 1.5 inches Hg . For the 1 . 5 inch 
Hg case, the Ames power plant unit number 7 could potentially heat 18 
acres under normal winter operating conditions of one circulating pump 
delivering 16,000 GPM. Also, the cost of the waste heat to the green-
house operator would be free at the reference discharge condition. A 
similar analysis and discussion with similar conclusions could be 
presented for the ISU power plant unit number 5 by reference to Tables 
J.l, 2 , and 8. The data provided in Tables J . 11, 12, 13, and 14 in 
Appendix J permit the determination of the heating requirements for 
several different climatic conditions and greenhouse inside air 
temperatures. 
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Aquaculture 
Data from the 7,500 lb/yr catfish production model were extr apo-
lated to a 75,000 lb/yr commercial production size by assuming a linear 
multiple of the reference model unit. Although this scenario leads to 
a higher estimated cost, it is considered for the purpose of this 
investigation to adequately approximate the expected overall performance 
of the fish production system. 
The results presented in rigures 15 and 16 and in Table J.9 in 
Appendix J show that the assumed fish production system can operate 
economically using waste heat (from a recirculating condenser coolant 
system) at a minimum discharge temperature of 85°F (29°C). However , it 
should be noted that the high capital cost required for heat e xchangers 
is a limiting factor in the utilization of waste heat for fish produc-
tion from a power plant with a recirculating condenser coolant system. 
(The heat exchangers provide for separation of the condenser coolant 
water from the fish rearing water.) Alternative methods for use of 
power plant waste heat in fish production are presented later . 
Figur e 15 presents a comparison of water heating cost using conven-
tional and waste heat sources. The conventional system consisted of a 
1,000,000 Btu/hr 180°F (82°C) propane fueled boiler and a U tube heat 
exchanger. Propane fuel was assumed to cost $3.80 per million Btu and 
the cost of the boiler and heat exchanger was placed at $10,000 for the 
assumed 7,500 lb/yr unit. The 85°F (29°C) discharge temperature was 
arbitrarily selected as the minimum temperature, because the optimum 
temperature for catfish production lies near 83°F (28°C) . A more 
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detailed treatment of the variables affectino intensive fish production 
is provided in the final report to the IOW'a Energy Policy Council 
(Roberts and Bahr, 1978). The heat exchanger selection for use with 
po~r plant waste he at was accomp lished in the model bv determining the 
required heat exchange surface area for various temperatures and select-
ing the next larger commercial size. 
supplied by Bell and Gossett.) 
(Data for the heat exchangers were 
The wa s t e heat cost from the curve in Figure 15 based on a tempera-
ture of 85°F (29°C) gives a cost of $1,300/yr for the 16,000 GPM conden-
ser flow rate. The $1,300 pays for the entire flow rate whether only 
the required 2,280 GPM is used fo r the 7 , 500 l b/yr production or i f 
the entire flow is used for a 52,500 l h/vr production. (The 16 , 000 GPM 
flow represents the capacity of a single pump operatinq under winter 
conditions.) Note also that this is the l ow flow condition for the 
year. An increase d coolant flow would be available during the spring, 
summer, and fall. 
If propane fuel had been used to meet the heating requirements 
for the 7,500 lb/yr p roduction facility , the cost would have been 
approximately $30,000/yr and about $230,000/yr for the 52,500 lb/yr 
plant. Thus , based on Figure 16, data show that the use of waste heat 
at 85°F (29° C) would res ult in a heating cost s avings of $28,700/yr 
and $228,700/yr for production vields of 7,500 lb/vr and 52,500 lb/yr , 
r espectively . 
Propane fuel was selected arbitra rily as a basis for comparison. 
It needs to be c larified, however, that at the present market p rice 
of $2.00/ lb (supermarket price ) the catfish producer could not 
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economically justify production using a propane heat source. Assuming 
that the producer receives $1.00/lb live weight, the heating cost of 
$1 , 300/yr represents 17% of the total $7,500 return. This leaves only 
$6,200 per year for salaries and other expenses. Therefore, it appears 
that even using the waste heat at the lowest discharge temperature of 
85°F (29°C), the 7,500 lb/yr fish raising system would be only mar-
ginally economic, if at all. If the size of the unit is doubled to 
produce 15,000 lb/yr, however, then for the same 85°F (29°C) water 
the waste heat cost is still $1,300/yr and for this case represents 
only 9% of the $15,000/yr return. 
Although this investigation did not conduct a detailed economic 
analysis of all the costs of the fish production system, it appears 
that the minimum size for breakeven operation is about 15,000 lb/yr. 
An important factor enters here that is not evident in either Figure 
15 or Figure 16, that is, the percent of waste heat used by the fish 
production unit. When the user pays for the entire flow rate, the 
utilization of only a small quantity of was te heat becomes very expen-
sive. To further illustrate this point, consider in Figures 15 and 16 
a p roduction level of 52,500 lb/yr. Using 85°F (29°C) water, this rate 
would require 16,000 GPM for the shell side of the heat exchanger, yet 
the waste heat cost is still only $1,300/yr . In addition , from Table 
J.9 in Appendix J, the apparent advantage in using higher temperature 
waste heat to obtain smaller heat transfer area and lower cost heat 
exchangers seems to be canceled by the rising cost of the waste heat . 
Note for Table J.9, EX COST = the cost of the heat exchanger , WH COST= 
the cost of the waste heat, and SUMCOST = the sum of the heat exchanger 
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cost over 20 years plus the waste heat cost. 
tionary is available in Appendix I.) 
(The complete symbol die-
From Table J.9, it can be s een that the heat exchanger r epresents 
a major cost in the recirculating tank culture system (other components 
are discussed in the fish unit specifications in Appendix A) . For 
example, using the 85°F (29°C) water, the heat exchanger for a 52,500 
lb/yr production rate would cost approximately $95,000 (based on a 
combination of seven of the 7,500 lb/ yr pilot units). Assuming a 
supermarket price of $2.00/lb, the optimistic case of $1.00/lb live 
weight to the producer therefore gives a return of $52,500/yr minus the 
$1,300/yr waste heat cost, leavina $51,200/yr to cover all other 
expenses. Even with the $51,200 return after waste heat cost , it could 
take up to 15 years to recover the original investment. Although the 
concept may seem economically f e a sible, the limiting factor for the 
waste heat user will mos t likely be the excessive initial capital 
investment required for the heat exchangers. 
It can also be seen from Table J.9 that the condenser coolant 
temperature drop across the heat exchanger is very small, approximately 
a one degree drop. From the point o f view of power plant efficiency , a 
larqer delta T would be desirable s o as to return the coolant at the 
equilibrium inlet temperature. To obtain a larger temperature drop, 
however, a larger heat exchan~er would be required. Thus, a larger 
temperature drop would mean more heat transferred and higher equipment 
costs but, because there is a large volume of waste heat available, 
the user would prefer to take advantage of the larqe flow rate to 
minimize the size of the heat exchangers. 
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The heat exchange equipment considered in this investigation con-
sisted of existing "off-the-shelf" units. It was felt that off-the-
shelf equipment would be less costly than special order units. The 
selection and performance of the heat exchange equipment is deserving 
of continued study . A more detailed analysis of the heat exchanger 
requirements needs to be conducted to determine the optimum combination 
for waste heat cost, temperature drop, and equipment cost in assessment 
of the overall potential benefits and trade-offs available. 
An alternative technique which could utilize the waste heat but not 
require the capital intensive heat exchangers is suggested. The alter-
native recommended could only be utilized with power plants not employ-
ing closed cooling systems, such as where cooling towers are used. The 
technique is best suited to power plants using "once through" river 
water (or cooling ponds) for cooling. For the case of once through 
river woter, the fish production unit would be the same as the one 
described in Appendix A except that the warm condenser discharge 
water would be fed into the rearing tanks. Thus, the heat exchangers 
would be eliminated. Other fish culture techniques could be used to 
further reduce costs, such as raceway vs tank culture. In the case of 
the raceway system, waste removal must be assured before the water is 
returned to the river source. In addition, high level management would 
need to be employed (as in the case for the recirculating tank culture) 
to assure that the quality of the condenser coolant water (rearing 
water) is not compromised by periodic addition of chlorine or other 
chemicals used to clean the tubes in the condenser. Note that chlori-
nation is regularly conducted to prevent buildup of microorganisms in 
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the condenser. When chemical cleaning is scheduled an alternate con-
denser discharge would need to be used and, in order to insure a 
constant heat source, the fish raising complex would need to locate at 
a power plant with more than one continuously operating unit. 
The concept of direct use of waste heat from once through cooling 
systems has good potential for large scale utilization and is deserving 
of further research. 
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APPLICATIONS FOR WASTE HEAT UTILIZATION 
Many potential applications for waste heat use in Iowa have been 
identified and are discussed in detail in the Appendix. A brief 
summary of the applications is presented in the following paragraphs. 
Figure 17 presents a flow chart of potential applications for power 
plant waste heat. Both the low temperature range and the high tempera-
ture range are considered in the utilization scheme. The low tempera-
ture is characterized by sununer and winter condenser discharge 
temperatures , 90°F and 70°F (32°C and 21°C) , respectively. The high 
temperature utilization scheme would apply to steam extraction turbines, 
high backpressure turbines (dry cooling tower system) , or noncondensing 
turbines , 150°F to 350°F (66°C to 177°C). The low temperature applica-
tions include sewage treatment, biomass culture (biomass production 
evaporative cooling marsh), greenhouse heating, animal confinement 
building heating, subsoil heating, grain drying, and warm water storage 
in underground aquifers. The high temperature applications are directed 
toward the planned "total energy" or dual purpose power plants. 
Included are district heating and cooling, storage of high temperature 
water in confined underground aquifers , and refuse drying for power 
plant fuel. The high temperature applications such as district heating 
are discussed in rrore detail in a later section. The low temperature 
applications which seem to hold the greatest potential for immediate 
development on a large scale basis in Iowa are greenhouse heating, heat 
for aquaculture (fish raising in recirculating confined high density 
systems), and the biomass production evaporative cooling marsh. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
A detailed study of the potential impact of waste heat utilization 
on the environment h.as not been carried out in this study; however, two 
areas of concern are the effect of thermal and co2 emissions on climatic 
changes and water resources. Thermal pollution of rivers and lakes has 
been considered by others and is reported in a variety of publications. 
Therefore, it is not covered in this report. 
The literature search revealed that reduced direct thermal and co2 
emissions may be required within 50-100 years in order to avoid unde-
sirable climatic alteration (~olf, 1974). Although this seems to be a 
few years awayl the planning and implementation of more efficient use 
of energy today could result in a reduction of energy wasted (lost in 
the thermal to electric conversion process) and thus reduce the total 
direct thermal emissions from power plants. This could be accorrplished 
by long range energy planning, featuring total energy power plants and 
co2 and other stack gases recovery. Potentially, the C02 could be used 
directly to enhance the greenhouse environment, the NOx could be 
recovered for conversion to nitrogen fertilizers, and so2 recovered 
for conversion to elemental sulfur, sulfuric acid, ammonium sulfate for 
fertilizer, and sodium sulfite for paper and gypsum. Further research 
in potential NOx recovery is needed. 
The water resource problem can be presented in two parts, conserva-
tion with respect to consumptive use in conventional wet evaporative 
1Paul Sidles, Ames Lab, U.S. Department of Energy, personal 
communication, 1977) . 
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cooling towers and local effects of contamination by cooling water 
drift. The water resources of Iowa are limited and with the growing 
demand for electric power and construction of larger generating 
stations, the demand and consumptive use of water for cooling is 
increasing. As the demand for water by agriculture, industry, and 
utilities increases the consumptive use for cooling may be restricted. 
A possible solution may be a recirculating biomass production evapora-
tive cooling marsh. Such a system has a number of obvious attractive 
features although the evaporative and evapotranspiration water loss 
from this type of cooling ecosystem has not been investigated. 
The effect of cooling tower drift on vegetation involves the 
possibility of uptake of toxic elements. The practice of adding 
biocides and corrosion inhibiting chemicals (zinc and chromium) to 
make up water for cooling towers is the source of these chemicals, 
and drift from these towers provides a pathway for the transfer of 
toxic elements to the surrounding local environment (chromate use is 
now being restricted). This is significant in Ic:Ma because often the 
cultivated vegetation that may surround the cooling towers is consumed 
by animals where secondary concentration occurs and thus a pathway is 
established for potential transfer of toxic trace elements into the food 
chain of man. Edmonds et al. (1974) and Taylor et al. (1974) indicate 
elemental uptake in plants from the soil is much less significant than 
is the uptake from leaf surface contamination. Additional research 
needs to be conducted to determine the relative toxicity of chemicals 
and biocides added to make up water and resulting drift from cooling 
towers to establish reference data appl.icable to the Iowa environment . 
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ENERGY CONSUMPTICN PATI'ERNS 
In order to become aware of the possibilities for more efficient 
utilization of the energy resources available from existing and future 
steam electric power plants , one must first look at the overall pattern 
of energy consumption. Specifically, to determine ways in which waste 
heat might be employed, the end use of energy consumed must be examined. 
Energy con sumption by sector a nd end u se is pr esented i n detail in 
Tables 1 and 2 lOffice of Science and Technoiogy, 19721. 
Table 1 . Percent of total U.S. energy consumption for various heating 
applications 
Heating application 
Space heating (residential, corrmercial) 
Process steam (industrial) 
Water heating (residential, comrrercial) 
Air conditioning (residential, conunercial) 
Refrigeration (residential, conunercial) 
Total 
Percent 
17 . 9 
16.7 
4 . 0 
2.5 
2.2 
43.3 
Referring to Table 2, it can be seen that energy consumption is 
divided into four major sectors: residential, commercial, industria l, 
and transportation. Each sector is then divided into various end use 
activities. The 1968 heating applications are listed in Table 2 
(Stanford Research Institute , 1972) along with their respective percent 
of the national total energy consumption . The heating applications are 
listed in order of relat ive importance. 
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Table 2. Energy consumption in the United States by end use, 1960-1968 
(trillions of Btu and percent per year) 
Sector and end use 
Residential 
Space heating 
Water heating 
Cooking 
Clothes drying 
Refrigeration 
Air conditioning 
Other 
Total 
Commercial 
Space heating 
Water heating 
Cooking 
Refrigeration 
Air conditioning 
Feed stock 
Other 
Total 
Industrial 
Process steam 
Electric drive 
Electrolytic processes 
Direct heat 
Feed stock 
Other 
Total 
Transportation 
Fuel 
Raw materials 
Total 
National total 
Consumption 
1960 1968 
4,848 
1,159 
556 
93 
369 
134 
809 
7 ,968 
3 ,111 
544 
98 
534 
576 
734 
145 
5,742 
7 ,646 
3 ,170 
486 
5 ,550 
1,370 
118 
18,340 
10,873 
141 
11,014 
43 ,064 
6,675 
1,736 
637 
208 
692 
427 
1,241 
11,616 
4,182 
653 
139 
670 
1,113 
984 
1,025 
8,766 
10 ,132 
4, 794 
705 
6,929 
2,202 
198 
24 ,960 
15,038 
146 
15,184 
60,526 
Percent 
annual rate 
of growth 
4.1 
5.2 
1. 7 
10.6 
8.2 
15.6 
5.5 
4.8 
3.8 
2.3 
4.5 
2.9 
8.6 
3.7 
28.0 
5.4 
3.6 
5.3 
4.8 
2.8 
6.1 
6.7 
3.9 
4.1 
0.4 
4.1 
4.3 
Percent of 
national total 
1960 1968 
11. 3 
2 . 7 
1. 3 
0.2 
0.9 
0.3 
1.9 
18.6 
7.2 
1.3 
0.2 
1.2 
1. 3 
1. 7 
0.3 
13. 2 
17.8 
7.4 
1.1 
12.9 
3.2 
0.3 
42. 7 
25.2 
0.3 
25.5 
100 . 0 
11.0 
2.9 
1.1 
0.3 
1.1 
0.7 
2.1 
19. 2 
6.9 
1.1 
0.2 
1.1 
1. 8 
1.6 
1. 7 
14.4 
16.7 
7.9 
1.2 
11.5 
3.6 
0.3 
41.2 
24. 9 
0.3 
25 . 2 
100 .o 
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Table 2 shows that space he a ting for residential and commercial use 
is the largest single end use of ene r gy (excluding transportation which 
consumes 25%). The total space heating consumption is cl ose to 20% , 
which includes industrial space heating which was not separately identi-
fied . The growth r ate for space heating consumption is approximately 4% 
per year which is close to the national total energy growth rate of 4.3% 
per year. 
By examining the end use of energy it can be observed that over 40% 
of the total ener gy consumed in the United States is a direct heating 
application. Some fraction of these heating needs could be satisfied 
by dual purpose central power plants providing heating, cooling , and 
elec ricity to the surrounding area as is done in a number of northern 
European communities. Consideration of district heating and cooling 
deserves attention in relation to the utilization of power plant waste 
heat but will not be dealt with in detail in this investigation . 
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C'ONSIDERATION FOR STEAM ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS 
To make the most effective use of the energy input to a power plant 
one must first understand the energy balance of the power plant itself. 
Figure 18 presents energy balances for three cases: a conventional 
(electric) plant, a dual purpose (heat and electric) plant, and a scaled 
up heat and electric plant. Referring to Figure 18a, the heat distribu-
tion and electrical conversion are shown for a conventional fossil fuel 
power plant. A unit heat input of 9,300 Btu is assumed. This input is 
roughly the Btu heating value for one pound of coal. This input will 
give a plant heat rate of 9,300 Btu/HWhr for a conversion efficiency of 
37% . (The heat rate and conversion efficiency values listed are typical 
of most modern fossil fuei power plants.) Using the 37% efficiency, it 
is seen that 3 ,413 Btu can be converted into electricity , that is, one 
kilowatt-hour is generated. The remaining 63% of the input energy is 
discharged as waste heat. Approximately 12% of the energy input or 
1,120 Btu is lost as stack gas discharge at a temperature ranging from 
300 to 400°F (149 to 204°C}. The other 51% or 4,767 Btu is dumped to 
the local biosphere by either cooling towers, a cooling pond , or once 
through river cooling. 'lhe ternperature of the cooling water dis charge 
from the condenser of the power plant will range from 70 to 110°F (21 to 
43°Cl. This variation is caused by different ambient conditions and 
plant loads. 
Figure 18b shows the change in efficiency for a corrbined or dual 
purpose plant (electric and heat production). When the unit input of 
9,300 Btu is held constant while the temperature of the turbine exhaust 
3413 
Btu 
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Figure 18. Energy balance comparis on, conventional steam electric 
power plant and dual purpose plant 
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waste heat is increased to 250°F (121°C), only 2,330 Btu are converted 
to electricity and the conversion efficiency drops to 25%. Therefore, 
the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of the waste heat 
exhausted by the turbine is 1,083 Btu. The turbine exhaust waste heat 
now becomes 63% of the input energy or 5 ,850 Btu available at a tem-
perature of 250°F (121°C}. Thus, as would be expected for a fixed 
input energy to the plant, a kilowatt production loss directly results 
from increasing the temperature of the turbine exhaust waste heat. 
Figure 18c sirrply shows the quantity of heat required to maintain 
one kilowatt-hour output while supplying waste heat from the turbine 
exhaust at an elevated temperature. Note that for each case the stack 
losses are assumed to be a constant fraction of the input energy. 
Although for the case represented by Figure 18c the input energy 
was increased by 46% (4,340 Btu}, this increase resulted in an overall 
efficiency of 88% for the dual purpose porwer plant vs 37% for the 
single purpose plant. This is a 51% increase in overall efficiency. 
In Figure 19, a series of schematic diagrams are provided to shorw 
hO'N the division of energy for heat and electric generation can be 
accomplished. lbe conventional turbine-generator configuration at the 
top of Figure 19 corresponds to Figure 18a and its associated discus-
sion. The steam extraction turbine arrangexrent (center) provides both 
electricity and heat at a higher terrperature and thus corresponds to 
Figure 18b, a dual purpose plant. The difference is th.at for the dual 
purpose plant of Figure 18b a higher turbine exhaust temperature is 
used as from a noncondensing turbine and in this case (center diagram) 
steam is being extracted from the turbine at some higher pressure 
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Figure 19. Energy utilization comparison for conventional steam 
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rather than at normal exhaust conditions. (For the condensing turbine 
this would be at a low vacuum.) The backpressure turbine shown at the 
bottom of Figure 19 is a noncondensing steam turbine . This arrangement 
provides essentially the same conditions described by the heat balance 
in Figures 18b and 18c. 
It was shown in the preceding sections that a market already exists 
for various heating applications. The following brief example is pro-
vided to demonstrate the potential use of existing power plants in a 
total energy scheme and thus reduce or eliminate altogether the waste 
heat dumped in a conventional condensing steam electric power p l ant . 
Figure 20 presents an ener<JY use map for the city of Ames, Iowa. 
High density energy users have been identified (industrial, commercial, 
and high density housing) and their location relative to the existing 
power plant is indicated on the map. Once the high density energy users 
have been located, it is possible to suggest and evaluate potential high 
temperature heating and cooling distribution lines from a central sta-
tion. This is not a new concept as district heating is very common in 
Europe and has been common in most large cities in the eastern United 
States. Over the past several years the district heat systems in the 
U.S. could not compete with other relatively cheap and abundant energy 
sources and, therefore, many district heating systems were abandoned 
for economic reasons. However, today's rising energy costs and reduced 
availability of resources have renewed interest in the total energy 
scheme. Figure 20 presents a suggested distribution route from the 
power plant to the downtown business district, the hospital, North 
Grand Mall area , some high density housing areas, and some industrial 
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Figu r e 20. High density energy use map , City o f Ames. Iowa 
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areas east of the plant. Obviously, a more detailed s tudy would be 
required befor e any action could be taken. 
Such a district heating and cooling scheme is not an unreasonable 
concept. It is a generally accepted fact that a single large heating 
system is more efficient than many small individual systems . In fact, 
the cit y of Ames in evaluating plans for its power plant expansion had 
a brief study conducted for district heating ; however , on l y one user, 
the hospital, was considered. In general, the greater the utilization 
the less expensive the cost of s upplying the heating or cooling r equire-
ment . Numerous recent studies have been conducted and have shown the 
energy savings and economic advantage of district or total energy 
schemes (Diamant, 1970; Diamant and McGarry , 1968; Geiringer, 1963). 
Similar studies coul d be undertaken to evaluate power p lants throughout 
the state (and nation) a s potential locations for district space heat-
ing and cooling, "total energy" s chemes . Another total energy applica-
tion that a power plant could s upp ly is that o f industrial process 
steam. However , the process he ating applications will not be dealt with 
in this investigation. 
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CONTINUING RESEARClI 
For waste heat to have some impact toward better utilization of 
energy resources available from existing and future power plants, it 
is essential that some pilot studies be conducted to test empirical 
results from this and other studies. More information must be made 
available to energy policy agencies as to the "field verified" data 
on technical and economic questions. 
Small scale pilot projects at existing power plants would be used 
to verify the parameters and predictions obtained from model studies . 
The pilot project is in effect a proving ground for the large scale 
utilization complex. Thus, in the pilot system the design can be 
tested, refined, and fine-tuned to the characteristics of one or more 
power plants and hopefully prevent expensive design modifications of 
future large scale waste heat utilization systems. 
An example of a pilot waste heat utilization complex is presented 
in Figure 21 for the Iowa State University power plant. Figure 22 
presents an idealized user flow chart for a sununer-winter utilization 
scheme . Additional potential pilot sites are described in brief detail 
in Appendix B • 
Figure 21. Artist's conception, proposed ISU waste heat utilization C'Omplex 
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Figure 22. Idealized sununer-winter power plant waste heat utilization sdlerne 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
To determine tha present state of the art in applied waste heat 
util ization, an extensive literature search was conducted. Much has 
been published on proposed power plant waste heat utilization schemes, 
many of which follow the initial groundwork of Boersma (1970) . A 
detailed listing is available in Utilization of Waste Heat from 
Electric Power Generating Stations , Vol. 2, Roberts and Bahr (1978), 
a report to the Iowa Energy Policy Council. Therefore, only a partial 
treatment will be provided here. 
Early studies by Beall (1970), Beall and Samuels (1971), Miller et 
al. (1971), Boersma and Rykbost (1973), and Yarosh et al. (1972) cited 
such applications as greenhouse heating and cooling , thermal aquacul-
ture (fish raising), heating of animal confinement buildings , s ubsoil 
he ating, warm water irrigation, sewage treatment, and district space 
heating . These studies suggested that the most practica l scheme for 
economically successful utilization would be some combination of green-
house and aquaculture heatin~ applica tions. Thi s was confirmed in 
later studies by Iverson et al. (1976) and Olszewski et al . , 
(1976). 
The greenhouse heating studies conducted by Iverson et al. (1976) 
revealed that dry heat exchangers employing forced circulation over a 
finned tube heat exchanger had many advantages over the direct contact 
wet-pad exchanger used by Olszewski and Trezek (1976) . The dry heat 
exchange system eliminated the extremely high humidity of the wet- pad 
system, which caused disease problems. The dry system provided uniform 
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heat distribution, co2 dispersion, good humidity control, and accurate 
temperature control . 
Waste heat use in greenhouse heating is being studied by the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, Northern States Power , and the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (Ashley and Hietala , 1976). This study consists of a 
1/ 2 acre demonstration greenhouse, space heated with finned tube heat 
exchangers, and subsoil heated with buried plastic pipe. Condenser dis-
charge from Shere Unit #1 is then piped 1/ 2 mile to heat the greenhouse . 
First year results have shown that the warm water is able to meet all of 
the greenhouse heating requirements , even with outside temperatures of 
-40°F (-40°C). Greenhouse air temperature was maintained between SS-60°F 
(12-15°C) using only the 85°F (29 °C) condenser discharge water. The 
economic analysis indicated that the greenhouse operator could realize 
a $10,000/ yr savings by using waste heat rather than oil at $3.21/ 
million Btu. The only problems reported were fouling of heat exchangers 
which was corrected by chlorination and acid cleaning; also, some shad-
ing of the greenhouse from the cooling t ower plume was observed. 
Some o f the early problems and potentials of power plant waste 
heat use in aquaculture were reported by Watts (1971) and Yee (1972). 
The first large scale effort in the experimental culture of fish at an 
actual power plant was undertaken in the Gallatin catfish project by 
the Tennessee Valley Authority (Goss, 1973). The objective of the 
Gallatin catfish project was to determine the feasibility of high 
density raceway culture of catfish using power plant condenser dis-
charge water. The problems reported in the Gallatin project were als o 
r eported by other investigators using channel and cage culture 
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techniques (Chesness et al., 1976, Heffernan, 1973; Kerr, 1976; 
Tilton and Kelley, 1970). These problems included disease prevention, 
requirements for dissolved oxygen, and waste treatment. Basic research 
on stocking density, water turnover rate, growth rate, and food con-
version efficiency along with other physiological parameters for 
intensive culture of catfish were reported by Andrews et al. (1973), 
Stickney and Andrews (1973, and Colt et al. (1975). 
No specific work involving waste heat use for biomass production 
was reported; however, some related studies were identified. Studies 
closely related to the biomass production evaporative cooling marsh 
concept include Devik (19741, Duncan (1976), Queijo (1977), and Seaquist 
(1977). These studies covered the use of aquatic plants such as water 
hyacinth and algae in waste water treatment. Bassham (1976), Benemann 
and Oswald (1976) , Greeley (19761 , Kirkbride (1976) , and Szego (1976) 
discussed other aspects of biomass production and conversion . 
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APP:CNDIX A. DESCRIPTION AND SPECIFICATIONS OF ASSUMED SYSTEM1 
General 
The overall system to be model ed consists of a steam electric fossil 
fueled power p lant, a permanent rigid structure greenhouse, and a catfish 
p r oduction aquaculture unit. The biomass p roduction evaporative cooling 
marsh and the f ield soil heating were not incl uded in the model. 
The interfacing of each e lement of the complex involves an energy 
bal an ce analysi s . In this analysis, t he thermal energy needs of the 
complex are supplied by waste heat from the power p lant (see Figure A. l). 
Wi th thi s approach t he waste heat is considered an output product of the 
power plant and when the system as a whole is analyzed, a greater use of 
exis ting thermal energy may be realized with the net result of reduced 
overall energy consumption and increased effi ciency of total energy use . 
In each element considered, the model was designed t o simulate 
actua l off-the - shelf equipment . This procedur e was employed when 
perf ormance data were available from the various manufacturers . For 
example , in the greenhouse space heating model, a conurercial heater 
manufacturer was selected at random. Then the actual equipment per-
forrnanoe curves were used to describe the heater operation . (Not an 
idealized mathematical model of an as sumed heater pe r formance . ) The 
same analysis approach was used in the power plant model for the turbine 
and condenser and in the aquaculture model for the heat exchanger. 
1The Appendices present ed a r e an abridged and s lightly a ltered 
version of Part C in Roberts and Bahr (1978) report t o the Iowa Ene r gy 
Policy Council. 
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Power Plant 
The parameters listed in Table A. l have been identified as required 
data for the purpose of computer simulation of a fossil fueled steam 
electric power plant. 
Table A. l . Required parameters for power plant simulation 
Primary input data 
common to all steam 
electric plants 
k-W output 
Btu input 
KWhr generation cost 
Steam flow rate into condenser 
Condenser coolant flow rate 
through condenser 
Condenser coolant inlet 
temperature to condenser 
Condenser backpressure 
Boiler efficiency 
a 
Input data characteristica 
of select individual steam 
electric plants 
Turbine specifications 
operating limits, 
performance curves , etc . 
condenser specifications, 
surface area , loading , 
flow rates , etc . 
Plant or unit heat- balance 
cycle diagrams 
Auxiliary equipment 
performance curves , 
circulating pumps , etc. 
Characteristics of equipment supplied by manufacturer . 
These parameters are specified so as to define the configuration of 
the power plant being modeled. After this study was initiated , vi sits 
were made to both the Iowa State University power plant and the City of 
Ames power plant . Information obtained from the visits revealed that a 
detai l ed model of the ISU power plant would be very difficult to accom-
plish . This is because the Iowa State power plant is an older plant 
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with many units interconnected , i . e ., common steam feed to turbines , 
comnon system for condenser coolant circulating water , and so on . In 
addition , the desired input data conunon to all power plants are not 
easily obtainable from the ISU plant . This is due to the fact that 
the plant has older equipment for which performance curves are 
unavailable and the equipment is not as completely instrumented as a 
modern power plant would be. The problem of availability of instru-
mentation and/or equipment performance curves is corranon to most power 
plants throughout the state , with the exception of relatively new 
plants. With proper instrumentation or equipment performance curves , 
such operating para.meters as steam flow into the turbine, automatic 
extraction , condenser steam flow, Btu input, and KW output could be 
obtained for any given operating condition and for each unit considered . 
The purpose of the power plant model is to provide a basic computer 
model describing the performance of a steam electric power plant. Since 
this research effort is concerned with the utilization of waste heat 
from the point of view of total system efficiency of end energy use, 
then only those components of the power plant involved with receiving 
or transferring waste heat, i.e., low temperature steam and condenser 
coolant discharge , were modeled. In this manner , the model can be made 
general enough to adequately describe the waste heat production and 
operational performance of any steam electric power plant using conunon 
inputs previously listed. Using this approach, only the input data and 
equipment performance equations would differ for each plant or unit 
considered and the computer model itself would remain the same. The 
power plant computer model is described in more detail in Appendix o. 
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The model describes a single unit power plant, i.e., the turbine-
generator-condenser combination. Power plants are generally set up to 
operate in units, so that one unit may be taken off the line and shut 
down for maintenance or an emergency while other units rema in in service 
(refer to Figure A. 2) . The units are generally independent; however , 
for convenience they are sometimes interconnected to allow for multiple 
operation , i.e ., from one boiler. 
Both the ISU plant and the City of Ames plant are modeled , but only 
the ISU plant is described in detail . Data and performance curves from 
the equipment considered were used to provide the physical and empirical 
inputs for the power plant computer model and simulation . 
The ISU power plant is primarily a steam heating plant with an 
output of 105 MW(t) and 23 . 5 MW(e). The addition of a new 11 . 5 MW(e) 
condensing automatic extraction turbine generator will bring the total 
output to 35 MW(e) when completed in 1979. The plant is fossil fueled 
and is designed to operate on either coal or natural gas (when avail-
able) • Condenser cooling is provided by two sets of induced draft wet 
evaporative cooling towers. Figure A.3 presents the plant layout with 
cooling t ower location. The cooling towers located north of the plant 
are very old and are being phased out and replaced by additions to the 
new tower complex located east of the plant. 
For the ISU power plant , only unit number 5 was considered in the 
study . This decision was based on the lack of availability of technical 
specifications for the older and smaller units 1, 2, and 4 . 
Unit number 3 is a decommissioned unit . ) 
(Note : 
Figure A.2. Independent and interex>nnected ex>nfiguration for multiple unit power plants 
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An accurate means of predicting condenser steam flow for various 
conditions of KW load and steam extraction was not available so for the 
purpose of keeping the simulation as simple and accurate as possible, 
only unit number 5 was considered. Another drawback in getting data for 
the ISU plant is that no instrumentation is available for measurement of 
Btu/hr input or tons of coal burned per hour . The Btu/hr figure is 
needed to determine the heat rate for the unit being considered , where 
heat rate = Btu/ KWhr and its inverse, KWhr/ Btu is a rreasure of the unit 
or plant efficiency . To overcome this problem, heat rate curves for a 
similar turbine were used t o describe the performance for ISU unit num-
ber 5. Refer to Appendix G. 
The performance of an automated extraction steam turbine is 
generally presented as a plot of the throttle steam flow vs the kilo-
watt load for various extraction conditions. This turbine performance 
curve is presented for ISU unit number 5 in Figure G.5 in Appendix G. 
In a similar manner, condenser performance is described by a plot of 
the condenser loading (Btu/ hr) vs the absolute pressure (of the steam-
water mixture being condensed) for various cooling water inlet tempera-
tures. Condenser performance curves f or ISU unit number 5 are provided 
in Figures G. 3 and G. 4, Appendix G, representing the two flow conditions 
of 7,800 GPM and 12,000 GPM, respectively . 
A heat balance cycle diagram was not available for unit number 5 . 
This was due to the fact that the units were set up for steam extraction 
for various space heating functions and only a small portion of the 
extraction was used for coil'Ullon feedwater heating (for all units). There-
fore , individual heat balance diagrams were not prepared when new units 
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were added. An approximation for the unit number 5 heat balance diagram 
is presented in Figure A.4. 
10,000 kW 
3600 RPM 
38 
STEAM INLET CONDITION 
238,000 Lbm/hr 
400 psig 750 °FTT 
90 psig STEAM 
0 Lbm/hr 6 psig STEAM 
12,000 GPM AT 90 OF 
Figure A.4 . Ass\.Ulled heat balance configuration for ISU unit n\.Ullber 5 
The cooling towers used for unit n\.Ullber 5 are located east of the 
power plant and consist of three bays of Marley class 600 industrial 
crossflow induced draft wet evaporative cooling towers . One bay is 
used primarily for unit n\.Ullber 5 condenser cooling (during the winter). 
The second and third bays are used during the summer for condenser cool-
ing on unit number 5 and three water chillers (one centrifugal and two 
absorption chillers). Note th.at the centrifugal chiller and the two 
absorption chillers are used mainly during the summer. (The absorption 
chillers are sometimes run during winter m::>nths to provide for a small 
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cooling requirement.) All three components generate wa ste heat which 
adds to that normally dumped by the turbine. The wa ste heat contribu-
tions from these sources wer e not included as part of the power plant 
model used in this study . 
Figure A.5 pr esents a cross-section view of the cooling tower. 
Each bay is designed to handle 10,000 GPM of coolin~ water and has i t s 
own circulating pump and riser pipe . The circulating pump withdraws 
water from th.e cold water basin, pumps it through the condenser in the 
power plant via a four foot diameter buried pipe and returns to empty 
into the hot wat er distrihution basin on top of the cooling tower . 
Figure A. 6 p resents the circul ation scheme . Each bay of the tower is 
equipped with its own circulating pump and a two speed fan. The hot 
water distribution system that dumps the water into the warm water 
basin is set up to allow a single circulation pump t o serve more than 
one bay. 
During a typical year one , two, or three bays can be used along 
with one , two , or three pumps and zero to three fans in service (high 
or low speed operation) . An assumed typical annual history is given in 
Table A. 2 . 
A ci r culating water pump performance curve is provided in Figure 
G.6 in Appendix G. This plot shows how the total head developed varies 
with the flow. 
Greenhouse 
The greenhouse to be modeled is assumed to be a rigid frame perma-
nent structure of the arched r oof type with a floor space of 5000 ft 2 
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Table A.2. ISU cooling tower equipment data and operating schedule 
Vertical turbine pump: 300 HP - 460 Volts - 348 Amps 
2-speed fan motor: High 125 HP - 1780 RPM - 147 Amps - 460 Volts 
Low 31 HP - 880 RPM - 72 Amps - 460 Volts 
Approximate hours of motor operation per year: 
One pump: 
Second pump: 
Third pump: 
Single fan: 
Second fan: 
Third fan: 
8760 Hrs 
5040 Hrs 
2880 Hrs 
(speed} 
(continuous year r o und} 
(approximately 7 months total) 
(approximately 4 months total) 
High - 7200 Hrs (approximately 10 months 
total) 
Low 720 Hrs (approximately 1 month 
total) 
Fan not in operation approximately 1 month 
per year 
(speed) High - 4320 Hrs (approximately 6 months 
total) 
Low 720 Hrs (approximately 1 month 
total) 
Fan not in operation approximately 3 months 
per ye ar 
(speed) High - 2160 Hrs (approximately 3 months 
total) 
Low 720 Hrs (approximately 1 month 
total) 
Fan not in operation approximately 8 months 
per year 
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of growing area, and approximately 6552 ft2 of roof with a heat transfer 
U value of 0.8 Btu/hr ft 2°F, and 1448 ft2 of side and end wall with a 
heat transfer U value of 0 . 8 Btu/hr ft2°F. This gives an overall sur-
face area of 8000 ft2 with a U value of 0.8 Btu/hr ft2°F. The roof 
glazing material is assumed to be plastic, with a double inflated layer 
and a one inch airspace separation. The end and side walls are assumed 
to be double glazed fiberglass or double glazed plastic both with a one 
inch airspace separation. This is a common and inexpensive type of 
structure widely used in the present greenhouse industry and suitable 
for operation under Iowa winter conditions . 
A disadvantage of the plastic as a glazing material is that it must 
be replaced every two years. However, the advantage of the higher insu-
lating value of the double plastic resulting in a lower annual fuel bill 
combined with the low cost of the structure tend to make it a good 
choice for either a long or short term installation. The 1.5 acre Ames 
Greenhouse, Inc. installation located one mile east of Ames, Iowa makes 
use of this type of structure. 
The greenhouse heating system is assumed to include both soil and 
space heating. The space heating requirement was determined by assuming 
a worst case condition . The condition assumed was night, with a 5 mph 
wind, and an outdoor ambient air temperature of 5°F (-15°Cl. The maxi-
mum heating requirement was then calculated to be 325,907 Btu/hr, which 
agreed well with. the number recommended by a local greenhouse heating 
equipment representative1 (320,000 Btu/hr}. The small difference 
la . G. Peterson Co ., Inc., Manufacturer ' s representative (heating), 
Des Moines, Iowa. Personal communication, 1977 . 
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between these figures confirms that the simplified energy balance used 
to describe the energy requirement of the greenhouse will adequately 
serve as a model for predicting the greenhouse energy requirement. Note 
the air temperature to be maintained in the greenhouse is 60°F (15°C). 
The greenhouse space heating requirement was assumed to be accom-
plished by using Modine hot water unit heaters in combination with a 
polytube air distribution system. Performance curves and cost figures 
for various hot water unit heate r s were supplied by Modine. 1 The Modine 
HS 1235 unit heater was selected as the standard unit heater based on 
its heat output and unit price . (The entire greenhouse space heating 
requirernen t can be met by using one or more of these unit heaters set 
up in a parallel hot water flow arrangement .) An alternate space heat-
ing configuration using finned tube heating pipe along the perimeter, 
beneath benches and in an overhead installation could also have been 
simulated but performance curves were not available, so this alternative 
was not included. However, it could be easily added to the model when 
performance data become avai lable. Figure A.7 presents the two alter-
nate schemes for greenhouse space heating. 
Greenhouse cooling, if required during the summer operation, would 
be accomplished using a conventional fan and evaporative pad system. 
An ORNL report (Olszewski and Hillenbrand, 1976) revealed that 
attempts to cool a greenhouse using a wet evaporative pad system and 
power plant waste heat resulted only in a further heating and hurnidifi-
cation of the greenh.ouse air. Thus, waste heat cannot be used to cool 
1 
B. G. Peterson Co. , Inc., Manufacturer's representative (heating) , 
Des Moines, Iowa . Personal communication, 1977. 
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Figure A.7. Alternate schemes for greenhouse space heating with power p lant waste heat 
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a greenhouse using conventional evaporative pad techniques. (Exces-
sively high humidities were also reported to be a problem.) Humidifi -
cation during the winter was assumed to be controlled by normal green-
house watering/misting or other irrigation techniques. 
The soil heating system for the greenhouse assumes the use of 
buried plastic pipe as the subsoil heat source . The assumed layout is 
presented in Figure A.8 . This configuration is patterned after the 
installation used by Stewart and Winfield (1973) in soil heating for 
tomato plant production . Review of literature has shown that soil 
heating will not contribute significantly to the space heat requirement 
unless very high temperatures are used (Stewart and Winfield, 1973). 
High temperature subsoil heating would result in excessive drying of 
soil and have an adverse effect on growth. Therefore , the soil heat 
system described for the greenhouse is assumed to make no contribution 
to the space heating requirement. 
The greenhouse environrrental considerations are dependent on the 
species of plants being produced. For the purpose of this investiga-
tion, a high cash crop such as the tomato was considered to be the best 
choice for potential production.
1 
For greenhouse tomato production, the 
minimum night air temperature is 68°F (20°C) and the minimum day 
temperature is 78°F (25.6°C). This is presented in Figure A.9, super-
imposed with the seasonal outside air temperatures and a typical power 
plant condenser discharge temperature. Because solar input generally 
1charles V. Hall, Professor and Head, Department of Horticulture, 
I owa State University, Ames, Iowa. Personal communication , 1976. 
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reduces the daytime heating requirement, the heating system for this 
study will be designed to maintain the greenhouse air temperature at 
60°F (15°C) for nighttime conditions, with an outside air temperature 
of 5°F (-15°C} and a wind of 5 mph. Some consideration should also be 
given to greenhouse orientation for multiple gutter connected units. 
Th.is consideration is important for this type of structure with respect 
to wind loading and roof snow loads. Experience from large commercial 
installations tends to favor a north-south orientation for the longi-
tudinal axis of the greenhouse. This is because wind out of the north 
will generally remove snow from roofs and prevent the large accumulation 
that may occur for an east-west orientation. This type of orientation 
is used for the 1.5 a cre installation of Ames Greenhouse, Inc. east of 
Ames, Iowa . The difference in solar gain or loss is negligible for the 
north-south orientation vs that of the east-west. 
Additional general background information on the effects of heat 
and temperature on plant growth covering optimum temperature range, 
optimum night temperature range, phases of growth, optimum day and night 
temperature ranges in greenhouse production, and unfavorable effects of 
temperature are presented by Roberts and Bahr (1978) in their final 
report to the Iowa Energy Policy Council. 
Aquaculture 
The proposed catfish production unit would consist of eight circu-
lar tanks, 8 ft in diameter and 3 ft deep. '!he tanks are assumed to be 
constructed of fiberglass, insulated, and have center drains. Figure 
A.10 presents the tank layout and water flow configuration. A 2 ft 
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Figure A.10 . Tank layout and water f low scheme for catfish production unit 
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water depth will provide a volume of approximately 100 ft3 of water per 
tank. For the case in which the power plant uses recirculated water, 
such as for cooling tower operation, the circulated water would transfer 
heat to the fish unit through a heat exchanger. 'Ibis is necessary to 
prevent the addition of toxic chemicals from the makeup water used for 
cooling tower operation to the fish rearing water . (Some typical chemi-
cals added to cooling water for recirculating tower systems are 
chlorine for algae control, microbiocides to control growth of micro-
organisms, sulfuric acid to control pH, and inhibitors to prevent 
scaling.) The heat e.xch.anger would be sized to maintain the rearing 
water in the tanks and the 5\ per minute replacement water (320 gal/ 
min) at 83°F (28°Cl. Because it was desired to use off the shelf 
equipment for the heat exchanger, a commercial heat exchange manufac-
turer was selected at random and equipment specifications, performance 
curves, and cost data were then obtained. Bell and Gossett, Buffalo, 
New York provided information on their line of industrial heat 
exchangers. Heat exchanger parameters such as flc:::M rates, heat 
transfer area, and cost were then placed in the computer model. 
It was assumed that the fresh water replacement makeup was from a 
well water source with a year round constant temperature of 55°F 
(12.8°C). A fresh water input rate of 0.05 gallons per minute per 
cubic foot of volume was assumed, which corresponds to a complete 
replacement turnover every 2.5 hours. A recirculation rate of 0.4 
gallons per minute per cubic foot of volume was also assumed which 
would correspond to a recirculation turnover every 20 minutes. 
The water flow rates corresponding to these conditions are 40 
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gallons per minute fresh water replacement input (5 GPM per tank} and 
320 gallons per minute recirculation. These circulation figures are 
based on research conducted by Andrews et al. (1971). 
Additional equipment required for the operation of the fish pro-
duction unit is presented in Figure A.10. Major components consist of 
a settling tank, roughly 0.5 ft2 surface area per GPM of flow; 1 
therefore, a 160 ft2 area was used with dimensions of 16 ft by 10 ft by 
5 ft. A trickle filter would also be required. An assumed 0 .2 ft 2 area 
per GPM of flow gives an area of 56 ft2 or a tank 8 ft in diameter and 8 
ft deep . An ultra-violet radiation sterilizer would also be required. 
'!his could consist of a standard commercial model such as a unit with uv 
light tubes immersed in the recirculation flow. In addition, aeration 
equipment would be required to add dissolved oxygen to the recirculation 
water as needed. This would again consist of standard cornrrercial equip-
ment which is readily available in th.e fish farming industry. 
All corrponents and piping are assumed to be insulated so as to 
minimize heat loss. The heat loss from these components was not cal-
culated from individual energy balance equations because the individual 
components and piping are not specified in great enough detail at this 
stage. Detailed component specification would take place in the pilot 
construction phase. However, when sizing the heat exchanger for this 
study a large heat loss (temperature drop} was assumed for the recir-
culating water. This allows for a worst case consideration in 
determining the size and cost of the heat exchanger. 
1 
J. C. Young, Department of Civil Engineering, Iowa State Univer-
sity, Ames, Iowa. Personal communication, 1977. 
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The building housing the fish production complex was not specified 
in any great detail for the feasibility study. However, all components 
are assumed to fit into a building of roughly 30 ft by 50 ft . This 
structure would probably consist of a well-insulated metal building. 
The building space heat required could also be suppl ied by waste heat . 
Due to the fact that the heating requirement for the building would be 
very small when OOl'll?ared to the Btu requirement for heating the f i sh 
rearing water, it was not included in the model. Thus, the heating 
requirement for the aquaculture COl'll?onent is assumed to consist of two 
parts, the heat required to raise the replacement water (well water) 
from 55°F (13°C) to 83°F (28°C) and the component required to replace 
heat lost from tank surfaces. 
The environmental requirements for the fish production unit are 
dependent on the species of fish being raised. For this study , channel 
catfish (Ictalurus punctatus) was chosen as the species to be raised. 
This choice was made because of the relatively abundant knowledge and 
experience which has already been gained through intensive catfish pond-
farming in the southern United States and the fact that a good market 
has been established for this fish. 
Consideration of both the optimum telll?erature for growth and the 
optimum temperature for digestive enzyme secretion suggest that the 
optimum water temperature for rearing is about 83°F (28°C) . 1 The upper 
lethal telll?erature is 102°F (39°C) and the lower limit is 32°F (0°C). 
lRoss v. Bulkley , Associate Professor, Department of Animal Ecol-
ogy, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. Personal communication, 1976. 
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Although meeting the heating requirements for the fish system is 
the primary concern of this investigation, a discussion of other factors 
involved in fish culture is presented by Roberts and Bahr (1978) in the 
final report to the Iowa Energy Policy Council. Effects of physical 
parameters such as texrperature, dissolved oxygen level, and light 
intensity are considered along with the effects of such biological and 
chemical parameters as stocking density, water turnover rate, metabolic 
wastes, and waste production from intensive culture systems. 
Pilot System Location 
The proposed site location for the ISU pilot waste heat utilization 
research complex is shCMn in plan view in Figure A.11. '!he complex 
could be conveniently located close to the ISU power plant, by utilizing 
the presently unused field directly east of the horticultural garden and 
north of the new cooling tower addition along Sixth Street . The pro-
posed site has adequate land available for those coxrponents originally 
suggested for the pilot study and for certain additional utilization 
schemes identified in the investigation. In addition, the site is 
conveniently close to the main university campus so that maximum expo-
sure to various other interdisciplinary study efforts is possible. '!he 
technical and managerial expertise available from EMRRI, the Energy and 
Minerals Resource Research Institute, the Agricultural Experiment and 
Home Economics Research Station and ERI, the Engineering Research 
Institute, when oombined with the information dissemination and communi-
cation capabilities of the Agricultural and Engineering Extension 
services seem to suggest that the proposed ISU location for a pilot 
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Figure A.11 . Site location for proposed waste heat utilization 
complex 
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study operation would be the best choice, offering a maximum potential 
return to the State's economy and to Iowa industry and utilities . 
Pilot System Production 
The 5000 ft2 greenhouse and field subsoil heat plot and the 8 tank 
(800 ft3) fish production unit were selected for the feasibility study 
because they were considered to be adequately sized to allow for 
reasonably accurate extrapolation of parameters to cormnercial scale, 
i.e. , a 10 to 20 acre greenhouse installation or a 50,000 lb/yr fish 
production unit. 
Production from the greenhouse, assuming tomatoes at two crops per 
year, would be 20,661 lb/yr. 1 '!he fish production unit would yield an 
estimated 2500 lb market size per four months or 7500 lb/yr.2 Produc-
tion from larger acreages or a larger volume fish unit can be assumed 
to be a linear extrapolation for cost, income, and production. 
Pilot Location Climatological Factors 
The climate of Ames can be classified as temperate and continental . 
It is subject annually to a wide seasonal range in both temperature and 
precipitation . Typically, the mean temperature varies from a low of 
20°F (-6°C) in January to a high of 75°F (24°C) in July. The average 
minimum for January is about 10°F (-12°C) and the average maximum for 
1aiarles V. Hall, Professor and Head, Department of Horticulture , 
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. Personal communication, 1976. 
2Ross V. Bulkley, Associate Professor, Department of Animal Ecol-
ogy, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. Personal communication, 1976. 
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July is about 87°F (30°C). However, the temperature extremes may range 
from a low of -20°F (-29°C) to a high of 105°F (41°C) for January and 
July, respectively. 
Winter months are generally dry with about 1 in. of precipitation 
each month. June is generally the wettest month , with over 5 . 5 in. of 
precipitation, normally in the form of frequent thunderstorms. The 
mean temperature and precipitation are presented in Figure H.l in 
Appendix H. Wind frequencies, direction, and velocities are provided 
in Figures H.2, H.3, H.4, and H.5 in Appendix H. From these figures it 
can be noted that strong winds are most frequently from the northwest 
and o ccur during the winter and spring months with maximum velocities 
reaching 40 mph_. The highest velocities occur in March and April and 
the lowest in August. During the summer and fall, a large percentage 
of wind comes from the south and southeast at lower velocities, with a 
maximum of 25 mph. Figure H.2 shows that 85% o f the wind speed is less 
than 15 m~h; the average is 12 mph . A table of current climatol ogical 
data (1975, 1976) is provided in Table H.l. '!his provides monthly data 
for maximum and minimum air temperatures, degree days, soil tempera-
tures, and precipitation norms. 
For building design heating loads, the extreme worst case condition 
will be taken as -20°F (-29°C) outside air temperature with a 15 mph 
wind, but a more conservative design figure of 5°F (-15°C) with a 5 mph 
wind is reconunended. 
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APPENDIX B. SITE SELECTION AND DATA FOR LARGE SCALE INSTALLATIONS 
General 
The following five sites were visited and some data describing each 
plant were collected: Neal Stations 1 , 2, and 3 (Iowa Public Ser vice , 
Port Neal), Des Moines Station (Iowa Power and Light, Des Moines) , Ames 
Electric Plant (Municipal, Ames), Muscatine Electric Pl ant (Municipal , 
Musca tine) and the Fair Station (Eastern Iowa Light and Power , 
i'!ontpelier). A preliminary survey of a few power p lants was con-
ducted to pe rmit an assessment of ti1e survey techniques. The 
identification and selection of t hese plants for visitation and data 
collection were based on p revious knowledge of each respective power 
plant ' s loca tion, type of plant, and land availability . All power 
plants throughout the state should be surveyed in order to determine 
the optimum sites for commercial utilization of power plant waste heat. 
This survey woul d include land use, environmental assessment, with 
emphasis on geohydrologic consider ations , and marketing studies, that is, 
for each particular application, where a certain commercial unit coul d be 
set up, what size it could be, and where it could market its product. 
Some physical parameters identified as good indicators for poten-
tial utilization sites are the following: multiple unit power plants, 
plant loca tions near population centers, close proximity to agricul t ural 
land or to an industrial, commercial, or residential complex . Experi-
ence gained from visitation to the previously listed plant s has r evealed 
that a dual survey technique would yield the greatest amount of i nfor ma-
tion, that is, through a combination of aerial photo-reconnaissance and 
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surface inspection tour. Aerial photography records the greatest 
density of information of any survey technique. To obtain the same 
information using conventional surface techniques would require a great 
deal of time. The information recorded on the photograph must be 
accompanied by data obtained from a personal inspection t our. The 
combination can then be used to evaluate the utilization potentials 
for that particular site. 
The following example further illustrates the irrportance of aer i a l 
photography in site survey analysis. Referring to the Nea l Station 
photo (Figure B. l), note the surface hydrologic feature indicated by 
the arrow (marsh oxbow) forming a large arc east of the power plant. 
This marsh may have gone t otally unnoticed during the surf ace inspec-
tion tour because during the surface inspection , only a small portion 
of the surrounding site can be seen from any given vantage poi nt . The 
marsh is significant in that it may have some waste heat utilization 
potential of benefit to the power plant . 
General plant information was gathered at each station visited . 
This included pl ant unit layout , heat balances diagrams, cooling 
system-type, flow rates, coolant temperature, operating backpressur es, 
and condenser and turbine data (when available~. Land utilization 
practices characteris tic of the individuals or communities associated 
with each site were recorded in general detail (as permitted by limited 
observation), that is, t he t ype o f land use such as industria l , resi-
dential, commercial, or agricultural. 
Fig. B.1. Aerial photo, Neal Station 1,2 & 3, Port Neal, Iowa. 
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Neal Station 1, 2 , and 3 
The Neal Station is located at Port Neal on the Missouri River 
just south of Sioux City. Neal Station 1, 2 , and 3 has a total output 
of 1000 MW(e). The plant consists of three indep endent units. Each is 
fossil fueled using coal and each is cooled using once through river 
water. Refer to Table B.l. 
Table B.l. Condenser flow rates, Neal Station 
Circulating water in GPM 
Unit 1 
Unit 2 
Unit 3 
Surraner 
71,300 
119 ,600 
3, 2 75, 200 
Winter 
50 I 750 
100,000 
250,000 
From Figure B. 2 it can be seen that the land surrounding the plant 
is almost entirely agricultural. (An exception is a chemical plant 
located north and adjacent to the power plant . ) The turbine back-
pressure differs by about 1 inch Hg from summer to winter operation. 
Typical summer and winter values are 3 inches Hg abs. and 2 inches Hg 
abs., respectively. A 20°F (11°C) t emperature r ise through the con-
densers is typical for summer conditions and a 10°F (6°C) rise is 
characteristic for winter operating C'Onditions. Discharge temperatures 
are typical.ly 90°F (32°C) in the summer and 70°F (21°C} in the winter. 
For s ummer operations, two circulating pumps are used whereas only one 
pump is required for winter conditions. For deicing purposes in the 
winter, some warm water may be discharged upstream from the intake. 
Plant heat balance diagrams were not available; however , condenser 
Fig. B.2. Aerial photo, Neal Station 1,2 & 3 and surrounding land, Port Neal, Iowa. 
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specifications and performance curves were obtained and are provided in 
the final report to the Iowa Energy Policy Council (Roberts and Bahr, 
1978) . 
Des Moines Station 
The Des Moines station is located in the southeast corner of Des 
Moines (Figure B.3). (Arrow indicates location of the power plant 
adjacent to the Des Moines River . ) The station is fossil fueled using 
coal and employs a combination of cooling towers and once through river 
water for condenser cooling. The station consists of four units, two 
older units and two newer units. The two older units have been all but 
phased out due to their low efficiencies and the difficulty in meeting 
current air pollution emission standards. Therefore, only data per-
taining to the newer units were obtained. The two newer units are 
referred to as unit 6 / 10 (turbine/boiler) with. an output of 7 MW(e) and 
unit 7/ 11 (turbine/boiler) with an output of 120 MW(e). Unit 6/ 10 uses 
river water cooling when flows are adequate; otherwise, cooling towers 
are used. For a typical January river inlet temperature of 40°F (4°C) , 
the condenser coolant discharge temperature is 52°F (11 °C) and the 
corresponding operating backpressure in 1 . 6 inches Hg abs. Summer 
discharge temperatures are typically in the upper 90's°F (32's °C ) with 
a corresponding turbine backpressure of 3.5 inches Hg abs. Unit 7/ 11 
uses wet evaporative induced flow cooling towers. For a winter con-
denser inlet temperature of 48°F (8°C) the outlet temperature is 79°F 
(26°C) with a corresponding backpressure of 1.8 inches Kg abs. Summer 
outlet temperature in the 80's or 90 ' s°F (26 to 32°C) correspond to 
Fig. B.3. Aerial photo, DesMoines station, DesMoines, Iowa. 
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backpressures of 2 .8 inches Hg. Table B.2 presents the summer and 
winter flow rates. 
Table B.2. Condenser flow rates, Des Moines Station 
Unit 6/10 
Unit 7/11 
Circulating water in GPM 
Summer Winter 
65,000 
61,000 
50,000 
55,500 
Condenser specifications and performance curves are provided in the 
final report to the Iowa Energy Policy Council (Roberts and Bahr, 1978) . 
Ames Municipal 
The Ames Power Plant is located along the eastern margin of the 
city (Figure B.4) and is s urrounded by the downtown business district 
to the west and south , by residential dwellings to the north, and agri-
cultural land to the east . The station is fossil fueled, burning coal 
or natural gas. The unit also has a solid waste refuse burning addi-
tion. The plant consists of three main units plus a gas turbine for 
peaking. Detailed information was collected on the largest unit, 
nUITber 7, 33 MW(e). All three units use induced draft wet evaporative 
cooling towers. The condenser circulating water flCM rates are 16,200 
GPM in the winter and 26 ,600 GPM during the summer , with winter inlet 
and outlet temperatures of 70 °F (21°C) and 90°F (.32°C) , respectively, 
and corresponding summer temperatures of 79°F (.26°C) and 99°F (37°C) , 
respectively. Corresponding backpressures of 2.5 inches Hg abs . for 
winter and 3.2 inches Hg abs. for summer operations are common . A heat 
.,, ..._.. 
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Fig, B.4 Aerial photo, Ames station, Ames, Iowa. 
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balance diagram, turbine and condenser specifications, and condenser 
performance information are provided in Appendix G. 
Muscatine Municipal 
The Muscatine power plant is located at the southeast edge of the 
city of Muscatine. The plant is adjacent to the Mississippi River and 
is bordered on the north by chemical and gra i n i ndustries and to the 
west and south by agricultural land.· The station consists of four coal 
burning units. All four units use once through. river water for cooling. 
Data were taken on only the two newer larger units, 7 and 8. Unit 7 is 
22 MWlel with a cooling water flow rate of 37 ,000 GPM in the summer and 
approximately 30.,000 GPM in the winter. Unit 8 has an output of 81 
MW(e) with typical cooling water flow rates for summer and winter opera-
tions of 75,000 GPM and 65,000 GPM, respectively. Unit 8 exhaust hood 
over temperature alarm sounds at 145°F (63°C) or 5 inches Hg absolute 
pressure. Winter inlet temperatures to condensers are in the range of 
38 to 40°F (3 to 4°C) with discharge temperatures ranging from 55 to 
60°F (12 to 15°C) . Summer inlet temperatures are in the range of 80°F 
(26°Cl and outlet ternpe.ratures are about 91°F (..32°C)... Th..ese figures 
are representative values for unit 8 and correspond to turbine back-
pressures of 0.5 inch Hg abs. and 2.2 inches Hg abs. for winter and 
summer , respectively. The condenser and turbine specification data 
obtained for units 7 and 8 are presented in the final report to the 
Iowa Energy Policy council (Roberts and Bahr, 1978). 
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Fair Station 
The Fair Station is located along the Mississippi River just west 
o f Montpelier , Iowa. The station consists of two coal fired units, 
number l , 22 MW (e) and number 2 , 33 MW(e). Condense r cooling is pro-
vided by using once through river water . Condenser flow rates for two 
pump operations for Unit 1 is 20 , 500 GPM and for Unit 2 is 28 ,600 GPM. 
An example of a winter operating condition for Unit 2 would be an inlet 
water temperature of 35°F (2°C) and a discharge temperature of 58°F 
(14°C) for a turbine backpr essure of 0 .9 inch Hg abs. and a load of 
30 . 3 MW . Typical sununer operating conditions for a 40 . 5 MW load are 
an inlet temperature of 82°F (27°C) and a discharge temperature of 88°F 
(31°C) with a corresponding backpressure of 2 . 3 inches Hg abs. Turbine 
and condenser specification data are provided in the final report to the 
Iowa Energy Policy Council (Roberts and Bahr , 1978) . 
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APPENDIX C . ADDITIOllAL POTI::NTIAL tvASTE HEAT USERS 
General 
The following applications requiring temperatures from 70 to about 
100°F (21 to 38°C) may be considered as potential waste heat users. 
Figure C.l presents a sequence of low temperature was t e heat users 
located adjacent to their respective operating temperature range (note 
that some applications have a wider temperature use range than indi-
cated , such as greenhouse space heating). 
Refuse Drying 
Drying of solid waste for incineration as a power plant fuel may 
hold some potential for utilization, especially from power plants with 
dry cooling tower systems. 
Space Heating 
A wide variety of space heating applications could be developed 
to use waste heat. These applications ran~e from apartment, 
to industrial plant, to greenhouse heating . The users should be located 
relatively near the power plant heat sour ce . The temperature utiliza-
tion range for space heating applications , such as for greenhouse heat-
ing, could start about 70°F (21°C). All space heating applications 
would be seasonal with peak demands during winter and with little or no 
demand during the summer depending on geographic location . 
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Grain Drying 
This application is similar to that of any space heating applica-
tion but has a narrow utilization time span, that is, a f all or post-
harvesting heati ng demand only. 
Thermal Storage 
Thermal energy storage is not an application in the usual sense of 
the word but a technique for improving the efficiency of true applica-
tions by storing useful heat from the time it is produced unti l t he 
moment when it is needed . Thus, heat produced in the summer could be 
made available for use in the winter. 
The storage of low temperature waste heat in underground aquifers 
is a relatively new and unexplored concept. One possibility might be 
the use of heat pumps to remove heat from the warm water and use it for 
some space heating application or possibly direct recovery by pumping . 
Some studies have been conducted on the feasibility of high temperature 
water storage in confined underground aquifers (Meyer and Todd , 
1973a ,b} . This technique showed favorable results. 
Sewage Treatment 
Waste heat can be used in a variety of ways in sewage and waste 
water treatment . Waste heat can be used to increase the tempe r ature 
and facilitate anaerobic fermentation for methane production. A 95°F 
(35°C) temperature is suitable for the operation of an anaer obic 
digester using animal wastes or similar sewage waste. Warm wat er can 
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provide the needed thermal environment for an alternate waste water 
treatment scheme involving the use of various aquatic plants to help 
purify water to a recyclable level (Duncan, 1976). Use of aquatic 
plants such as water hyacinth (to remove heavy metals) along with single 
cell proteins (algae) has received attention in recent waste water 
treatment studies (Wolverton and McDonald, 1976; Queijo , 1977) . Algae , 
used to remove nutrients from waste water (Devik, 19741, can then be 
harvested and used as a protein source or converted to a fuel such as 
methane. Similarly, other aquatic plants can be grown , harvested, and 
converted to useful products. 
Biomass Production 
The most effective sch.eme for use of power plant waste heat during 
the summer may be that of a biomass production evaporative cooling 
marsh. This concept may have a good potential for efficient year round 
use of large quantities of power plant waste heat. Figure C.2 presents 
a plan view of an idealized biomass production evaporative cooling 
marsh . This example presents the case where an existing old river 
oxbow can be developed into a cooling marsh with biomass production . 
The warm water from the power plant is discharged into the marsh where 
it cools by evaporation, radiation, and conduction to the overlying air . 
Suitable aquatic emergent plants could then be established in the marsh 
to provide a variety of useful benefits. The emergent aquatic plant 
community would act to provide a vegetative canopy to receive and 
utilize (store as biomass materialL the incoming solar radiation and 
thus the solar heat normally received by the water. The resultant 
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Figure C. 2. Idealized plan view of a biomass production 
evaporative cooling marsh, Port Neal, Iowa 
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shading of the water aids in the exchange of energy for cooling since 
the water experiences a 70\ reduction in solar heat load. The reduced 
tot al heat load permits a reduction in the marsh area required for powe r 
plant cooling. A second benefit of growinq the emergent plants is that 
the biomass (the plant material) can be harvested and either burned as 
a clean fuel or converted to some other desirable product such as pr o-
tein , methane , gl ucose, etc . 
The present cost of land in some areas has made the conventional 
cooling pond concept uneconomic . Therefore, if the area required can 
be reduced by the development of an effective plant canopy, then the 
investment could become competitive in capital cost and performance 
with conventional wet cooling towers . Another benefit of the marsh 
cooling concept is that it provides a return from the capital investment 
whereas the conventional cooling techniques do not. Additional waste 
heat use could be obtained from the marsh cooling system, by using the 
warm water environment for sewage treatrrent, fertilizer recovery, single 
cell protein production, fish aquaculture, or as a wildlife refuge . 
Figure C. 3 presents an example of a potential site for a biomass produc-
tion evaporative cooling marsh for the City of Ames power plant . The 
power plant location and adjacent Skunk River flood plain could be 
developed into a site for city sewage treatment, fertilizer recovery 
and water recovery, as well as biomass production and water cooling . 
The site is close to existing city sewage lines and treatment facilities 
on the Skunk River flood plain (Figure B. 2). The biomass production 
evaporative cooling marsh seems to be environmentally desirable because 
an entire aquatic ecosystem could be set up based on the waste heat 
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Figure C. 3. Potential site for a biomass production evaporative 
cooling marsh for the City of Aines power plant 
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discharged from the power plant. In this manner the discharge is not 
introduced as a thermal pollutant but rather becomes a natural part of 
an elevated temperature artificial marsh ecosystem (this could be 
either fresh or salt water environment]. 
Aquaculture 
The intensive culture of catfish, trout, talipia, and other species 
of fish may have a great potential for development in the United States 
with power plant waste heat supplying the heating requirement. Aquacul-
ture is not limited to freshwater species as lobster, shrimp, and other 
shell fish are already being raised at various locations (Roberts and 
Bahr, 19781 . Use of the waste heat is desirable in aquaculture becaus e 
it is already in the form required for the fish, that is, warm water, 
and it can be used to heat water during winter operation at northern 
locations. The United States lags behind other advanced nations in 
developing aquaculture as an efficient low cost high protein food 
industry and it remains a vast untapped potential resource. 
Animal Confinement 
Some potential may exist for use of waste heat in the he ating of 
animal confinement buildings. This space heating application is similar 
to that of greenhouses and the confinement structures would need to be 
located relatively close to the power plant. The animal space heating 
demand is also a winter seasonal heat requirement. Use of the waste 
heat could also be applied to conversion of animal wastes from the con-
finement complex to other useful products such as methane or fertilizer . 
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Subsoil Heating 
The circulation of waste hear warmed water through pipes buried in 
the ground below growing plants provides a nUlllber of potential benefits 
(Slegel, 1976). The growing season can be extended, crop quality can 
be improved, grCMth can be promoted, and some control of certain 
diseases and pests may be possible. 
Potential advantages and reality are not necessarily the same. 
Much m::>re research is needed to study problems of elevated terrq;>erature 
in the root zone, disease, and drying of soil (Schisler and Bakk.er-
Arkema, 1975). 
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APPENDIX D. ENERGY BALANCE FOR COMPUTER MODELS 
General 
Using a block diagram input-output approach, the energy balance for 
each major component of the assumed system is presented. The block 
diagrams represent a simplified description of the energy balance equa-
tions and energy flow for each major a:>mponent of the overall model. 
The actual equations employed are presented in the computer program in 
Appendix I. 
Figure D. l represents a sirrplified turbine-generator-condenser 
energy flow scheme. A more detailed treatment can be found in the 
computer model description and program listing in Appendices E and I. 
KW 
qt heat into turbine 
qtc = heat into condenser from turbine 
qc heat (condensate) leaving condenser 
qcc = heat transferred to condenser coolant 
KW = generator kilowatt output 
Figure D.l. Energy balance for a condensing s team electric power plant 
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The factors affecting the steady state energy balance for the 
greenhouse are presented in Figure D.2. nie figur e can be simplified 
by assuming night conditions; therefore, qs = O, also let qSH = qG by 
assuming the heat added by soil heat just equals that lost to the soil 
from space heat. 
qs = solar radiation gain 
radiation loss 
= conduction-convection loss 
qE heat added by equipment 
qH heat added by space heating system 
= heat added by soil heat system 
qG space heat lost to ground 
Figure D.2. Assumed steady state energy balance for a greenhouse 
The parameters can then be sununed into an energy balanced and 
arranged to solve for qH, the space heating requirement for given out-
side climatic conditions. The energy balance equations are provided in 
the greenhouse subroutine of the computer program listing in Appendix 
I. 
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Figure D. 3 provides a simplified s teady state energy balance for 
the assumed fish production unit. Since it was assumed that the build-
ing space heat requirements were small and its temperature relatively 
constant , then the main parameter to be determined from the energy 
balance would be the size of the heat exchanger. The size would be 
mainly determined by the heat load required to raise the temperature 
of the replacement water to 83°F (2 8°C) plus replacement of heat lost 
from tank and pipe surfaces. '!he actual energy b alance and heat 
exchanger equations are provided in the fish subroutine of the computer 
program listing in Appendix I. 
~/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////~ 
~ Q ADDED ~ 
% . ~ 
% U-TUBE . % 
% HEAT EXCHANGER % 
% Q LOSS IN PIPING % % % ~ Q LOSS Q LOSS~ 
~ % % % % FISH CULTURE · OXYGENATOR ~ 
% REARING TANKS % 
% % ~ % 
% UV STERILIZER % ~ Q LOSS Q ADDED ~ 
% % % % % % ~ REQUIRED FOR~ ~ SETTLING TANK EPLACEMENT % 
% TRICKLE FILTER WATER ~ 
~ Q LOSS % ~ % % % ~ % ~ Q LOSS ~ ~ % ~ . ~ ~/////////////////////7////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////.t0 
Q LOSS FROM BUILDING 
Figure D. 3. Fish production unit steady state ener gy bal ance 
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APPENDIX E. COMPUTER MODEL 
General Power Plant Considerations 
Most of the present day generation of condensing steam turbines are 
designed for operation at exhaust temperatures of 134°F (57°C) corres-
ponding to an exhaust pressure of 5 inches Hg absolute. This line of 
turbine equipment was designed to meet the requirements associated with 
condenser coolant water from wet evaporative cooling towers, rivers, 
lakes , or cooling ponds. The upper limit for the turbine exhaust 
condition is fixed by material consideration . These include overheat-
ing of the last stage turbine blades, possible flutter damage to the 
last stage blades at high exhaust pressures and low loads; possible 
water damage due to recirculation from the condenser ; rapid exhaust 
temperature changes due to load fluctuation which cause cyclic thermal 
stresses; distortion of the exhaust hood and bearing supports; and 
difficulties in providing the required adequate clearance control. 1 
Therefore, to operate the existing present day units at exhaust condi-
tions higher than 134°F (57°C) or 5 inches Hg absolute would require 
major design changes . It should be noted that these design changes have 
been incorporated into the new line of high back.pressure turbines 
designed for operation with dry cooling towers. These high backpressure 
units are suitable for operation at exhaust pressures up to 14 inches Hg 
absolute and a corresponding temperature of 180°F (82°Cl. 
l 
General Electric Marketing Information Letter No. 922, June 28, 
1971. 
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One possible approach to recovering power plant waste heat is to 
use the condenser coolant water at the existing temperatures. '!his 
recovery method implies no modification of the power plant or cooling 
towers and thus no loss of electric generating capacity. Figure E.l 
presents a simplified power plant flow diagram . 
EVAPORATIVE COOLING TOWERS 
BOILER 
FEEDWATER HEATERS 
WASTE HEAT 
USER COMPLEX 
CIRCULATING 
PUMPS 
Figure E.l. Power plant waste heat recovery rrethod , Case 4, no modifi-
cation of condenser coolant temperature 
Referring to Figure E.l, the no temperature elevation approach 
would make direct use of the heated water before it passes through the 
cooling towers. The temperature of the condense r coolant (79-120°F) 
(26-49°C) will then be determined by the temperature and loading from 
the turbine exhaust and by the anbient air effect on cooling tower 
performance . This assumes a constant circulation rate of coolant 
through the condenser and specified tower configuration. The tempera-
ture of the condenser coolant will also be dominant in sizing the heat 
exchangers for the waste heat users and since th.is approach does not 
consider the possibility of controlled increased temperature, then 
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the required heat exchanger area would be larger and consequently m::>re 
costly. 
An alternate schene considers elevation of the temperature of the 
condense r coolant discharge. In this case, the temperature of the con-
denser coolant is raised by modification of cooling tower performance 
paramete rs. This could be accorrplished by reduction of fan operation 
or the number of cooling tower bays in service or some combination to 
achieve the desired ooolant temperature out of the condenser. '!his 
assumes a given Btu loading condition from the turbine exhaust and also 
a fixed cool.ant circulation rate. As the temperature of the condenser 
coolant rises , so does the turbine exhaust pressure. The limiting 
temperature of the condenser coolant is determined by the maximum 
turbine exhaust temperature as specified by the turbine manufacturer. 
This condition is usually expressed in terms of absolute pressure and, 
for most present day turbines, 5 inches Hg absolute with a correspond-
ing temperature of 134°F is accepted as a suitable upper limit for con-
tinuous operation. However, from an economic standpoint , operation at 
the lowest possible exhaust pressure (limited by the turbine heat 
balance) is desired so as to achieve maximum fuel economy . 
The turbine exhaust pressure rise associated with the increased 
temperature in the condenser will result in a reduced electrical output. 
'lhe reduction of kilowatts generated due to exhaust pressure rise is 
very small (1%) and corresponds roughly to the normal, loss experienced 
by steam electric power plants during summer operation. During summer 
m::>nths, the exhaust pressure increases due to the adverse effect of 
higher arrbient air temperature and humidity on oooling tower 
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performance. Since utilities are familiar with a loss in generation 
capacity during the summer, then perhaps they will consider and accept 
a loss in generation revenue during the winter rronths if the loss can 
be balanced by the sale of "waste heat". Th.us, any loss in generation 
revenue due to an increased condenser coolant temperature must be offset 
by a charge for the waste heat delivered to the users. Referring again 
to Figure E.l, the only modification to the power plant would be to 
alter the cooling tower operation by shutting down one or more bays or 
by reduced fan operation. It should be pointed out here that utilities 
normally do shut down one or more cooling tower bays during winter 
months in order to keep the temperature of the condenser coolant within 
an acceptable operating range (to prevent subcooling of the steam· 
condensate}. In addition, the practice of shutting down cooling towers 
and reduced operation also helps save on tower maintenance and pumping 
costs. 
Figure E.2 presents a power plant layout with two possible modifi-
cations to provide the heat required to increase the temperature of the 
condenser coolant. 
,---------------
+ 
I 
I 
Figure E.2 . Case A and B. Increased condenser coolant temperature by 
thermal enrichment 
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In Figure E.2, Method A takes extraction steam from the turbine and 
passes it into a heater through which the condenser coolant is circulated. 
Method B takes steam directly from the boiler and passes it to a heater 
which increases the temperature of the condenser coolant. At some ele-
vate d temperature, the condenser coolant is then circulated to the user 
complex where it dumps the heat. Ideally, in both cases, the coolant is 
then pumped directly back through the condenser (assuming all of the heat 
that would normally be dumped in the cooling tower can l>e transferred to 
the environment of the user complex) . Again any loss in generation 
capacity and its associated r evenue loss would have to be offset by a 
charge for the waste heat at the higher temperature. The technique 
described in Figure E.2 by Method B (boiler extraction) will not be 
included in the model. This technique is less desirable because the very 
high temperature is not needed and some mechanical work could be done with 
the high temperature boiler steam b y expansion through the turbine before 
utilization of the steam's heating capability at a lc:Mer temperature. 
Computer Model Flowcharts 
The logic structure for interfacing the main program with the sub-
programs is presented in Figure E.3. From this figure it can be seen 
that the main program consists of a read input data statement and a 
series of call subprogram statements. One set of input data is read 
for each power plant considered. This input data is used in the two 
power plant subprograms for calculation of waste heat p roduction. This 
dete rmines various waste heat production parameters for summer and 
winter conditions, such as quantity, flow rates, condenser coolant 
START 
CALL POWER PLANT 
SUBPROGRA/1 
CALL TEMPERATURE 
AND COST 
OPTIMIZATION 
SUBPROGRAM 
CALL P<MER PLANT 
STEAM EXTRACTION 
SUBPROGRAl1 
CALL TEMPERATURE 
AND COST 
OPTIMIZATION 
SUBPROGRAl1 
END 
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Figure E.3. Computer program flowchart 
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discharge temperatures, condenser pressure, plant losses , and so on. 
The program and printout results appear in Appendices I and J , respec-
tively. 
Figure E. 4 presents the power plant subprogram flowchart. The 
model computes a steady state condenser disch.arge temperature which 
is an input to each subprogram (set up as a parallel tempe r ature input) . 
After performing calculations in each respec tive subprogram t he con-
denser coolant tenperature is increased by a selected value and input 
to the power plant rrodel where an iteration is carried out until the 
new equilibrium discharge te~erature is reached. This new discharge 
temperature then goes through the same process in each subprogram and 
the temperature return is increased again until a preselected lirni t is 
reached. The steam extraction subprogram is presented in Figure E . S. 
In this subprogram the external loop for discharge temperat ure eleva-
tion is the same as for Figure E.4 and the internal dynamics of the 
extraction technique is as described in the flc:Mchart. 
The greenhouse subprogram is presented in Figure E.6 . Tables of 
selected output parameters are presented in Appendix J. Figure E. 7 
presents the fish unit subprogram flowchart. Results of selected 
output parameters are presented in Tables J.9 and J.10. Similar flow-
charts and computer simulation could be accomplished for the biomass 
production and the soil heat concepts; however, these were not included 
in the simulation. 
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START 
READ INPUTS 
COMPUTE TEMPERATURE 
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COOLANT DISCHARGE 
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Figure E. 4. Power plant subprogram flCMchart 
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START 
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Figure E.5. Stearn extraction subprogram flowchart 
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Figure E.6. Greenhouse subprogram flowchart 
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Figure E. 7. Fish unit subprogram flowchart 
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APPENDIX F. HYDROGEOLOGIC CONSIDERATIONS 
General 
It is necessary to consider the hydrogeologic aspects for two major 
reasons : first , water availability for plant cooling requirements and , 
second, prevention of contamination (by surface runoff or direct input) 
of surrounding ground water resources. These will be discussed in 
general terms and further references provided for the interested reader . 
A recent survey of the water cooling requirements for electric 
power production in Iowa (Butterfield and Dougal, 1975) has indicated 
that the two major rivers bordering the state will play a major role in 
meeting future power plant cooling requirements. In addition , the grow-
ing demand on ground water use combined with its reduced availability 
will most likely result in increased restrictions on withdrawal and 
consumptive use of water for power plant cooling. In the near future 
the water allocation problem may force power plant designs to feature 
dry cooling towers. This is certainly to be expected for large power 
plants located within the state and away from the major rivers. Also, 
as plant generating capacities increase , so do cooling water require-
ments to the extent that with existing thermal discharge regulations , 
once through river cooling systems will be prohibited simply because 
adequate river flows wi l l not be available . These restrictions will 
tend to force power plant designs to consider wet cooling towers or 
cooling ponds and , eventually, dry cooling towers . 
As previously stated, the two most important considerations with 
respect to hydrogeology are water availability and prevention of ground 
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water contamination. When an alternate cooling scheme such as a cooling 
pond or an evaporative cooling marsh is to be used, the preceding con-
siderations and additional hydrogeologic parameters must be evaluated. 
For example, when considering a site for either a cooling pond or a 
cooling marsh, it must be assumed that makeup water will be available, 
that the site under consideration will hold water (low infiltration), 
and that it will not act as a potential point source of pollution in 
hydrogeologic connection to an important ground water aquifer. 
Figure F.l presents the six major Iowa river basins and Figure F.2 
presents the alluvial aquifers of Iowa. Superimposed on both of these 
figures are the site locations of various power plants visited in a 
sample survey across the state. Note from Figure F.l that each power 
plant site is located alongside a river capable of providing an adequate 
supply of cooling water. In Figure F.2 note that the power plants are 
located over alluvial material (alluvial deposits underly the flood 
plains and terraces of Iowa's principal rivers). These alluvial depos-
its act as surficial aquifers and are corrposed of glacial outwash and 
fluvial deposits called alluvium. They are found as buried river or 
stream channels along present water courses and as discontinuous sand 
bodies in glacial drift. 
The alluvial deposits constitute productive aquifers and are cur-
rently important sources of water. Because of the near surface location 
of the aquifer and its high permeability, great care must be taken to 
prevent contamination. 
Consideration of alternative power plant cooling schemes , such as 
the use of a biomass production evaporative cooling marsh, provides an 
~igure F.l. Six major Iowa river basins 
* MAJOR BASINS ----------- SUB-BASINS 
Figure F.2. Alluvial aquifers of Iowa 
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additional possibility for solving the conflict between growing power 
plant cooling needs and water resource conservation . The alternative 
is greater use of dry cooling towers. 
An idealized plan view of a biomass production evaporative cooling 
marsh was presented in Figure c.2 for the Iowa Public Service Neal Sta-
tion 1 , 2 , and 3 at Port Neal, Iowa. The illi>ortant hydrogeologic con-
siderations can be explained in Figures F.3 and F.4 . Recall from Figure 
F.2 that the power plant is located on a flood plain and that the depos -
its underlying the plant are alluvial. The upper material described in 
Figure F.3 is alluvial and acts as a surficial ground water aquifer . 
The high permeability of the alluvial material will readily transmit 
water from the surface into the ground water flow already present within 
the system . The marsh could therefore easily contaminate the ground 
water system beneath it. 
The potential for contamination can be seen in Figure F . 4 which 
presents a generalized view of the cross-section A- A from Figure C. 2. 
If the marsh is to be used solely for biomass production and evaporative 
cooling of power plant waste heat, then no problems of contamination 
would be expected. However , if greater utilization of the marsh and 
warm water is attempted, such as sewage effluent treatment , then some 
consideration would need to be given toward prevention of ground water 
pollution. This would be especially important if sewage effluent was 
to be introduced into the marsh to clean the effluent water to a 
recyclable state . 
Because the sewage generally contains toxic heavy metals and inor-
ganic chemicals, great care would need to be taken to prevent these from 
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entering the ground water system by infiltration from the marsh. This 
could be prevented with the conventional engineering techniques 
presently used at treatment facilities, such as using a plastic liner 
at the base of the marsh to prevent infiltration. If the warm water 
marsh was to be used to clean waste water from an intensive fish raising 
complex or waste from a feedlot operation , a liner would probably not be 
necessary, since the organics would tend to be filtered out during the 
infiltration process. Therefore, the liner would be necessary only if 
toxic materials were introduced into the marsh with the sewage effluent . 
Iowa Ground Water :Resources 
Iowa's ground water reservoir systems are summarized in Table F.l 
and Figures F.5 and F.6, adapted from Horick (1970). A Precambrian 
cystalline COn\Plex makes up the basement which reaches a depth of 5200 
feet in the southwest part of the state and outcrops at the surface in 
the extreme northwestern and to within 800 feet of the surface in the 
northeastern corner of the state. The system is COn\POSed of Paleozoic 
age consolidated sedimentary strata. The strata are dominated in the 
lower level by sandstones and dolomites and in the upper level by 
shales, dolomites, and limestones. Downwarping of the strata (Figure 
F.6) has allowed erosion to expose some older units and thus form exten-
sive recharge zones in northeast Iowa and southern Minnesota . 
From Table F.l and Figure F.6, the principal aquifers (highly pro-
ductive) can be divided into one category consisting of alluvial and 
shallow carbonate rock aquifers (in hydrologic connection with principal 
streams) and a second category, deep artesian aquifers with distant 
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Figure F .5. Hydrogeologic map of Iowa 
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recharge zones. (The deep aquifers may carry water from recharge zones 
hundreds of miles from the point of discharge.) It should also be noted 
that the water velocity in these aquifers is extremely small; however , 
the large storage volume available allows large withdrawals with little 
impact on depletion of supply. It can also be noted that the use of the 
deep aquifer sources is less desirable due to the expense of pumping 
from the greater depth. 
In addition to the deep aquifers, there are a great number of 
interstratified aquicludes (vertical movement of water restarted by 
impermeable units). Therefore, the aquifer in any location of the state 
will be dependent on the local geology and can differ substantially over 
short distances (see Figure F.4). 
Iowa's surficial aquifers can be seen in Figure F. 2 and are com-
posed of fluvio-glacial outwash deposits and fluvial deposits of Quar-
ternary age, commonly called alluvial deposits. Alluvial deposits are 
generally found along present watercourses, and also as buried stream 
channels and as discontinuous sand bodie s in glacial drift. Alluvial 
deposits are considered to be very important sources of (moderate to 
large) water supplies; however, their occurrence is restricted to pre-
glacial drainage patterns. The alluvial reservoirs have large storage 
capacities and are generally recharged at frequent intervals with 
recharge occurring from local precipitation and infiltration from 
streams and rivers. 
The principal water-yielding bedrock aquifers in Iowa are described 
by Horick (1970) and will not be presented here. The physiographic 
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features of the state following glacial activity and periods of erosion 
are presented in Figure F.7. The bedrock was modified by the advance 
and retreat of four great glaciers, the Nebraskan Kansan , Illinoin , 
and Wisconsin. Subsequent erosion in recent geologic time has deter-
mined the present surface features of Iowa's six major river basins. 
(The dashed line in Figure F.7 indicates the outline of the Skunk River 
basin . ) 
Figure F.7. Glacial geology of Iowa 
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APPENDIX G . POWER PLANT AND EQUIPMENT DATA 
General 
Informa tion describing equipmen t performance is p r ovided i n the 
following figures. For the ISU unit number 5 this includes Figures 
G .1 through G. 6 and Tables G . 1 and G. 2 , and for the Ames unit number 
7, Figures G.7 through G.11 and Tables G.3 and G.4. Additional 
information for other power p lants included i n the survey is reported 
in Roberts and Bahr (19 78) . 
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TURBINE PERFORMANCE DATA 
140 12,650 kW, 600 Psig - 825 OF 
(FOR ISU UNIT #5 11,500 kW) 
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Figure G.l. Turbine performance curve , Btu/hr vs generator load for 
ISU unit number 5 
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TURBINE PERFORMANCE DATA 
12,650 kW, 600 Psig - 825 °F 
(FOR ISU UNIT #5 11,500 kW) 
EXHAUST PRESSURE INCHES Hq. Abs. 
6000 8000 
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Figure G.2 . Turbine performance curve, condenser steam flow vs 
generator load for ISU unit number 5 
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ISU POWER PLANT UNIT #5 
10000 KW - 3600 RPM 
400# - 750°F. - 2.0 11 ABS. 
EXTRACT AT 90# 
KILOWATT LOAD 
12000 
Figure G.5. Throttle steam flow vs kilowatt load for extraction at 
90 psiq for ISU unit number 5 
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Figure G. 6 . Circulat ing pump performance curve , hea t , and horsepower vs gallons per 
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TURBINE PERFORMANCE DATA 
33,000 KW, 850PSIG; 900°F 
(FOR AMES UNIT #7 33,000 KW) 
EXHAUST PRESSURE, INCHES Hg ABS. 
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Figure G.7. Turbine performance curve , Btu/hr vs generator load 
for Ames unit nUll'be r 7 
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TURBINE PERFORMANCE DATA
0 33 ,.000 kW, 850 Psi g - 900 F 
(FOR AMES UNIT #7 33,000 kW) 
EXHAUST PRESSURE INCHES Hg. Abs. 
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Figure G.8 •. Turbine performance curve, condenser steam flow vs 
generator load for Anes unit number 7 
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AMES POWER PLANT UNIT #7 
CONDENSER PERFORMANCE CURVES 
TUBE MATERIAL ADMIRALTY 
NUMBER OF WATER PASSES TWO 
CURVE NO. CD-1201 
SURFACE 26,000 SQ. FT . 
CIRCULATING WATER 26,000 GAL. PER MIN. 
TUBE SIZE 7/8 in. OD. 18 B.W.G.: EFF.LENGTH 23.77 ft. 
H.E.I. TUBE CLEANLINESS 85 PER CENT 
so 100 150 200 250 300 
LOADING, 103 lbs. PER HR. 
HEAT REJECTED = 950 Btu's PER lb . 
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Figure G.9 . Condenser performance curve winter condition, condenser 
pressure vs condenser loading for Ames unit nurrb er 7 
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Table G. l. Turbine description, ISU power plant unit number 5 
Worthington Corp., Steam Turbine Div. (name change to Turbodyne Corp.) 
11,500 KW condensing automatic extraction 
Wellsville Works order number U-15705 
Turbine generator unit number 27212 
Turbine frame T4BV1X5Y3 
Number of stages: l Curtis, 13 Rateau 
Turbine rating: 11 500 Kw at 3600 rpm 
Inlet steam condition: 400 Psig at 750° FTT (Turbine throttle) 
Exhaust condition: 2 in . Hg abs. 
Controlled extraction condition: 200,000 lb/hr at 90 Psig at 10,000 Kw 
Uncontrolled extraction condition: 15 000 lb/nr at 6 Psig 
Low vacuum alarm switch sound at 15 in . Hg vacuum 
Low vacuum switch shut turbine down at 10 in. Ilg vacuum 
Number of steam inlet valves: 7 automatic venturi 
Number of extraction valves: 4 automatic venturi; 90 Psig (Note: 90 
Psig steam is only taken from one valve) 
Number of uncontrolled extraction openings: l (5th stage) . .. 6 Psig 
(Note: 6 Psig steam is not taken from this unitl 
Rupture discs set to provide relief at 10 Psig exhau s t pressure 
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Table G. 2. Condenser description , ISO power p lant unit number 5 
Worthington surface condenser 
12 , 000 ft2 (1115 m2) effective tube surface (includes air cooling 
section s) 
Horizontal tube type with two internal air cooling sections 
Two Pass, nondivided waterboxes 
Folded tube laver design 
3057 tubes , 20 ft exposed length 
O. D. 3/4 in.' No . 18 B.tl.G. 
Tube s : admiralty metal 
Water s ource , cooling towers 
Steam condensed (at 950 Btu/ Lbm) ..• 75,000 Lbm/hr 
Duty (net heat transferred to circ . water) . .. 71 250,000 Btu/hr 
Circulating water quantity : 12,000 gpm 
Circulating water inlet temperature: 85°F (29°C) 
Cleanliness f actor: 85% 
Water velocity through tubes : 7 . 56 ft/sec (2.30 m/ sec) 
Absolute p ressure s t e am inlet to condenser: 2.05 in. Hg (5 . 2 cm Hg) 
Condensate temperature depression (no subcooling) : 0°F (-18°C) 
Condenser friction head drop: 17 .5 ft (39.2 cm Hg) 
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Table G. 3. Condenser data Aines power plant unit number 7 (33 MW) 
.Rectangular type-direct flow surface condenser 
Surface area 26 , 000 ft
2 
Number of passes 2 
Tube material Admiralty 
Tube size o. D . 7/8 inch 
Effective tube length 23 feet 9 1/4 inches 
Number of tubes 4310 Admiralty 
Guarantee Conditions 
based on exhaust enthalpy of 950 Btu/Lbm 
a) loading 
6 
235.3 x 10 Btu/hr 
b) exhaust steam p r essure 2.93 inches Hg absolute 
c) condensate temperature 114 . 1°F 
d) inlet cooling water temperature 88°F 
e) tube cleanliness factor 85% 
f) circulating water rate 26,000 GPM 
g) velocity in tubes 7. 3 ft/sec 
h) circulating water rise 19°F 
i) heat transfer rate 649 Btu/hr ft
3 
°F 
j) friction loss 15. 94 feet 
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Table G.4. Turbine data Ames power plant unit number 7 (33 MW) 
G.E. nonreheat steam turbine 
Turbine rating 
Steam pressure 
Steam temperature 
Exhaust pressure 
Rated speed 
Refer to Heat Balance diagram , 
Figure G.10 
33 , 000 KW 
850 Psig 
900°FTT 
2.5 inches Hg absolute 
3600 RPM 
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APPENDIX H. AMES CLIHATOLOGICZ\L DATA 
General 
Table H. l and Figures H.l through H. 5 p r ovide a brief description 
o f accumulated weather data for the runes , I owa area . A discussion o f 
the figures is presented in Appendix A. 
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Table H.l . Ames climatologica l dataa 
1976 Soil Temper ature 
Outs ide Air Degr ee Depth Precipitation 
Temperature "F Days 2. 25 in. 4 in. 8 in. 40 in in inches 
Av Av Av Av Av Av Av Av Av 
Max Min Av Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Norm Dev 
Jan 33.6 10. l 21. 9 1331 30.2 24 28.8 26.5 29.9 28 . 9 40. 2 rrrace - .as 
Feb 45.0 21. 2 33.1 919 36.5 31.1 32.8 31.0 31. 7 31.3 37. 7 2.51 1.65 
Mar ~a.o 28.6 38. 817 43 . 5 36 . 3 40. l 37.5 38.7 37 ,4 36.8 3.90 1.83 
Apr 66.7 40.6 53,, 349 66.4 47 .5 57,9 50.6 53,3 51.0 44.1 5.66 2.50 
May 71,3 46.6 59 . ( 202 75 . 6 53.7 66.3 57.6 61. l 58.0 49,7 2.97 - 1.52 
Jun 82.2 56.2 69.2 9 89.4 65.9 79.7 70 .1 73.9 70.2 57 . 3 5. 72 - . 03 
Ju l 86.5 62.9 74. 7 0 95.3 74 ,5 86.3 77.6 80.4 77,5 63.2 1.1 -2. 33 
Aug 84.9 57 .a 71.4 5 75.3 72. 3 85.9 76.5 80.5 77,1 66 . 8 .25 -3.38 
Sep 79.0 48.9 64.0 95 83.9 64 . 0 76.4 68.5 12 . 2 69. 7 66 . 4 .34 -2.94 
Oc t 59 . 9 33.8 46 . 9 571 63.0 46.3 57.3 50.7 55,9 53. l 59. 2 .91 - 1.28 
Nov 44.0 18.2 31. J 1009 43,3 33.5 41. 7 37.2 41.5 39,7 50 . 1 .01 -1. 13 
Dec 32.2 6.4 19.3 1413 29.3 24.5 29 .1 27.3 30.6 29.5 42. 6 .22 - . 73 
1975 
Jan 28.7 11. 7 20.2 1382 32.l 31. 8 32.9 32.6 34.9 34 . 8 1. 3 1 - . 43 
Feb 28.8 14.0 21.4 1217 29.9 29.6 30.8 30.5 33.8 33.6 .63 - .23 
Mar 36.7 19.8 28.3 1131 33.6 31. 7 32.i 31.6 33 . 0 33.0 2. 0 - .01 
Apr 54.3 34.5 44.4 61 50.5 41. 7 45,9 41.8 42.7 41.2 4.23 1.07 
May 76.8 51. 2 64.0 108 75.9 58.9 69 . 6 61. 2 63.8 61.1 3 . 72 - • 77 
Jun 80 .3 59.l 69.7 23 80.0 66.5 74.6 67.6 69.8 67. 6 8.04 2.21 
Jul (not available) 
Aug (not ava ilable) 
Sep 71. 8 47.5 59.7 206 77. l 60.5 71.4 64.6 67.8 65.4 64.4 1.45 - 1.83 
Oct 70 . 5 38.5 54.5 338 68.4 52.1 62.5 55.8 60.0 57.8 59.1 ,55 -1.64 
Nov 50 . 8 31. 0 40.9 7 16 50.0 42.8 49. 7 45.9 49 . 4 47 . 3 54 .5 2.87 1. 73 
Dec 35.4 19.7 27.6 1153 34,4 30. l 34.1 32.4 35.8 34.9 45, 7 1. 03 .08 
aclimatological Data National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion. 
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APPENDIX I . COMPUTER PROGRAM 
General 
The following is a printout of the entire computer program, 
complete with symbol dictionary. Note each major subprogram is 
described by its respective call statement , such as subroutine 
GREEN. 
CNN#N•#NN##~##l#NN~#~N#N#########N~#N#NNN#NNNN####~~N##NN###l#NNl##NN#NN#M####•N 
C * SYMBOL DICTIONARY 
c * 
C * NAME 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * c 
AA 
ABS 
AB SLOP 
C * AC 
C * ACBTU 
DEF I NIT ION UNITS 
V4RI ABLE SYt-4BOL. 
FORTRAN SYMBOL FOR ABSOLUTE VALUE. 
DATA LIST FOR SLOPE IN ST LINE EON FOR aTu• s REQ FOR AN 
ASSUMED KW OUTPUT FROM AMES UNIT N 7 (DEPENDENT VARIABLE). 
CORRECTED AREA OF HEAT EXCHANGER FOR FISH SYSTEM . 
DATA LIST FOR CONSTANT IN ST LINE EON FOR STU'S REQ FOR 
SO FT 
AN ASSUMED KW OUTPUT FROM AMES UNIT # 7 (DEPENDENT VARIABLE). c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
* ACRES . GREENHOUSE FLOOR AREA lN ACRES FOR SCALED UP SYSTEM . ACRES * ADvCST ADDlTION4L COST OF WAST E HEAT EQUIPMENT. $ * AGLAZE SURFAC E AREA OF GREENHOUSE GLAZING MATERIAL. SQ FT * AREA SURFACE CONDENSER HEAT TRANSFER SURFACE AREA. SQ FT * ASMR DATA LIST FOR CONSTANT IN ST LINE EON FOR STEAN MASS RATE 
C * 4SSLIJP 
c 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * c 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
c * 
Bl 
82 
B3 
64 
as 
BB 
BSLOPE 
BTUREF 
BTURCF 
aTUREQ 
BTUSS 
cc 
CC EXT 
CCGPM 
CCMRC 
ccss 
CF 
CF 
CFGHA 
CFGHAA 
CFGHB 
CFTIN 
CHREF 
CHl 
CH2 
TO CONDENSER FOR AMES UNIT N 7 (DEPENDENT VARIABLE>. 
DATA LIST FOR SLOPE IN ST LINE EQN FOR STE~M MASS RATE 
TO CONDENSER FOR AMES UNIT N 7 (DEPENuENT VARIABLE). 
VARIABLE SYMBOL. 
VARI ABLE SYMBOL. 
VAR I ABL E SYMBOL• 
VARIABLE SYMBOL. 
VARIABLE SYMBOL. 
VARIABLE SYMBOL. 
INTERPOLATED SLOPE FOR ST LINE EON FOR CONSTANT KW 
{FROM IBSLOP OR ABSLOP DATA LIST) BTU VS KW. 
BTU REFERENCE VALUE AT REFERENCE HG BACKPRESSURE. 
REFERENCE BTU INDUT FOR EXTRACTION SUBPROGRAM. 
BTU HEATING REQUIRED FOR SCALED UP FISH OR GREENHOUSE 
BTU STEADY STATE VALUE FOR CONSTANT KW. 
VARIABLE SV1'4l3DL. 
BTU/HR/KW 
BTU/HR 
BTU/HR 
UNITS. BTU/HR 
BTU/HR 
FLOW OF CONDENSER COOLANT THROUGH EXTRACTION HEATER. LBM./HR 
CONDENSER COOLANT CIRCULATING WATER FLOW RATE. GAL/MIN 
CONDENSER COOLANT MASS FLOW RATE THROUGH CONDENSER LBM/HR 
FLOW RATE CONDE NS ER COOLANT SHELL SIDE FISH HEAT EXCHANGER. GPM 
CONVERSION FACTOR GPM TO LBM/HR FISH SUBPROGRAM. MlN LBM/HR GAL 
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR CONDENSER U VALUE WITH TEMPERATURE. 
CORRECTION DATA FOR GREENHOUSE HEATER 60 F AIR INLET. 
INTERPOLATED CORRECTION FACTOR FOR GREENHOUSE HEATER. 
CORRECTION DATA FOR GREENHOUSE HEATER 70 F AIR INLET. 
CORRECTION FACTOR TABLE FOR UVAL BASED ON TEMP CC IN. 
GREENHOUSE CONVENTIONAL HEATER REF ERENCE OUTPUT. 
COEF. 1 IN ENTHALPY EON. H = CH1*TS~CH2 
COEF. 2 IN ENTHALPY EON. H = CH2*TS+CH2 . 
BTU/HR 
BTU/LB/DEGF 
BTU/LBM 
...... 
CD 
0 
C * CHOREF 
C * CHUNTS 
C * CLNF 
C * CONBTU 
c 
C * CONEX 
c 
C * CONEXT 
c 
C * CPAR 
C * CPCC 
c * cs 
C * CSMRC 
c 
C * L>ELBTU 
C * DELEXT 
C * DELHG 
C * DELl<W 
C * DELTCC 
C * DELTCG 
C * OELTCF 
C • DELTHR 
C * DELTM 
C * DLOCND 
C * DLS-..iRC 
C * DTIN 
C * DVEL 
C * DX 
C * E 
C * ECON 
c 
C * EFFIC 
C * ELECST 
C * EMISIV 
C * EX 
C * EXl 
C * EXSLOP 
c 
C * EXTCST 
c 
C * EXTFLO 
C * EXTREF 
C * F 
C * FBTURF 
C *FISH 
C * FXRT 
REFERENCE HEAT OUTPUT SCALED UP F I S H & GREENHOUSE SYSTEMS 
NUMBER OF CONVENTIONAL a01LER-HEAT TRANSFER UNITS REQUIRED. 
CLEANINESS FACTOR FOR TUBES • 
INTERPOLATED CONSTANT FOR ST LINE EON FOR CONSTANT KW 
(FROM ICBTU OQ ACBTU DATA LIST) BTU VS KW. 
DATA LIST FOR CONSTANT IN ST LINE EON FOR KW VS THROTTLE 
BTU/HR 
BTU/HR 
FLOW FOR EXTRACTION OPERATION ISU #5 <DEPEND ENT VARIABLE). LBM/HR 
INTERPOLATED CONSTANT FOR ST LINE EON FOR CONSTANT KW LBM/HR 
OUTPUT (FROM CONEX LIST} FOR KW VS THROTTLE FLOW PLOT. 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF AIR AT CONSTANT OR ESSURE. 
SPECIFIC HEAT OF CONDENSOR COOLANT. 
BTU/LBM DEG F 
BTU/LBM DEG F 
VAR l ABL E SYMBOL• 
INTERPOLATED CONSTANT FOR S T LINE EO N FOR STEAM FLOW 
TO CONDENSER {FROM ISMR OR ASMR DATA LIST} FOR CONSTANT KW. LBM/HR 
DELT4 BTU INCR EASE FROM REF TO MAINTAIN KW WITH HIGHER HG BTU/HR 
EXTRACTION STEAM FLOW REQUIRED BY HEATERS. LBM/HR 
DELTA INCHES HG PRESSURE IN CONDENSER( TURBINE BACKPRESSURE}.INC~ES 
DELTA KILOWATT LOSS DUE TO HIGHER EXHAUST BACKPRESSURE. KW 
DELTA TEMPERATUR E CHANGE ACROSS SHELL SIDE OF EXCHANGER. DEG F 
DELTA TEMPERATURE LOSS FqQM CONDENSER TO GREENHOUSE. DEG F 
DELTA TE~PERATURE LOSS FROM CONDENSER EXIT TO FISH UNIT. DEG F 
DELTA THROTTLE FLOW REQUIRED FOR CONSTANT KW OuTPT. LBM/HR 
LOG MEAN TEMP FOR GREENHOUSE SPACE HEATER. DEG F 
DELTA HEAT TO CONDENSER(DECREASE} FROM TURBINE EXHAUST. BTU/HR 
DELTA STEAM FLOW INTO CONDENSER. LBM/HR 
DELTA TEMP CC IN FOR CFTIN. DEG F 
DELTA VELOCITY FOR UVAL. FT/S EC 
DELTA FOR INuEPENDENT VARIABLE (MUS T BE CONSTANT). 
EMISSIVITY OF GRE ENHOUSE GLAZING MAT ER IAL. 
SUBPROGRAM FOR ECONOMICS EXTRAPOLATION OF GRENNHOUSE & FISH 
SYSTEM DATA TO LARGE SCALE INSTALLATIONS . 
EFFICIENCY OF TURBINE. 
COST OF ELECTRICITY. 
E.141SSIVITY OF INSULATION COVER ING TANKS. 
EXPONENTIAL E TO THE X. 
VAR I ABLE SYMBOL• 
x 
$/KWHR 
HG 
DATA LIST FOR SLOPE IN ST LINE EON FOR KW VS THROTTLE FLOW 
FOR EXTRACTION OPERATION !SU #5 (DEPENDENT VARIABLE). 
EXTRACTION COST FOR 1000 LBS OF 6 PSIG STEAM BASED ON ISU 
POWER PLANT OPERATING DATA. 
LBM/HR/KW 
TOTAL EXTRACTION FLOW FROM UNIT. 
REFERENCE STEAM EXTRACTION RATE FOR EXTRACTION SUBPROGRAM. 
CORRECTION FACTOR FOR AREA OF HEAT EXCHANGER FROM AREA EON. 
REFERENCE BTU HEATING REQUIREMENT FOR FISH UNIT. 
SUBPROGRAM FDR FISH SYSTEM HEATING USING WASTE HEAT. 
FISH SYSrEM HEAT EXCHANGER COST FOR 20/YR LlFE. 
S/lOOOLBM 
LBM/HR 
LBM/HR 
BTU/HR 
$/HR 
c * c • 
c • 
c • 
c * 
c * 
c * c • 
c * c • 
c * c • 
c * 
c * c • 
c * 
c * c • 
c * c • 
c • 
c • 
c * c • 
c * c • 
c • 
c * c • 
c • 
c 
c • 
c 
c * c • 
c • 
c • 
c • 
c • 
c • 
c • 
c • 
c * c • 
c • 
c • 
GAFREF 
GAFREO 
GAL 
GAS REF 
GASR EO 
GA TOP 
GA~ 
GB TURF 
GMCC SS 
GMFWR 
G~FTUB 
G~RECW 
G?MC CE 
GRBTU 
GREEN 
GrD 
GXRT 
HF IL MI 
HFILMO 
HG 
HRBTU 
HGI 
HGIN 
HGREF 
H~S 
HR 
HRADSK 
HT UR EX 
l 
1BSLOP 
ICBTU 
IE 
IEF 
IEG 
I ERR 
I ERR 
IERR 
I FS 
I GR 
IM 
IN 
IPE 
I P? 
I RF 
GREENHOUSE FLOOR AREA REFERENCE. SQ FT 
GREENHOUSE FLOOR AREA REQUIRED FOR SCALED UP SYSTEM. SO FT 
GREENHOUSE SIDE WALL S URFAC E AREA FOR REF FLOOR AREA. SQ FT 
REFERENCE GREENHOUSE HEAT TRANSFER SURFACE AREA. SO FT 
GREENHOUSE SURFACE AREA SCALED UP S YSTEM. SQ FT 
GREENHOUSE ROOF SURFACE AREA FOR REF FLOCR AREA. SQ FT 
GREENHOUSE SID~ WALL(WIDTH) SURFAC E AREA FOR REF FLOOR AREA.SQ FT 
GREENHOUSE HEATING REQUIREMENT FOR REFERENCE AREA. BTU/HR 
GPM CONDENSER COOLANT FLOW THROUGH SHELL S IDE OF EXCHANGER. GPM 
GPM FRESH WATER REQUIRED FOR FISH SYSTEM. GPM 
GPM REARING ~~TER FLOW THROUGH TUBE S IDE OF EXCHANGER. GPM 
G?M RECIRCULATED WATER FOR FISH SYSTEM. GPM 
COND ENSE R COOLANT FLOW RATE THROUGH EXTRACTION HEATER. GPM 
SUBPROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF GREENHOUSE HEATING REQUIREMENTS. 
SUBPROGRAM FOR GREENHOUSE WASTE HEAT HEATING SYSTEM. 
GREAT TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE FOR LMTD. DEG F 
GREENHOUSE HEATER COST OVER 20 YR TIME PERIOD. $/HR 
HEAT TRANSFER FILM COEF FOR TANK-WATER JNTERFACE. BTU/HR SOFT DEG F 
HEAT TRANSFER FILM COEF FOR TANK-AIR INTERFACE. BTU/HR SOFT DEG F 
INTERPOLATED VALUE FOR HG CONDENSER PRESSURE FROM HGIN TABLE. 
HEAT RATE FOR STEAM EXTRACTJON SUBPROGRAM. BTU/KWHR 
LOOP INCREMENT BACKPRESSURE VALUE(BEFORE STEADY STATc). INCHES HG 
TABLE FOR INCHES OF HG (DEPENDENT VARIABLE). INCHES HG 
REFERENCE TURBINE BACKPRESSURE((CONDENSER PRESSUREABSOLUTE)elNCHES HG 
INCH ES OF HG S TEADY STATE CONDENSING OPERATION. INCHES HG 
HEAT RATE. BTU/KWHR 
RADIATION COEFF BTU/(HR•SQ FT) 
ENTHALPY OF STEAM EXITING TURBINE AND INTO CONDENSER. BTU/LBM 
LOOP PARAMET ER OUTSIDE AIR TEMP FOR GRBTU TABLE. 
DATA LIST FOR SLOPE IN ST LINE EON FOR STU'S REQ FOR AN 
ASSUMED CONSTANT KW OUTPUT91SU 15 ( BTU VSKW PLOT) • BTU/KW 
DATA LIST FOR CONSTANT IN ST LINE EQN FOR STU'S REO FOR 
AN ASSUMED KW OUTPUT FROM ISU UNIT M 5 (DEPENDENT VARIABLE). 
LOOP COUNTER FOR ECON SUBPROGRAM . 
TEMPORARY FILE FOR SCALED UP FISH UNIT ECON PARAMETERS . 
TEMPORA RY FILE FOR SCALED UP GREENHOUSE ECON PARAMETERS. 
=ERROR FLAG = 0 OK 
= 1 X VALUE OUT OF RANGE . NOTE: R= O IN THlS CASE . 
TE MPORARY F I LE F OR F I S H UNIT 
TEMPOR ARY F I LE F OR GREENHOUSE 
SCALE MULT I PLIER FOR ECON S UBPROGRAM . 
L OOP P AR AMETER I NS I DE AIR TEMP FOR GBTU TABLE . 
TEMPORARY F ILE F OR STEAM EXTRACT I ON . 
TEMPORARY FILE FOR P OW ER P L ANT 
TE~PORARY F I LE FOR POWER PLANT REF ERENCE PARAMETERS . 
c * 
c * c 
ISH 
I SMR 
TEMPORARY FILE FOR SOIL HEATING 
DATA LISf FOR CONSTANT IN ST LINE ECN FOR STEAM MAS S RATE 
TO CONDENSER FOR I SU UNIT # 5 (~EP ENDENT VARIABLE). 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
* I SSLOP DATA LIST FOR SLOPc IN ST LINE EON FOR STEAM MA SS RATE 
TO CONDENSER FOR ISU UNIT N 5 (DEPENDENT VARIABLE>. * J LCOP PARAMETER WINO VELOCITY FOR GR8TU TABLE . * J LOOP PARAMETER FOR OUTLET TEMP CC FROM EX~RACTION HEATER. DEG F * JI LOOP COUNTER FOR MAIN PROGRAM. Jl = l FOR 1su. Jl=2 FOR A~Es. * JJ LOOP COUNTER FOR MAIN PROGRAM FOR STEAM EXTRACTION CALL. 
* JK LOOP PARAMETER FOR GPM FLOW THROUGH EXTRACTION HEATER. GPM * JKE LOCP COUNTER FOR POWER PLANT STEAM EXTRACTION SUBPROGRAM. * JP LOOP COUNTER FOR POWER PLANT 8ACKPRESSURE SUBPROGRAM. * JPE LOOP COUNTER FOR POWER PLANT STEAM E XTRACTION SUBPROGRAM. * KVALI THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF FIBERGLASS TANKS. BTU/HR FT DEG F * KVALO THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF INSULATION COVERING TAN KS . BTU/HR FT DEG F * KWREF REFERENCE KILOWATT LOAD. ASSUMED CONSTANT. KW * KWS S KILOWATT STE~DY S1ATE VALUE. KW * LMTD LOG MEAN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE. DEG F 
*LTD LITTLE TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE FOR LMTD. DEG F * MCCSS MASS FLOW RATE CONDENSER COOL ANT SHELL SIDE. LBM/HR * MFTUBE MASS FLOW RATE TUBE SIDE. L8M/HR * MFWREP MASS FLOW RATE FRESH REPLACEMENT WATER FOR FISH TANK S . LBM/HR * MRE C I R MASS FLOW RATE RECIRCULATED WATER FOR FISH TANKS. LBM/HR * N OR NPUMP NUNBER OF CIRCULATING PU~PS IN OPERATION. * NY NUMBER OF VALUES IN Y • * POWER SUBPROGRAM FOR POWER PLANT NORMAL CONDENSER BACKPRESSURE OPERATION. * POWEqE SUBPROGRAM FOR I S U UNIT# 5 ST EAM EXTRACTION. * PRINT SUBPROGRAM FOR PRINTING OF RESULTS 
*PROD PRODUCTION FROM SCALED UP FISH OR GREENHOUSE SYSTEM. LBM/YR * PROORF REFERENCE PRODUCE OUTPUT FROM FiSH UNIT OR GREENHOUS E . LBM/YR * OADDED HEAT ADDED TO REPLACEMENT WATER PLUS HEAT LOSS REPLACEMENT. BTU/HR * QAIRHT GREENHOU SE HEATER BTU OUTPUT CORRECTED TO NEW INLET CONDITIONS . BTU/HR * OAHEAT HEAT REQUIRED FROM GREENHOUSE SPACE HEATING SYSTEN. STU/HR * OCOND HEAT LOSS DUE TO CONDUCTION(WIND)o (GREENHOUSE) BTU/HR * OCOND HEAT TO CONDENSER FROM TURBINE EXHAUST . BTU/HR * OEQUIP HEAT GIVEN OFF BY FANS LIGHTS MOTORS ETC. BTU/HR * QEXT BTU'S FROM EXTRACTION HEATER. MILLION BTU/HR * QHRYR HEATING HOURS REQUIRED /YR FOR FISH OR GREENHOUSE SYSTEM. HR/YR * QOUT STU' S DISCHARGED FROM EXTRACTION HEAT =R• MILLION BTU/HR 
• OOUT sru • s PER HOUR DISCH ARGED FROM CONDENSER. BTU/HR * ORAOSK HEAY LOSS DUE TO RAD IATION FROM GLAZING TO SKY. BTU/HR * OREF REFERENCE GREENHOUSE HEAT ER PERFORMANC E . BTU/HR * QSDIR DIRECT SOLAR RADIATION . BTU/HR SO FT * OSDIF HEAT INPUT BY DlF~USE SOLAR RADIATION. BTU/HR * OSOLHT HEAT INPUT BY SOIL HEATING S YSTEM. BTU/HR * OSOLAR HEA T INPUT DUE TO SOLAR RADIATION. BTU/HR SOFT 
C * QS OLOS 
C * QfLOSS 
C * R 
C * RATMAR 
C * qATMCC 
C * REFKW 
C * SAR EA 
C * SMRC 
C * SMRCRF 
C * SOlL 
C * SSLPOE 
c 
C * SUMCST 
C * SU~FF 
C * TAIR 
C * TAIRIN 
C * TAIROT 
C * TCC I 1-K: 
C * TCCI NG 
C * TCCI NF 
C * TCCEHO 
C * TCCOTC 
C * TCCOTG 
C * TCCREF 
C * T CCSSI 
C * TCCSSO 
C * TCIRIN 
C * TFWREP 
C * TGLAZE 
C * THRFLO 
C * THRREF 
C * TINl 
C * TISDB 
C * TLOOK 
C * TOSOB 
C * TOTGPM 
C * TOTMCC 
C * TOUTRF 
C * TREARW 
C * TRECIR 
C * TSKY 
C * TSOTUR 
C * TWALL 
c • u 
c * u 
C * UA 
HEAT L05 S BY SOlL CONDUCTION. 
HEAT LOSS FROM TANK WALL SURFACE AREAS . 
RESULT OBTAINE D av LINEAR INTERPOLATION. 
MASS FLO W RAT E OF AIR THRU GREENHOUSE SPACE HEATER. 
MASS FLOW RATE CONDENSER COOLANT THRU GREENHOUSE HEATER . 
REFERENCE KW OUTPUT FOR EXTRACT ION SUBPROGRAM. 
HEAT TRANSFER SURF ACE ARE ~ FROM FI S H TANKS E TC. 
STEAM HASS FLOW RATE INTO CONDENS ER FROM TURBINE 
REFERENC E STEAM FLOW INTO CONDENSER. 
SUBPROGRAM FOR SUBSOIL HEATING WITH WASTE HEAT. 
BTU/HR 
BTU/HR 
LBM/HR 
LBM/HR 
KW 
SO FT 
LBM/HR 
LBM/HR 
INTERPOLATED SLOPE FOR S T LINE EON FOR STEAN FL UW LBM/HR/KW 
TO CONDE NSER (FROM IS SLOP OR AS SLO? DATA LIST)FOR CONS TANT KW. 
TOTAL HOURLY COST =CAP ITAL/20YR + WA STE HEAT COST/HR. S/HR 
SUM CF COST/HR FOR FI S H S YSTEM EQUIP + HEATING COST/HR. S/HR 
INSJDE AIR T EMPERATURE ASSUMED CONSTA NT FOR FISH SYSTEM. DEG F 
TEMPERATURE OF AIR ENTERING GREENHOUS E SPACE HEATER. DEG F 
TEMPERATURE AIR LEAVING GREENHOUSE HEATER. DEG F 
TEMPERATURE CONDENSER COOLANT AT CONDENSER INL ET. DEG F 
TEMPERATURE CON DENSER COOLANT INTO GREENHOUS E HEATER. DEG F 
TEMPERATURE CONDENSER COOLANT AT INL ET TO FISH UNIT. DEG F 
TEMPERATUR E CONDENSER COOLANT OUT OF EXTRACTION HEATER. DEG F 
TEMPERATUTE CONDENSER COOLANT AT CONDEN SER DISCHARGE. DEG F 
TEMPERATURE CONDENSER COOLANT OUT OF GREENHOUS E SPACE HEATER.DEG F 
QEFERENCE INLE T TEMP CONDENSER COOLANT S S OPERATION. DEG F 
TEMPERATURE CONDENSER COOLANT SHELL SIDE INLET• DEG F 
TEMPERATURE CONDENSER COOLANT SHELL SIDE OUTLET. DEG F 
TEMP OF RECIRCULATED WATER INTO TANKSCOUT OF HE AT EXCHANGER) DEG F 
TEMPERATURE OF FRESH REPLACEMENT WATER FOR FISH UNIT. DEG F 
TEMPERATURE OF GREENHOUSE GLAZING MATERIAL. DEG F 
THROTTLE FLOW REQUIRED FOR CONSTANT KW. LBM/HR 
REFERENCE THROTTLE STEAM FLOW FOR EXTRACTION SUBPROGRAM. BTU/HR 
TEMP CC IN CORRESPONDING TO FIRST VALUE lN CFTIN. DEG F 
GREENHOUSE INSIDE AIR TEMPERATURE DRY BULB. DEG F 
SUBPROGRAM FOR LINEAR INTERPOLATION. 
AIR TEMPERATURE OUTSIDE DRY BULB 
TOTAL GPM CONDENSER COOLANT FOR GREENHOUSE SPACE HEATING. 
TOTAL MASS FLOW RATE OF CONDENSER COOLANT FOR GREENHOUSE 
REFERENCE DISCHARGE TEMP CONDENSER COOLANT SS OPERATION. 
TEMPERATURE OF REARING WATER IN FlSH TANKS. 
TEMPERATURE OF RECIRCULATED WATER ENTERING HEAT EXCHANGER. 
EFFECTIVE SKY TEMPERATURE 
TEMPERATURE OF STEAM AT TURBINE EXIT AND INTO CONDENSER 
TEMPERATURE OF TANK WALL• 
OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEF FOR FISH HEAT EXCHANGER .STU/HR 
OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEF POWER PLANT BTU/CHR SO 
PRO~UCT OF HEAT TRANSFER AREA & U COEF FOR GREENHOUSE. 
DEG F 
GPM 
LBM/HR 
DEG F 
DEG F 
DEG F 
DEG F 
DEG F 
DEG F 
SOFT DEGF 
FT DEG F) 
BTU/DEG F 
• 
C * UC CORRECTION FACrOR FOR CONDENSER U VALUE WITH WATER VELOCITY. 
C * UNITS NUMBER OF GREENHOUSE SPACE HEATER UNIT S REQUIRE D. 
C * UVAL OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEF TABLE FOR CONDENSERCDEPENDENT VARIABLE). 
C * UVALW DATA LIST FOR GREENHOUSE GLAZING UVALUE WITH WIND. 
C * VELl VELOCITY CORRESPONDING TO FIRST VALUE IN UVAL. 
C * VWIND WIND VELOCITY. . 
C * WATVEL COOLANT VELOCITY THROUGH TUBES OF CONDENSER. 
C * WHUNTS NUMBER OF WASTE HEAT -HEAT TRANSFER UNITS REQUIRED. 
C * WUVAL INTERPOLATED UVAL FOR GREENHOUSE GLAZING FROM UVALW LIST. 
C * X VARIABLE SYMBOL. 
C * X INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. 
FT/SEC 
Ml/HR 
FT/SEC 
C * Xl VALUE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE CORRESPONDING TO FIRST VALUE OF Y. 
C * XSLOPE INTERPOLATED SLOPE FOR Sf LINE EQN FOR CONSTANT KW 
C OUTPUT (FROM EXSLOP LIST) FOR KW VS THROTTLE FLOW PLOT. LBM/HR/KW 
C * Y ARRAY OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES. 
C * SBTU OR BTUCST REPRESENTS THE BTU FUEL COST • $/MILLION BTU 
C * SCHBTU COST OF PROPANE FUEL. S/BTU 
C * SCHHR CONVENTIONAL HEATING COST/HR (BY PROPANE FUEL> • S/HR 
C * SCHSYS COST OF CONVENTIONAL BOILER-HEAT TRANSFEk UNITS REQUIRED. S 
C * SCHYR CONVENTIONAL HEATING COST PER YEAR(BY PROPANE FUEL). $/YR 
C * $CHUNT COST OF CONVENTIONAL BOLIER-EXCHANGER FOR FISH & GREENHOUSE. $ 
C * SDLBTU INCREM ENTAL BTU COST TO MAINTAIN KW OUTPUT WITH HIGHER HG. $/HR 
C * $ELECT OR ELECST COST OF ELECTRICITY. S/KWHR 
C * SEXT EXTRACTION COST (STEAM REQUl~EO). S 
C * $GI GROSS INCOME FROM PRODUCE. S/YR 
C * $GIACH GROSS INCOME AFTER CONVENTIONAL HEAT COST. $/YR 
C * SGIAWH GROSS INCOME AFTER WASTE HEAT COST. S/YR 
C * SHTXER UNIT COST FOR GREENHOUSE SPACE HEATER. S 
C * SLOSS REVENUE LOSS FROM ELECT SALE FOR CONSTANT BTUREF. S/HR 
c * SMBTU COST OF EXTRACTION HEAT PER MILLION BTu•s. $/MILLION BTU 
C * SPRODU ASSUMED MARKET VALUE OF PRODUCE. $/LBM 
C * SPUNP COST OF PUMPING. $/HR 
C * STHTXR TOTAL COST OF GREENHOUSE SPACE HEATERS. $ 
C * SWH WASTE HEAT COST(COST OF ADDED BTU'S TO MAINTAIN REFERENCE 
C BACKPRESSURE CONDITION)-COST IS FOR ENTIRE COOLANT FLO~. S/HR 
C * SWHSAV DOLLAR HEATING COST SAVINGS OF WASTE HEAT OVER CONVENTIONALeS/YR 
C * SWHSYS COST OF WASTE HEAT HEATERS FOR SCALED UP SYSTEM. $ 
C * SWHYR COST OF WASTE HEAT PER YEAR (ENTIRE COOLANT FLO~ RATE>• $/YR 
C * SWHUNT COST OF WASTE HEAT GREENHOUSE SPACE HEATERS. S 
C * SXCHG DATA LIST COST TABLE FOR FISH HEAT EXCHANGER FOR WASTE HEAT. 
C * SXCHGR INTERPOLATED COST FOR FISH HEAT EXCHANGER FROM SXCHG TABLE. S 
C••••••••••MMllMIMM•MMMM•M•MMM••M#IMMM••••NMM#MM•MMM#M•#NM6•6MMM#M#•M•IM•M•••••M 
c ***************************************************************************** 
REAL * 4 KWREF,ISMReICBTU,KWSS,ISSLOPelBSLOP,N 
COMMON/JO/ IPP,IGRelFSeISH,IPEeIRF,IEG,IEF 
COMMON /INCR/Jl,JJ,JP,JPEeIE 
CQMMON/CO ST/ SWH . sXCHGR . SHTXER 
COMMON /HEAT/ OAIRHT.OAODED.~MC CSS oAC 
COMMON/TCC/ TCCINC,TCCOTC.TCCING.TCCOTG.TCCSSI,TCCSSOe 
1 DELTCC,OELTCG,OELTCF 
COMMON /PPLANT/ KWREF , BTUREF , SMRC . CC MRC,WATVEL. 
lHGREF.AREA,BTUCST,ELECST 
NAMELIST/PPLNT/ KWREF,BTUREF,SMRC,CCMRC,WATVEL, 
lHGREF.ARE A, BTUCST . ELECST 
c **************************************************************************** * c 
C MAI N PROGRAM 
c 
JJ=O 
JI =O 
20 CONTINUE 
READ(5.PPLNT.END=900) 
JI=J l+l 
CALL POWER 
CALL PRI NT 
JJ=.JJ +l 
IFCJJ.EQ. 2) GO TO 7 
GO TO 20 
7 CALL POWE RE 
CALL PRINT 
900 CONT I NUE 
STOP 
ENO 
c ***************************************************************************** 
BLOCK DATA 
REAL * 4 KWREF,ISMR,ICBTU.KWSS.ISSLOP.1BSLQP,N 
COMMON/IO/ IPP,IGR.IFS,JSH.IPE,IRF,IEG,IEF 
COMMON /INCR/JI,J.J,JP,JPE,I E 
COMMON /PPLANT/ KWREF.BTUREF.SMRC,CCMRC.WATVEL, 
lHGREF,AREA,BTUCST,ELECST 
DATA IPP/1/ 
DATA IGR/2/ 
DATA IFS/.3/ 
DATA ISH/4/ 
DATA IPE/10/ 
DATA IRF/11/ 
DATA IEG/12/ 
DATA IEF/13/ 
END 
c **********************•···~················································· 
SUBROVTINE POWER 
REAL* 4 KWREF,ISMR.ICBTUeKWSS,ISSLOP,IBSLOP,N 
COMMON/IO/ IPP,lGRwIFSelSH,IPEelRF.IEG,IEF 
COMMON /INCR/JI,JJ,JP.JPEeIE 
COMMON/COST/ SWH,SXCHGR.SHTXER 
COMMON /HEAT/ QAIRHT,QADDED,GMCCSS,AC 
CO~MQN/TCC/ TCCINCeTCCOTC,TCCING.TCCOTG,TCCSSl.TCCSSOe 
1 DELTCCeDELTCG,DELTCF 
COMMON /PPLANT/ KWREF,BTUREF,SMRC,CCMRC,WATVEL, 
lHGREFeAREA,BTUCST,ELECST 
DIMENSION UVAL(9)eCFTIN(9),HGIN(8),ACBTU(6),ASMR(6) 
DIMENSION ICBTU(6J,ISMR(6).IBSLOP(6),ABSLOP{6l,ISSLOP{6),ASSLOP(6) 
DATA CHl/-,57/ 
DAfA CH2/1094.37/ 
DAfA CLNF/.85/ 
DATA CFTIN/.5,.66 •• a •• 91,1.0.1.04.1.oa.1.1.1.14/ 
DATA TlNl/30./,DTIN/10./ 
DATA UVAL/400.,460.,530.,590.,650et700.,750.,790e•830./ 
DATA VELl/2./,DVEL/l./ 
DATA HGIN/.4854,.6900,.9663,l.3346,1.8193.2.4493,3.2594,4.2894/ 
DATA ISMR/6325.,7475.,8471.,9315.,9873.,10426./ 
DATA ISSLOP/6.57,6.67,6.76,6.85,6.95,7.04/ 
DATA IBSLOP/9531.,9560.,9616 •• 9669.,9750.,9830./ 
DATA ICBTU/7820000.,9322666 •• 1058000El.1167633El.1235100El. 
1 1302566El/ 
DATA ASMR/6878eel0461.,14025.,16500.,18333.,19800e/ 
DATA ASSLOP/6.082,6.073e6.045,6.08,6.lll,~.2/ 
DATA ABSLOP/9094.17,8970.,8901.,8900 •• 8942.,8984./ 
DATA ACBTU/7947500.,1303500El,1735250El,2043250Elt2252250Ele 
1 2461250El/ 
DATA N/l./ 
SBTlJ=BTUCST 
SELECT=ELECST 
IF(Jl.EQ.2) GO TO 22 
TCCINC=46. 
GO TO 23 
22 TCCINC=39, 
23 CS=CCMRC/SMRC 
1 CALL TLOOK(TCC1NC,CFTINe9eTINleDT1N.CF,IERR) 
CALL TLOOK(WATVEL,UVAL,9eVELl,OVEL,UCeIERR) 
U=UC*CF*CLNF 
X=U* AREA /CCMRC 
EX=EXP(X) 
EXl=CHl/(EX-1.) 
TCCOTC:::(TCCINC*(EX1-CS)-CH2)/(EXl*EX-CS) 
TSOTUR = {TCCOTC•EX-TCClNC}/{EX-1.) 
CALL TLOOK(TSOTUR.HGIN.8.58 •• 10 •• HG.IERR) 
26 lF(ABSCHG-HGREF).LT •• 01) GO TO 3 
2 
.3 
c 
4 
15 
31 
32 
33 
19 
IF (HG.LT.HGR EFl GO TO 2 
TCClNC=TCCINC-.01 
GO TO 1 
TCCINC=TCCINC+.01 
GO TO 1 
TCCREF = TCCINC 
S MRCRF=SMRC 
TOUTRF=TCCOTC 
JP-=O 
NPUMP=N 
LOOP ON TEMPERATURE OF CONDENSER COOLANT INTU CONDENSER 
TCCINC = TCCINC+l. 
JP=JP+l 
CALL TLOOK(TCCtNC1CFTIN191TINl,DTIN1CF1IERRl 
U=UC*CF*CLNF 
X=U* AREA /CCMRC 
EX=EXPC X) 
EXl-=CHl/(EX-1.) 
CS=CC MRC/ SMRC 
TCCOTC=(TCCINC•lEX1-CS)-CH2)/(EXl*EX-CS) 
TSOTUR = CTCCOTC*EX-TCCINC)/(EX-1.) 
CALL TLOOKCTSOTUR1HGIN18158 •• 10 •• HGSS1IERR) 
IFCNPUMP.EQ.l) GO TO 20 
IF(JleE0.2) GO TO 15 
IFCNPUMP.EQ.2) GO TO 31 
IF(NPUMP.EQ.3) GO TO 32 
IF(NPUMP.EQ.2) GO TO 33 
NPUMP=2•N 
WATVEL=7e56 
CCMRC=6018997 • 
GO TO 19 
NPUMP=3*N 
WATVEL=9• 4 
CCMRC=7483938. 
GO TO 19 
WATVEL=7• 
NPUMP=2*N 
CC MRC-= l301.3780 • 
CALL TLOOK(WATVEL1UVAL191VELl.DVEL1UC1IERR) 
U=UC•CF•CLNF 
X=U* AREA /CCMRC 
EX=EXP(X) 
EXl=CHl/(EX-1 .) 
CS=CCMRC/SMRC 
TCCOTC=(TCCINC*(EX1-CS)-CH2)/(EX1*EX-CS) 
TSOTUR = (TCCOTC*EX-TCCINC)/(EX-le) 
....... 
Q) 
Q) 
CALL TLOOKCTSOTUR,HG1Ne8e58 •• lO.,HGSS,IERR) 
20 IFCJI.E0. 2 ) GO TO 21 
$PUMP=223.7l*SELECT•NPUMP 
GO TO 25 
21 $PUMP=223.71*$ELECT*NPUMP 
25 IFCHGSSeGT.3.5) GO TO 14 
IF(JleE0.2.) GO TO 5 
CALL TLOOK(HGSS.ISMR.6,1 ••• 5.CSMRC.IERR) 
CALL TLOOK(HGSS,ISSLOP,6,t ••• 5.SSLOPE,JERR) 
GO TO 6 
5 CALL TLOOK(HG SS ,ASMR.6,1.,.5,CSMRC,IERR ) 
CALL TLOOK(HGSS.ASSLOP.6,1 ••• s~ssLOPE .IERR) 
6 SMRC=SSLOPE*KWREF+CSMRC 
CS=CC MRC/SMRC 
TCCOTC=(TCCINC*(EX1-CS)-CH2)/(EXl*EX-CS) 
7 TSOTUR = (TCCOTC*EX-TCCINC~/( EX- 1.) 
CALL TLOOKCTSOTUR.HGIN.a.sa •• 10 •• HGI.IERR) 
IF(ABS(HGl-HGSS).LT •• 01) GO TO 9 
IF(HGI.LT.HGSS) GO TO 8 
TCCOTC=TCCOTC-.01 
GO TO 7 
8 TCCOTC=TCCOTC+.01 
GO TO 7 
9 DELHG = HGSS - HGREF 
IF (JI.E0.2.0) GO TO 10 
CALL TLOOK(HGSS.ICBTu.6.1 ••• s .coNBTU.IERR} 
CALL TLOOK(HGSSeIBSLOPe6el•••5•8 SLOPE,IERR) 
GO TO 11 
10 CALL TLOOK(HGSS.ACBTu.6.1 ••• s.coNBTU.IERR) 
CALL TLOOK(HGSS,ABSLOPe61l•••SeBSLOPE,lERR) 
11 BTUSS=BSLOPE*KWREF+CONBTU 
DELBTU= BTUSS -BTUREF 
30 HR = STUSS/KWREF 
EFFIC = le/HR*341300. 
QOUT=(CCMRC*(TCCOTC-TCCINC)~/1000000 
SDLBTU= SBTU*DELBTU/(.83*1000000.) 
$WH=$0LBTU 
KWSS=CBTUREF-CONBTU)/BSLOPE 
OELKW=K~REF-KWSS 
16 SLOSS = SELECT•DELKW 
CCGPM=CCMRC/500.53 
IF(JP.GT.1) GO TO 17 
WRITE(IRFt HGREF,TCCREF,TOUTRF,KWREF,$ELECT.BTUREF,SBTU,SMRCRF, 
1 CCGPM 
17 WRITE(IPP) TSOTUReHGSS.EFFIC,HR,TCCINC,TCCOTC,DELKW1SLOSS.DELBTUe 
1 $0LBTU,OOUT,SMRC.CCGPM.SPUMP 
50 CONTINUE 
IF(Jl.EQ.2) GO TO 1 2 
IF(NPUMP.E0.2.) GO TO 34 
IFCNPUMP.Ea.3.) GO TO 13 
AA=ABS(SDLBTU-4.94) 
IF(AA.LT •• 10.oR.AA.Ea •• 10) GO TO 31 
GO TO 13 
34 BB=ABS($DLBTU-5.97) 
IF<BB.LT •• 16.0R.BB.EQ •• 16) GO TO 32 
GO TO 13 
12 IF(NPUMP.EQ.2.) GO TO 13 
CC =ABS(SOLBTU-8. 95 ) 
IFCCC.LT •• 30.0R.cc.Ea •• 30) GO TO 33 
13 DELTCG=O 
TCCING = TCCOTC-DELTCG 
IFCTCCING.GT.70.) GO TO 100 
GO TO 200 
10 0 CALL GREEN 
IE=O 
IE= IE+l 
CALL ECON 
TCCINF=TCCOTC 
IFCTCCOTC.LT.83.0.0R.TCCOTC. EQ.83.0) GO T O 2 00 
CALL FISH 
IE= IE+l 
CALL ECON 
200 CONTINUE 
GO TO 4 
14 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C******************************************************************************* 
SUBROUTINE POWERE 
COMMON/IO/ JPP.IGR,JFS.JSH.IPE,IRF.IEG,IEF 
COMMON /INCR/JI,JJ,JP,JPE.IE 
COMMON /HEAT/ QAIRHT.OADDED,GMCCSS,AC 
COMMON/COST/ SWH.SXCHGR.SHTXER 
COMMON /PPLANT/ KWREF.BTUREF.SMRCeCCMRC,WATVEL, 
lHGREF.AREA,BTUCST.ELECST 
COMMON/TCC/ TCClNC,TCCOTCeTCCJNG.TCCOTG,TCCSSJ,TCCSSO. 
1 DELTCC,DELTCG,DELTCF 
DIMENSION EXSLOPC5) 
DIMENSION CONEX{5) 
DATA REFKW/11500 . / 
DATA BTUREF/l.21164E8/ 
DATA THRREF/144500./ 
...... 
\0 
0 
DATA SMRCRF/94500./ 
DATA EXT REF/50000 . / 
DATA SBTU/1•05/ 
DATA CONEX/9933.33,46901.31,80162.79 . 111391.3.144533.3/ 
DATA EXSLOP/8 . 66667,8 . 48684.8.60465,8.98551,9.33..33/ 
DATA EXTCST /1.87/ 
DATA ELEC ST/ • 02/ 
SELECT=ELECST 
JPE=O 
JKE = 0 
DO a1 JK = 100.500.400 
JKE = JKE + 1 
CCEXT = JK*60 . / e ll987 
DO 80 J =96,120.2 
TCCEHO -= J 
JPE=JPE+ 1 
OEXT = (CCEXT*(TCCEH0-94.))/1000000. 
DELEXT=QEXT*l000000/(1188.2-CTCCEH0-32.)) 
EXTFLO = DELEXT+ EXTREF 
CALL TLOOK(EXTFLO.CONEx.s.0.,50000 •• cONEXT.lERR} 
CALL TLOOK(EXTFLO.EXSLOP.5.0.,50000 •• xSLOPE.IERR) 
DELKW = REFKW-(THRREF-CONEXT)/XSLOPE 
DELTHR = (XSLOPE*REFKW+CONEXTJ-THRREF 
THRFLO = THRREF + DELTHR 
HR = -.0107*EXTFLO + 11000. 
SMRC=THRFLO-EXTFLO 
BTUSS=1044*THRFL0+6532514. 
DELBTU=BTUSS-BTUREF 
DELHR=DELBTU/REFKW 
HRBTU=BTUSS/REFKW 
EFFIC=1./HRBTU*341300. 
$DLBTU=$8Tl#OELBTU/(e80*1000000.) 
OLSMRC=SMRCRF-SMRC 
DLQCND=DLSMRC*l037. 
QCOND=SMRC*l037 . 
SEXT = OELEXT*EXTCST/ 1000. 
GPMCCE = CCEXT•( . 11987/60 . ) 
SLOSS = SELECT*DELK W 
QOUT = ( CCEXT* ( TCCEH0-70 ., )/1000000. 
SMBTU = SEXT/QOUT 
WRITE ( IPE) GPMCCE,QEXT,TCCEHO.DELEXTeSEXT.SMBTU.DELTHR.THRFLO, 
1 DELKW •SLOSS • SMRC • DLQCNO • QOUT 
80 CONTINUE 
81 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
c ***************************************************~************************* 
SUBROUTINE GREEN 
COMMON/IO/ IPP,IGP,IFS,ISH,IPE.IRF,IEG,I EF 
COMMON /INCR/JI ,JJ,JP.JPE, IE 
CO MMON /HEAT/ OAIRHT,QADDED,GMCCSS,AC 
COMMON/COST/ $WH,SXCHGR,SHTXER 
COMMON/TCC/ TCCINC,TCCOTC,TCCING,TCCOTG.TCCSSI,TCCSSO, 
1 DELTCC,DELTCG,DELTCF 
DJMENSION CFGHA(l7) ,CFGH6(7) 
DATA QEOUlP/ 2000./ 
QSOLAR = O. 
DATA QAHEAT/403504e/ 
DATA OREF/235000./ 
DATA UA/2212./ 
DATA SHTXER/690./ 
DATA RATMCC/6002./ 
DATA RATMAR/21184./ 
.:>ATA TISDE/60./ 
DATA CFGHA/.001 •• 071 •• 143,.214,.286 •• 357 •• 429 •• 500 •• 517. 
1.643 •• 714 •• 786,.857 •• 929.1 •• 1.071.1.143/ 
DATA CFGHB/0.,.071,.141,. 212 ,. 283 •• 353,.424/ 
DATA AGLAZE/8 297 ./ 
DATA CPAR/0.24/ 
DATA CPCC/le/ 
TAIRIN=TISDB 
Bl = UA/(RATMAR*CPAR) 
82 = (RATMAR*CPARt/(RATMCC•CPCC) 
83 = 82*(1.-EXP(-81)) 
TCCOTG = TCCING-(TCCING-TAIRIN)*(l.-EXPC-83))*1•0293 
TAIROT = TA1RIN+(l,/82)*(TCC1NG-TAIR1N)*(l,-EXP(-83))*0•95901 
84 = (TCCING-TCCOTG)/(TAIROT-TAlRIN) 
85 = (TAIROT-TAIRIN)/(TCCING-TAIRIN) 
DELTM=CTAIROT-TAIRIN)/ALOG({B4)/(84+ALOG(l. -84*B5))) 
CALL TLOOKCTCClNG.CFGHA,17,60.,10.,CFGHAA.IERR) 
OAIRHT = OREF•CFGHAA 
UNITS=QAHEAT/QAIRHT 
TOTMCC= UNITS*RATMCC 
TOTGPM = TOTMCC•0.11987/60. 
STHTXR= UNITS*SHTXER 
GXRT=STHTXR/175200 . 
SUMCS T=GXRT+S WH 
WRITECIGR) TCCING1TCCOTG,TAIRIN.TAIROT,OELTM,QAIRHT 
le UNlTStSTHTXR,TOTMCC.TOTGPMtSWH,SUMCST 
IF{JP.GT.1) GO TO 1 
IFCJJ.Ea.1.oR.JJ.GT.l) GO TO 1 
CALL GRBTU(QEOUlP,AGLAZE) 
1 CONT I NUE 
RETURN 
END 
c ***************************************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE GR8TU(QEQU1PtAGLAZE) 
COMMON /INCR/JI,JJ.JP,JPE,IE 
DIMENSION JWIN0(5),ITOSD8(19),QAHEAT(19, 5 ),UVAL~(6) 
DATA E/.95/ 
DATA UVALW/.529 •• 711 •• 766 •• 8, . 821 •• 836/ 
DO 500 1N=60,75 , 5 
TISDB= FLOAT(lN) 
TOSDB=65. 
DO 1 0 0 I = 1 • 1 9 
TOSDB = TOSDB-5. 
ITOSDB(l) = TOSDB 
VWIND=-5. 
DO 50 J=l , 5 
VWIND = VWIND+S. 
JWIND(J) = VWIND 
TGLAZE = (TISDB+TOSDB)/2. 
CALL TLOOK(VWlND.UVALW.6.o •• s •• wuvAL.IERR) 
HW=VUVAL 
OCOND = HW*CTGLAZE-TOSDB)*AGLAZE 
TSKY=TOSDB 
HRADSK = (((TGLAZE+460.)**4 - (TSKY+460.)**4))*0•174E-8 
QRADSK = HRADSK*E*AGLAZE 
QSDIR = o. 
QSDIF = 0. 
QSOLHT = o. 
OSOLO S = OSOL HT 
QAHEAT(l,J) = QCOND+ORADSK+OSOLOS-QEQUIP-OSDIR-QSDIF-QSOLHT 
50 CONTINUE 
1 00 CONT I NUE 
WRITE (6,.38) 
..38 FORMAT('l') 
WRITE(6,39) 
.39 FORMATPO') 
WRIT E C6.40) 
40 FORMAT('O') 
WRIT E (6,8000) TISDB 
8000 FORMAT(lH .sx.•GREENHOUSE HEATING REQUIREMENT(SOOO SQ FT FLOOR ARE 
lA'eT61,F3.o.• DEG F INSID E AIR TEMPERATURE)') 
WR1T E (6,9000) 
9000 FORMAT (lH .sx.•MAX HOUR DESIGN HEATING LOAD FOR WINTER:(NIGHT CON 
l DITIONS , SOLAR=O) BTU/HR') 
wRITE(6,9001) {J~lN D ( I) .I = l ,5) 
9001 FORMAT C/.1ox.•WlND•/.lOX,•VELOCITY 1 .2X.5(1l0.2XJ/.lOX.•(Ml/HR}') 
WRITE(6,9002) 
9002 FORMAT (/,!H ,•TEM~'./lH t 1 0UTSIDE 1 e/lH .•ORY BUL8 1 t01H ,•(DEG F)• 
1) 
DO 20 0 I= 1 • 1 9 
WRITE(6,9005) ITOSDB(l),(QAHEATCI.JJ,J=l,5) 
9005 FORMAT(/,lH 17X,I31lOX,5(Fl0.012X)) 
200 CONTINUE 
500 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C**********************************************************************~******** 
c 
SUBROUTINE FISH 
COMMON/IO/ IPP,IGRtlFS,ISH.IPEalRF,IEG,lEF 
COMMON /INCR/Jl,JJ,JP,JPE,1E 
COMMON /HEAT/ QAIRHT,QADDEDtGMCCSS.AC 
COMMON/COST/ SWH,$XCHGR,$HTXER 
COMMON/TCC/ TCCINC,TCCOTC,TCCING,TCCOTGaTCCSSI.TCCSSQ, 
1 DELTCCtDELTCG,DELTCF 
REAL*4 MFWREP1MRECIRtMCCSStLTO,LMTDeMFTUBE,HFILMI,HFILMO,KVALlt 
lKVALO 
DIMENSION SXCHG(7) 
DATA SXCHG/8000eell000.,12400eal3000e113400ea13600e113650e/ 
DATA CCSS/2280./ 
DATA SAREA/1400./ 
DATA MFWREP/19959./ 
DATA MRECIR/139711./ 
DATA HFILMl/100e/ 
DATA HFILMO/l e5/ 
DATA TAIR/65./ 
DATA KVALl/.021/ 
DATA KVALO/ • 016/ 
OATA EMISIV /.8/ 
DATA TFWREP/55e/ 
DATA TRECIR/80./ 
DATA TREARW/83./ 
DATA F/.9/ 
DATA U/200./ 
TCCSSl=TCCOTC 
CF=60.•0.1337•62e2 
MCCSS=CCSS•CF 
MFTUBE=MFWREP+MRECIR 
TCIRIN=(MFWREP•TFWREP+MRECIR*TRECIR)/MFTUBE 
TWALL=CTREARW+TAIR)/2. 
QTLOSS=SAREA*(TREARW-TAIR)/((1./HFILMl)+(.02/KVALI)+(.25/KVALO)+ 
l{l./HFILM0))+.00000000174*SAREA*EM1 S IV*CTWALL**4•-TAIR**4•) 
OADDED=MFWREP•CTREARW-TFWREP)+MRECIR*CTREARW-TRECIR)+QTLOS S 
TCCSSQ.=TCCSSI-(QADDED/~CCSS) 
GTD=TCCSSO-TCIRIN 
LTD=TCCSSI-TREARW 
LMTO=(LTD-GTD)/ALOGCLTD/GTD) 
AC=QAOOED/CU*F*LMTD} 
IF(AC.GTel399eOR.AC.LT.529.) GO TO 9 
CALL TLOOK{AC1SXCHG07o529ee145.,$XCHGR,IERR) 
3 DELTCC=TCCSSI-TCCSS O 
GMFWR=MFWREP/CF 
GMRECW=MRECIR/CF 
GMFTU8=1'4FTUBE/CF 
GMCCSS=MCCSS/CF 
FXRT=SXCHGR/175200. 
SUMFF=FXRT+SWH 
WRITE(IFS) GMFWR.GMRECWeGMFTUB,GMCCSS.TCCSSleTCCSSOeDELTCC, 
lTCIRIN.TREARW,OTLOS S ,QADDED, AC,$XCHGR,SWH.SUMFF 
9 CONTINUE 
4 RETURN 
END 
C** ** ****-** **************** ********** ******** ** *•*t< * ************-******* ******** * 
SUBROUTINE ECO N 
COMMON /INCR/JI.JJeJP,JPE,JE 
COMMON/IO/ IPPolGRel FS 1ISH.IPE1IRF1IEG.I EF 
COMMON /HEAT/ QAIRHT10ADDED,GMCCSS1AC 
COMMON/COST/ SWH,SXCHGR,SHTXER 
COMMON/TCC/ TCCINCeTCCOTC,TCCING,TCCOTG,TCCSSloTCCSSO, 
1 DELTCC1DELTCG,DELTCF 
DATA SCHBTU/3.804E-6/ 
FBTURF= 1000000 • 
QHRYR= 8760. 
SCHUNT= 10000. 
CHQREF-= l 000000. 
PRODRF-= 7500 • 
SPRODU= • 5 
IF<IE.EOel) GO TO 1 
IFCAC.GT.1399.0R.AC.LT.529.) GO TO 6 
DO ~ IM= 1 • 1 0 • 1 
BT URE Q=F BTURF *IM 
SCHHR=SCHBTU*BTUREO 
SCHYR=SCHHR*OHRYR 
SWHYR=SWH*OHRYR 
WHUNTS= BTUREQ/QADOED 
$WHSYS=WHUNTS*SXCHGR 
CHUNTS=BTUREO/CHOREF 
4 
1 
$CHSY S=CHUNTS*$CHUNT 
ADDCST=SWHSYS-$CH SYS 
TOTGPM=WHUNTS*GMCCS S 
OROD=PRODRF* IM 
$Gl= PROO*SPRODU 
SGIAW H=SG 1-SWHYR 
SGIAC H=$G l-SCHYR 
SWHSAV=SGIAWH-SGIACH 
TCC lNF=TCCOTC 
WRlTECIEF) TCCINF. 
1 SWH.$CHHR.$CHYRe$WHYR.WHUNTSe$WHSYS .CHUNT S .SCHSYSe 
2 ADDCSTe TOTGPM.PROD.$Gl.SGIAWH,SGIACHe$WHSAV 
CONT l NUE 
GO TO 6 
GAFREF=5000. 
GBTURF=403504. 
GAL=l248e 
GATOP= 65 52 . 
GAW= 200 . 
RATMCC= 60002 • 
CHQREF=235000. 
QHRYR= 1700. 
SWHUNT= SHTXE~ 
$CHUNT= 3400. 
PROD RF= 2 0661 • 
$PRODU= • .35 
GASREF= 8000 • 
DO 5 IM= 1.10 • 1 
GAFREO=GAFREF*IM 
GASREQ=GATOP*IM+2*GAL + 2*GAW*IM 
ACRES=GAFREQ/43560. 
BTUREQ=(GASREQ/GASREF)*GBTURF 
SCHHR=SCHSTU*BTUREQ 
SCHYR=SCHHR*OHRYR 
SWHYR=SWH*OHRYR 
WHUNTS=BTUREQ/QAIRHT 
$WHSYS=WHUNTS*SWHUNT 
CHUNTS=BTUREQ/CHQREF 
SCHSYS=CHUNTS*SCHUNT 
ADDCST=SWHSYS-SCHSYS 
TOTGPM=WHUNTS*RATMCC/500.53 
PROD=PRODRF*I M 
SG I= PROD*SPRODU 
SG IAW H=SGI-SWHYR 
SGIAC H=SG 1-SCHYR 
SWHSAV=SGIAWH-SGIACH 
SUMCST=$WHSYS/ l7 5200 .+ $WH 
3 WRITE(IEG) GAFREQ, 
1 GASREQ ,ACR ES , BTUR EQ , S UM CST, 
2 TCCING,$WH,SCHHR,SCHYR,SWHYR,WHUNTS ,$WHS YS , CH UNT S , SCHSYSt 
3 ADOCST, TOTGPM,PROD,SGI,$GIA~H,$GIACH,SWHSAV 
5 CONTINUE 
6 RETURN 
END 
C•***************************** ************************************************* 
S UBROUTINE TLOOK(X, Y,NY.x1.ox.R.1ERR) 
COMMON /lNCR/ Jl,JJe JP,JPEolE 
DIMENSION Y( NY) 
IERR =O 
F=<X-Xl)/DX + l.O 
l = IFIX{F) 
IFCI.GE.NY.OR.I.LT . l) GO TO 800 
R = 'f ( I ) + ( F -FL 0 AT ( I ) ) * { Y ( l + 1 ) - Y ( I ) ) 
RETURN 
800 CONT I NUE 
WRlT E ( 6 ,100) 
100 FORMAT(' •,•TASL L;: LOOKUP INDEX OUT OF RAN GE •) 
I ERR= 1 
R=O. 
RE TURN 
END 
C************************~****************************************************** 
S UBROUTINE PRINT 
COMMON/IO/ IPP,1GR,IF S ,I SH ,IPE ,IRF,IEG,I EF 
COMMON /INCR/Jl ,JJ,JP ,JPE ,1 E 
DIMENSION EFDATA{l6) 
DIMENSION EGDATA( 2 1) 
DIMENSION GD ATA(l 2 J 
DIMENSION FDATA(l 5 ) 
DIMENSION RDATA( 9 ) 
DIMENSION PDATA(l4) 
DIME NS ION EOATA(l3) 
DI MENS ION SDATA( 2 1) 
IF(JJ.Ea. 2 .> GO TO 320 
REWIND IRF 
WR I TE ( 6 , 1 00) 
100 FORMAT('l') 
IF(JI.EQ. 2 ) GO T O 99 
WRITE(6 .. 101) 
101 FO RMAT<•o•.T6e'I SU POWER PLANT UNIT N 5 , NO RMAL CONDE NSER OP ERATIO 
1 N ' l 
.:10 TO 1 03 
99 WRITE(6,102) 
1 02 FORMAT( 1 0',T 6 ,•AM ES POWER PLANT UN1T # 7, NORMAL CONDENStR OPERATI 
1 .JN I ) 
1 03 WRITE(o,104) 
104 FORMAT(' •,T6.'HGREF'.,T13o'T lNREF' oT24 t 'T GUTREF' .. T 3 7. 1 KWREF' ,T46 
1 •' SELECT' , T58 • ' BTUR EF ' • T70 • ' 8 TUC OST 1 • T8 2 •' CONDENSER LOAD' , T99, 
2 ' CIRC ULA TION ') 
WRITEC6o.105) 
105 FORMAT(T6 ,'lNCHES 1 tT1 4 o' DEG F 1 , T25 , 1 DEG F 1 ,T38 o' KW " .. T46, 1 $/KwHR',T 
153 o10TU/HR1 ,T 7 uo' $ /MEGA BTU'oT86,'L8M/HR',Tl03,'GPM 1 ) 
106 RE AD(1RF, END= l07) RDATA 
WRI TE ( 6 ,l 08 ) ROATA 
108 FORMAT(• 1 e4X,F5 . 3,3X,F5. 2 ,6X,F5.2o7X,F6.0.4X,F 5 . 3 ,7X,Fl0.0,4XoF4. 
1 2 .1 ox .F7. o . a x , F6.0l 
GO TO 106 
10 7 CONTINUE 
REWIND IRF 
REWIND lPP 
98 WR ITE (6,109) 
109 FORMAT(•0 1 ,T6, 1EXIT TEMP' 1Tl7o 1 INCHES' oT25, 1 EFFIC 1 oT33o'HEAT 1 ,T3 
19o'COOLANT'oT48,•COOLANT' 1T57, 0 DELTA 1 1T64,'SKW' tT73, • 0ELTA ', T82 o 
2 '0ELTA', T92 o' 00UT ', T99,'CONDENSER 1 oT110o 1 COOLANT',T119t 1 PUMP 1NG 1 ) 
WRIT E (6,1 10) 
110 FOm1ATCT7o 1 STEAM ' ,T 1Y, ' HG ' oT2 7, ' " ' ,T33, 'RATE' oT40, 'T 1N 1 , T 4 9 , 'T OU 
lT' ,T58, 1 KW 1 oT64, ' LOSS ' oT73, 'BTU' oT82 t 1 BTU COST ' oT92 1 'MEGA • ,TlOO 
2o 'LOA0',Tlll,' GPM 'o T1 2 0o ' COST ') 
W RITE ( 6 , 1 1 1 ) 
111 FORMATCT71'DEG F 1 , T18, 1 ABS 1 , T31 1 1BTU/KWHR'oT40,'0EG F 1 oT49,• DEG F 
1 1 oT641'$/HR' .T73 o ' BTU/HR ' 1T83o 1 S/HR' eT91o'BTU/HR•1Tl001'LBM/HR' 
2 • T 12 0 , ' $/HR' ) 
112 READ{lPPo EN0=113) PDATA 
~RITE (6,114) PDATA 
114 FORMAT(6X1Fs.1.sx.Fs.3,3x.Fs.2.2x.F6.o.2x.Fs.1.3x,Fs.1.4X,FS.o,2 
lX.Fs .2.2 x .F9.o,2x.F6.3, 3X . F7 . 3 o2X oF7. 013X.F6.0.2X oF5 . 2) 
GO TO 11 2 
11 3 CO NTINUE 
REWIND IPP 
299 REWIND lG R 
WRITE( 6 ,300) 
300 FO RMAT(• 1 1 ) 
wRITE (6, 301) 
301 FORMAT(•O•,T7,'GREENHOUSE HEAT ING. 5000 SQ FT FLOOR AR EA , INS IDE A 
lIR =60 DEG F, OUT S IDE AIR=O DEG F, 5 MPH') 
WRITE (61302) 
30 2 F ORMAT('O'eT7.'TCCING•.T1 s , 1 TCCOTG•.T23,•TAIRIN•.T3lo'TAIROT'1T391 
l 1 DELTM•,T49 , 1 QAl RHT ', TS81'NUNITS 1 ,T67,•HEATER 'eT76,'TOTMCC 1 1T841 
2•TOTGP1\P .T92.'WHCOST' ,T101.•suMCOST') 
WRITE(6,303) 
30.3 FORMAT(T7,•DEG F 1 ,Tl5, 1 DEG F•,T231'DEG F•,T31. 1 DEG F'.T.39,•DEG F'• 
1T491'BTU/HR 1 .T6?, 1 DOLLARS ' ,T?6, 1 LB/HR 1 ,T84, 1 GAL/MIN 1 .T93,'$/HR'• 
2Tl02, 1 $/HR 1 ) 
304 READ{IGR,END=306) GDATA 
WRITE(6,307) GDATA 
307 FORMAT(lH 14X. 5 (F 5 .113X~ .F 9 .o.1x,F7.2, 3x ,F7.o.1x.F8.o,2x ,F 6 . 0 .1x. 
1F6.3, 4X,F6.3) 
GO TO 304 
306 CONT I NUE 
REWIND lGR 
REWIND IF S 
WRITE{6,400) 
400 FORMAT('l') 
WRITE(6,401) 
401 FORMAT{'0') 
WRITE(6,402) 
402 FORMAT{'0',T5o 1 AQUACULTURE(CATFISH PRODUCTICN UNIT HEATING REQUIRE 
lMENTS') 
WRITE(6,403) 
403 FORMAT(T3, 1 REARING WATER TEMP=83 DEG F, ROOM AIR TEMP=65 DEG F, RE 
!PLACEMENT WATER =55 DEG F 1 ) 
WRITE(6,405) 
40 5 FORMAT{' ') 
i1RITE(6,406) 
406 FORMATCT5, 1 FRESH• ,T1 2 , 1 RECJRC 1 ,T 20, 1 TUBE'1T26,• SHELL 1 1T321 
l'SHELL OUT 1 ,T411 1 SHELL OUT' 
2 ,T521 1 DELTCC '1T6Q,•CIRC 1N' ,T69,'TANK•,T76. •QL GSS 
3 1 ,T83, 1 QADDED ' ,.T92 1 'AREA' 1T99,•EXCOST' ,T107,'WHCOST' ,T115, 'SUMCOST 
3 . ) 
\II R IT E ( 6 , 4 07 ) 
407 FORMl\T( T6, • GPM• ,y 12, • GPM' ,T20, ' GPM• ,.T26, ' GPM' .T.33, •DEG F' .T43, 'DEG 
l F•-.Ts3.'DEG F•,T61,'DEG F' ,T701'DEG F' ,y7t;, 1 BTU/HR' ,T 83. 'BTU/HR• .. 
2 T9 2 t 1 SQ FT 1 1TlOl 1'$' ,Tl081'$/HR•,Tll 6, •$/HR') 
408 R E ADCIF S . END =410 ) FDATA 
WRIT E (6,409) FDATA 
409 F ORMAT(5X.F3.0.4 X , F4 .0t3X. F 4.0 ,2X.F5.o. 2x . Fs .1.4X,F5 .1, sx ,F5.3,4X, 
1F4 .l.SX,F4.t. 2X .F 5 .o, 2x ,F7.o, 2x .. Fs .o. 2x.Fl .0, 2X .F6 .3, 2X,F6 .3) 
GD TO 408 
410 CONTINUE 
REWIND I FS 
RE\¥IND lSH 
RE W IND I EF 
WRITE(6, 1 2 ) 
12 FORMAT ( ' 0' , T2, 'T CC I NF'-. T9 , ' $ WH' , T 1 5 , 1 $CHHR' , T 23 ,' $CHYR 1 , T3 1, 
1 '$WHYR'.T39 ,. 1 wHU NT S 1 .T46.'$wHSYS ',T531' CHUNTS 1 .T60. ' $CHSYS•, 
2 T72, 'AD DC ST ' , T8 l, ' TO TG PM ', T88 , ' PROD ', T96, 
3. $Gl •• T 1 0 5 •• $GIA WH I .. T 1 12 • • $G I ACH •• T 1 19 •• $WHFU ELSAV. ) 
32 READ( I EF,END=33) EFDATA 
WRITE (6, l 3 )( EPDATAC 1) .I =l tl 6 ) 
13 FORMATCT2.F5.1.1x.2(F6.3.tX>.2CF7.o.1x>.F5.0.2X.F8.0.tX.F3.o.2x.F7 
l .o, sx ,F8.o,1 x , F9 .o,1x,F7 . o ,1 x ,Fa . o ,1x, 2 <F B.o.1x,,F8 . o > 
GO TO 32 
33 CO NT I NUE 
REWlND 1 EF 
REW1ND i EG 
WR1TEC6,lt:) 
16 F 0 RMA TC ' 0 ' , T 39 , 
1 'GAF Rt:::Q • , T4&,' GASREO ' , T5 7, • ACRES ' , T63, • BTU P.EQ ', T 75, 1 SUMCST'} 
36 READ( IEG, EN0= 37 ) EGDATA 
'#RITE ( 6 , 17) ( EGDATA( I), I=l , 5 ) 
17 FORMAT(T3~.2(F7.0.2X),F4.1.2x.F10.o.2x.F5.2) 
GO TO 36 
37 CONTINUE 
REW1ND IE G 
WRIT=(6 , 18) 
18 FORMAT(' 0' ,T2 , 1 TCCI NG' ,T9, • $WH' ,Tl5. '$CHHR' oT 23 ,' SCHYR' ,T31, 
1 'SWHYR 1 1T39,'WHUNTS ',T461'$WHSYS 1 ,TS3 , 1 CHUNTS 1 eT60.'5CHSYS•, 
2 T7 2 . 1 AD DCST•. T8l1 1 TOTGPM 1 ,T88, • PROO•,T96, 
3 ' $GI ' , T 1 0 5 , ' $ G l AW H' , T 1 l 2 , ' $GI AC H ' , T 1 1 9, ' $ WHFU EL SA V 1 ) 
38 READC1EG.END=39 ) EGOATA 
WRIT E C612l)(EGDATA{l),I=6 12 l} 
21 FORMAT(T2,F5elelXt2CF6.311X),2(F7.0,.lX),F5.012X.F8.0.lX,F3.0,2X1F7 
i .o, s x.F 8 .o,1 x .F9.o.1x,F7.o,1x,Fs.o.1x. 2 <F 8 .o,1x1.Fa.o> 
GO TO 38 
39 CONT I NUE 
REWIND I EG 
GO TO 310 
320 REWIND I P E 
WRITEC6 , 200) 
20 0 FORMAT ( ' 1 ') 
WR I TE(6 , 201) 
201 FORMAT C• o• . rs .• HEATER STEAM EX TRACTI ON FROM I S U POWER PLANT U~IT N 
151 90 PS I G STEAM. 11 . 5MW1 2 . 0 lNChES HG • ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 202 ) 
202 FO RMAT C1 0 •, Ts .• coNOENSER · t T16 , 1 0EXT 1 .T23 . 1 T OUT •1 T30. ' DELTA 1 , T38 
1 . • s T EAM'. T45, •cosT 
1• ,TS3 ,' 0ELTA 1 , T62 ,' THROTTLE 1 , T72 ,• 0ELTA',T79 e 1 K~HR '.T86 ,• CONDENSER 
2 •. T97,. 1 0 EL 0 1 . T l OB .• HEATER ') 
WRITE ( 6 , 203 ) 
203 FORMA T(Tl 6 t 1 MEGA' ,T30 ,' EXTRACT 1 , T38 1' COST •1 T45 1• $ PER • 
"' 0 
0 
1 , T 53, 'T HRUTT L E ' • T 64, 'FL OW' , T7 9 , '$Lu SS 1 , T 6 6 , 1 S I E AM FLO ' , T9 7 , ' CQ NDEN 
2SER 1 1Tl08 ,• Q OUT ') 
WRITE ( 6 , 204 ) 
204 FORMA TCT7,' GPM ' ,Tl 6 ,' BTU/HR' ,T23 , 'DEG F' ,T.30, 'LBM/HR ' , T38, 1 $/HR' ,T 
14 5 , 'M E GAB TU' , T54, 'L BM/HR 1 , T6.3, 'L BM/HR' , T 7 3, 'K ~' , T 79, '$/HR ' , T 8 7,' L 8 
2M/HR' , T98,' BTU/HR' , T 1 08,' MBT U/HR') 
205 READ( IPE, END=206) EDATA 
WR I TE C6 , 2C 7) EDATA 
207 FORMAT{6X.F4 . 0 . 5X ,r4.1. 2x . Fs . 1 . 2x .F6 .o, 3x ,F 5 . 2 . 2 x .F4. 2 ,4X.F6. 0 , 
1 3X , F7,0 , 3X , F4 , Q , 2X . F 5 . 2 , 3x ,F c .o, 5x , F9,Q , 2 X.F4 .1) 
GO TO ~0 5 
206 CONTINUE 
RE WIND l PE 
310 RETURN 
END 
C***********~************~****************************************************** c 
&PPL NT 
BTUREF=l.192665E6 , KWREF=l . 1 5E 4, SMRC=8 e41 8E4, HGREF=l e 5EC, 
WATVEL= 5 ,0,CLMRC=3 . 904 134E6 , AREA=l2 . E3, 
BTUC ST= l.O SEO , ELECST= ,0 2EO 
&END 
&PPL NT 
aTUREF=3.09045E8 t KwREF= 3 . 3E4 . SMRC=2.1 087E5t hGREF=1 . 5EO. 
WATVcL= 6 . EO ,C CMRC=8 ,00848E6 , AR E A=26 .0E3, 
B Tucs r~1 . 05EO. EL cCST= . 04cO 
&END 
N 
0 
...... 
203 
APPENDIX J. COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS 
General 
The computer simulation results are presented in Tables J . l through 
J .14. Initial conditions and important parameters are listed at the 
top of each table. A discussion of the tables is presented in the 
Results section of this report. 
Table J .1. ISU power plant unit 05 normal condenser operation 1.0 inches Hg reference 
backpressure 
H~~F T 1 'IREF T OVTR!:F l( WR E.- S ELECT BTVREF BT JC OST CONDENSER LOAD C IRCULAT ION 
I N:HES DEG F DEG F l(W S /I( WHR BTV/HR S/ M!:G ABT V LBM/ HR GPM 
1 . 000 ~.57 68. 5!1 11500 . o. 020 117426400 . I .05 81880. 7800. 
Ell l T TE '"P I HC~ !:S EFFIC HEAT COOL AN T COOL ANT DELTA Sl( W '>ELTA DELT A OOVT CONDENSE R COOLANT PU NP ING 
S T EAM HG " RATE T IN T OUT l(W LOSS BTV BTV COST MEGA LOAD GPM COST O'OG F ABS BTV/l( WHq DEG F DEG F S/HR BTV/HR S /HR BTV/HR LB IV HR S/HR 
79.3 I • 015 33.41 I 0216· 47.6 69.6 6 . 0.12 55200. 0 . 070 85. 976 8 19 4 9. 71100. 4.47 
so.1 l . 041 33.311 10224. 411.6 70.6 16. 0 .32 1 52 1211. 0 .192 116. 069 112071. 71100. ••• 7 
so.11 1. 069 33.35 I 0233. 4 9.6 71.6 27 . o . 53 253200. 0.320 116.167 82197. 71100. ••• 7 
!I I .6 I .O~' 33.32 10242. 50 .6 72. 7 311. 0 . 76 3603611. o.456 116 . 270 82331. 71100. 4 . 47 
!12.5 1.129 33. 29 10252. 5 1 . 6 73.7 50. 0.99 4 72144. o . 597 116 . 3711 112471. 71100. 4.4 7 
!13.3 1. 15~ 33.26 10262. 52 . 6 74 .7 61· 1 . 23 511 4960. o.740 116 .4 117 82613. 71100. .... 7 
!14. I I. 1 ~O 33. 23 1 0272. 53.6 75.7 73. 1. 46 6911544. 0.11114 116 . 5 9 6 82755. 71100. ••• 7 
115 . 0 1. 221 33 . 19 I 02112. 5 4. 6 76.11 115 . 1.70 812960. I .0211 116. 706 11211911. 71100 . ... ., 
55.11 1 . 253 33.16 10292. 55. 6 11.11 97. t .94 92110411. 1.174 116.1117 8 3043. 7800. • • • 7 
116. 7 1. 2!1 4 33.13 10302 . 56 .6 78.8 109. 2.19 I 0 4 3808. I .3?0 86.928 831811. 7800. 4.4 7 
117.5 l . JI 6 33.10 I OJI 2. 57.6 79.9 122. 2 .43 1160272. 1.4611 117.039 83333. 71100. • .•7 
911.4 1. 352 33 . 06 I 0323. 58.6 80.9 135. 2. 7l 1 2926811. 1 . 635 117. I 71 834 99. 7800. 4 . 47 
99 . 3 1. 395 33.02 10337. 5 9.6 81 . 9 152. 3 . 03 1 4411848. 1 . 833 117.333 113695. 7800. 4.4 7 
90.2 1. 4 39 32.97 10351 . 60 . 6 83 . o 169. 3.37 1610400. 2.037 87.500 831197. 7800. 4.47 
~ 1.1 1. 4 !13 32.93 I 0365. 61 . 6 84.0 1116. 3. 7t 1775120. 2 . 246 87 . 671 84104. 7800. "· 47 
92.1 1. 5211 32. 118 103110 . 6 2 .6 115 .1 203. 4 . 07 1944176. 2.459 117.1127 84295. 71100. ... ., 
~3.o 1. 573 J2.83 I 0395. 63.6 116.1 221. 4.42 211 4 928. 2 .676 117.972 8 4478. 7800. .... ., 
93. 9 1. 61 !I 32.79 I 0410. 64 . 6 87.1 239. 4.77 22115504. 2 . 891 118.117 114660. 7800. .. .. ., 
94 . 8 1 . 663 32.74 10425 . 65.6 1111.2 256. 5. IJ 2 4 56400. 3.101 811.262 841143 . 71100. 4.4 7 
95.8 1.70!1 J2.69 10439. 66.6 119.2 27•. 5 .48 2627744. 3.J24 118.408 85026. 7800. ... .,
96.7 1. 753 32.65 I 0454. 67.6 90.3 292. 5 . 84 2799584. J.542 118.553 85209. 7800. 4.47 
9 7 .6 1. 799 J2.60 10469. 68.6 91.3 JIO. 6 . 20 2971744 . J.759 88 . 699 85393. 7800 . .... ., 
98.6 1.851 J2.55 I 0 4117. 69.6 92.3 330. 6. 61 31 72496. 4.013 88. 876 115607. 7800. .... ., N 
99.6 1. 91 J 32.411 I 0 507 . 70.6 93.4 355. 1. 09 3 4 07792. 4.Jll 119. 088 85859. 7800. .... ., 0 
100. 6 1.975 J2. 4 2 10529. 71. 6 94.4 3 80. 1. 60 3652240. 4.620 119. J08 86120. 7800. 4 .47 .i:. 
1 01 .6 2.042 J2.J6 I 05411. 72.6 95 . 5 • o3. 11 .07 3881072. 4.91 0 119.517 86369. 7800 . 4 .47 
93.3 I 0603 3 2.80 I 0 405. 72.6 117 .4 233 . 4.65 2227680. 2.11111 119.054 11 4598. 12025. 11. 95 
94.1 1 .625 32.711 1041J. 73 . 6 88.2 24J. 4.85 2324 1 44 . 2 .940 118.152 84701. 12025. 11.95 
95.1 1.676 32. 73 10429. 74.6 119.2 261. 5.23 2503600. 3.167 88.J03 11 4119J. 12 025. 8.95 
96.1 1. 724 32.68 I 0445. 75.6 90.3 280 . 5 .61 26116992. 3.J99 1111.4511 85089 . 12025. 11.95 
97.1 1. 772 J2.63 I 0461. 76.6 91.3 299. 5 .99 21170592 . 3 . 631 811.614 85285 . 12025. 11.95 
98.1 1. 821 32.511 I 0477. 77.6 92.3 318· 6.37 3055456. 3.865 88. 7 71 854112· 12025. 11.95 
99.1 1.1153 32.51 I 049 7. 711.6 9J.4 J43 . 6.86 32942118. 4.167 88.986 857J8. 12025 . 11.95 
100. 1 1 . 947 32.45 1 0519. 79.6 94.4 368. 7 .36 35J63611. .... ., .. 89. 2 0 5 85996. 12025. 11.95 
101.1 2 . 0 11 J2.311 I 0539. 110. 6 95.4 J92. 7 . 85 3774496. 4.775 119.420 86252. 12025. 8.95 
10 2.1 2.075 32.33 105511. 111.6 96 . 5 415. II . JO 3991760. 5.050 89.619 8649 1 . 12025. 11.95 
103.1 2. llB 32.27 I 0577. 82.6 97.5 437. 8.74 4 208240. 5.324 119.816 867JO. 12 025. 11.95 
104.1 2 . 2 01 32.2 1 1 0 596. 83.6 911 . 5 459 . 9 . 111 44 2 4 720 . 5.5911 90.0IJ 86968. 12025. 8 . 95 
105.1 2.265 32.15 10615. 84.6 99.6 481. 9.62 4641 152.. 5 .1171 90. 2 10 87206. 12025. 11.95 
102.0 2 . 080 J2.32 10560. 84 . 6 96.5 417. 8.33 40098118 · 5.073 89 . 6 4 5 86511 . 14952. IJ.42 
103 . 0 2 .131 32.27 10575. 115. 6 97.6 435. 8.69 41115600. 5.295 119. 797 116705. 14952 . 13.42 
104.0 2 . 194 32. 22 I 0594. 116 . 6 911.6 457. 9.13 4 399440. 5 .566 89. 991 116940. 14952. 13.42 
10 5.o 2.257 32.16 10 612 . 117 . 6 99.6 4 79. 9. 57 46150118. 5.11311 90.187 87178. 14952. 13. 4 2 
106.0 2.320 32.10 10631 . 88 . 6 100. 6 501 . 10. 01 4 830832. 6.111 90.383 8741 5 . 14952. 13.42 
107. 0 2. 3114 32.05 I 0650 • 119.6 I 01.7 523. 10.45 50466011. 6 . 3114 90. 5 711 117653 . 14952 . 13.42 
1011.0 2 .4411 31.99 10669. 90.6 I 0 2 . 7 5 4 5. 10.90 52644J2 . 6.660 90. 775 8 71193 . 14952. 13. 4 2 
109. l 2 . 530 Jl .92 10693. 91.6 103.7 573. 1 1 . 45 55390011· 1 .001 91 . 032 88192. 14952. 13. 4 2 
11 O. I 2 . 613 JI . 115 I 0716. 92 . 6 I 04. 11 600. 11.99 51107696 . 7.34 7 91 . 275 811477 . 14952. IJ. 42 
11 I• I 2.697 31. 711 10739. 93 . 6 I 05 . 11 626. 12.53 6075712. 7 .6116 91 . 517 1111762. 14952. IJ.42 
112.1 2 . 750 31 . 7 1 I 0763 . 94. 6 I 06.11 65J. 13.06 634 J616. 8 .0 25 91. 7511 119047. 14952 . i:. .• 2 
II J . 2 2 .1164 31.64 10786. 95.6 I 07.9 680. 13.59 66 11 568. e.J64 92.000 893J2. 14952. 13. 42 
114. 2 2.947 JI .57 l 01109. 96 . 6 1011.9 706. 14. 12 611794 011. 11. 7 03 92.240 119617. 14952. 13.42 
I I 5.2 3.030 31.51 I 01132. 97.6 I 09.9 733. 14.65 7146608. 9.041 92.473 89895. 14952. 13.42 
116. 3 3.114 Jl.44 101156. 911 .6 111.0 759. 15.111 7412192. 9.J77 92.693 90159. 14952. ll.42 
117. 3 3.197 Jl.37 l 01179. 99.6 112 .o 785. 15.70 7677072. 9.712 92.911 904 23. 14952. 13.42 
118.3 3 . 254 JI.JO 10903. 100.6 I IJ. 0 1112. 16. 25 7956528. 10.065 93.144 90701. 14952. 13.42 
119.J 3.3119 31.22 I 093 2 . 101. 6 1 14 .1 8 4 5. 16.89 82881100 . 10 .4116 93 .4J1 910J2. 14952 . 13.42 
120.3 3.494 Jl.14 I 0961. 102.6 11 5 .1 1177. 17 .55 11624464 . I 0.910 93. 72 1 9 1366. 14952. 13.42 
Table Jo2o ISU power plant unit 115 normal condenser operation 1.5 inches Hg r eference 
backpressure 
HGREF T INREF T OUT REF KWREF S ELECT BTUREF BTUCOST CONDENSER LOAD CIRCULATION 
INCHES DEC F DEC F KW S/KWHR BTU I' HR S/MECABTU LBM/~ CPM 
l o500 61.62 84.10 11500. 0.020 1192664000 1005 84180. 78000 
EXIT TE MP INOiE S EFFIC HEAT COOLANT COOLANT DELT A SKW DELTA DELTA OOUT CONDENSER COOLANT PUMP I NC 
STEAM HC ll: RATE T IN T OUT KW LOSS BTU BTU COST MEGA LOAD CPM COST 
DEC F ABS BTU/KWHR DEC F DEC F S/HR BTUl'HR Sl'HR BTUl'HR LBM/HR S/HR 
92o1 1. 532 32.B8 I 0381 o 62.6 85.1 120 0.25 117248. Oo148 87.839 84309. 7800. 4.47 
9J.O 1. 576 32.83 I 0396. 63.6 86.2 J O. o.59 284016. o.359 87.980 84487. 7800. 4.47 
94.0 1.620 32078 104110 64.6 87.2 470 0.95 454304. o.575 88.125 84669. 7800. 4.47 
94.9 l .665 320 74 I 0425. 65.6 88.2 65. l. 3 I 625264. 0 .191 88.270 84852. 7800 . 4o47 
9508 1.111 32.69 I 0440 • 66.6 89o3 830 I 066 796624 0 lo008 880415 850350 78000 ••• 1 
96o7 I. 756 32.64 I 04550 6706 90o3 !Olo 2.02 9684640 lo225 880561 852190 7800. 4.4 7 
91. 7 Io 801 32060 I 04 70 o 68.6 9lo3 119. 2.JB 11406560 lo443 880706 85403. 7800. 4,47 
98.6 l. 854 32054 l 0488. 69.6 92.4 140. 2o80 13440960 lo700 88. 886 85620 . 78000 4.47 
99.6 lo917 32.48 I 0508. 70.6 93.4 1650 3o29 1580384. t.999 890099 858720 78000 4,47 
lOOo 7 l 0981 32o4l I 05300 7106 94o5 190 . 3o80 1824960. 2.309 89.320 861340 78000 ••• 7 
10 Io 1 2. 045 32035 10549. 7206 9506 2130 4o 2 7 20524320 20596 890527 863820 7800. • •• 7 
102.1 2o 110 32.29 l 0569. 73.6 96.6 236. 4. 72 2271568. 2.874 89.727 8662.J o 7800. 4.4 7 
!OJ, 7 2.174 32024 I 0588. 7406 91o1 258. s.11 24902880 Jo 150 890926 868640 7800. • •• 1 
104o 7 2.238 32ol8 I 0607. 7506 98.7 281. 5.62 27089760 3.427 90.125 87105. 78000 4o47 
10507 2o 302 32o I 2 I 06260 7606 9908 JO.Jo 6007 2927712. 30704 900324 873460 78000 4.47 
10608 2o 366 32006 106450 7706 I 0008 3260 6052 31464640 30980 900522 875870 78000 4o47 
10 708 20430 320 0 1 10664. 7806 I Ol o9 348. 6097 33652640 402 57 90. 720 878280 78000 4o47 
10808 20507 Jlo94 106860 7906 l 02o9 3750 7o50 36265760 40588 900965 8811 5 . 78000 4.47 N 
10908 2o 591 3lo87 107100 8006 I 04o0 402. 8005 3895440. 40928 91. 208 88401. 7800. 4,47 ::::> 
10105 20050 32035 l 0551 0 80.6 95.7 215. 4o30 2066656. 2.614 90.951 86397. 12025. 8095 Vl 
10202 2. 080 32032 l 0560 0 81.6 96o5 2250 •• 51 21696960 20745 89.637 86511. 120250 8095 
10302 2ol41 32027 I 0578. 8206 97o5 2470 4.94 23798080 3o011 89.827 867420 12025. 8095 
10402 2.205 32.21 I 0597. 8306 9806 2690 5,39 25959360 30284 900023 86980. 120250 8095 
10502 20268 32.15 10616. 84.6 9906 2920 5o83 28123360 J.558 900220 872190 120250 8.95 
10602 2.332 32009 10634. 8506 I 0006 314. 6.28 3028896. 3.832 900417 874570 120250 8095 
107.2 2.395 32.04 10653. 86.6 I 01o7 336. 6072 32453920 4ol 06 900613 876960 120250 8.95 
108.2 2.461 31098 106730 87.6 I 020 7 3590 7o18 34709760 40391 900819 879440 120250 8095 
109.2 20543 3lo9 I 10696. 88.6 103.8 3870 7.73 37415040 40733 910070 882370 120250 8095 
11 Oo2 2o 626 3l o84 10719 o 89.6 I 0408 414. 8027 4006976. 50069 910310 885190 12025. 8095 
11 1.J 20709 3l o77 10743. 9006 I 05.8 441 o 8081 4274736. 5.408 91.551 888040 120250 8095 
112.3 2o 793 31070 I 07660 9l o6 I 06o9 4680 9o35 4544384. 50749 910795 89091. 12025. 8.9 5 
11303 2. 877 31 o63 107900 9206 107 o9 4950 9o90 48141440 60090 920037 893780 120250 8095 
110.2 20636 31.83 10122. 92.6 104o9 4170 8034 4041296. 50112 91.577 885560 149520 IJ.4 2 
ll l o2 2.102 3lo78 l 0741 . 9306 I 05.9 438. 8.77 42528160 50380 9r 0533 88781. 149520 13.4 2 
112.2 2. 785 3lo71 107640 94.6 l 06.9 465 . 9o30 4517648. 50715 91.771 89062. 14952. 13.42 
113.2 2.868 31.64 10787. 95.6 I 07.9 492. 9o84 4 785408. 6.054 92.012 893470 149520 13.4 2 
ll 4o3 2.951 31.57 108100 9606 I 08o9 5190 10037 5053280. 6.393 920253 89632. 14952. IJ.42 
l15o3 3. 035 31050 I 0834, 9706 llOoO 5450 l0o9l 53203680 6.731 92.48 5 899080 14952. 1304 2 
116.3 3oll8 31.44 10857 o 9606 111 oO 572. 11. 44 55B5868o 70066 92.704 901730 14952. I.Jo 4 2 
11 7.3 30201 31.37 I 0680. 99.6 11 2 .0 5960 llo96 5850B00o 70402 920922 904370 14952· 13.42 
118. 3 3. 290 3lo30 109040 10006 113.1 6260 12052 6133680. 7.759 93.159 907180 14952. 13.42 
119.4 3,394 31.22 I 09330 101.6 114.1 659. 13ol6 6466176. 60160 930446 910490 14952. 1304 2 
120.4 30499 3lol3 10962. 10206 115 .1 6920 13.64 6801824. 8.605 93.736 9131140 14952. 1304 2 
Table J. 3 . Ames powe r plant: uni t 117 normaJ conde nser ope ration 1.0 inches Hg 
refe rence backpressure 
HG~ £~ T l~Q =C' T OVTREF KW~ EIC' SEL EC 1 BTUR EF Bl UCO ST CONDENSE R LOA D CIRCULAT ION 
lN:HES OE~ .. DEG F l( W S / (.WH R B TU/HR S /MEGABl 'J LBM/ 141 GP"' 
1.000 3l.9Q 67.1, 3300 0. o.o• o 30110SSOOO. 1. os 207S7 0 . 16 000. 
EXI r T!:lllP .... c -. : s EFF I C H !: 4T COOL ANT COOLANT DELTA S l( W DELTA DEL TA QOUT CONDE NSER COOLANT PUttP'IN~ 
S T EAM H~ x <Ur i!: T IN T OUT l(W LOSS !ITU BlU COST MEGA L OAO GPM COS T 
O! G F ABS BTU/ < WHR DEG F OEG F S/ HR BTU/HR S/HR BTU/HR LBM/ HR S/HR 
79 . 8 1. OJI 36.55 9JJ7. •1. 0 68.2 '· 0.27 6 0672 . 0 .071 217.9•• 20778S . 16000 . 8 . 9 S 50.• 1.os" 36.SS 9138. • 2.0 69. 2 12. o.•1 I OS98•• 0.1 J• 218.0 30 207936. 16000. 8.9S 
81.0 1. 077 36.5• 9l•O . "1.0 70.2 11. o.67 151 S52 · 0 .192 218.1 IS 20801111. 16000. 8 , 9S 
81. 7 1.10) 36.S• 91•1. ••• o 11.2 22. 0.811 198 6S6. o.2s1 2111.202 20112•3· 16000. ll.9S 
52 . J I. 125 J6.5l 93•2 · •S.o 12.2 27. 1. 09 2•6S211· 0.312 218 . 290 2011•01. 16000. 8.9S 
83.0 1. ISO 36. 5 1 9l••· •6· 0 7J,3 33. 1 .31 2956110. 0.11• 2111.3111 2011S67. 16000. 8.9S 
!I J. 7 I .175 36.S2 9J•S. 
"'· 0 
7•.3 311. 1. SJ 3•6112. o.•111 2111.•7• 201173•. 16000. 8.95 
84 •• 1. 201 ]6.51 91•7. •e.o 7S.J "". 1. 76 J97S68. O.SOJ 2111.568 2 0890•· 16000. 8.95 5 5 .1 1. 227 36.SI 9J•9. • 9 .0 76.J so . 1.99 ••9S36 . o.S69 218.66S 209077, 16000. 8.9S 
!15.8 1 . 25• 36.SO 9150 . 50 . 0 77.J 56. 2.21 S0278•. 0.636 2111.762 20925•. 16000. 8.9S 
86.6 1. 281 J6.49 9 JS2 . SI .o 78.3 6 2 . 2. • 9 S60896. 0.110 218.868 2 09••6. 16000. 8.9 S 
51.• 1. JI J 36.•9 935•. s2.o 79.J 69. 2.1s 619520 . 0 . 111• 218.9711 2096•1 . 16000. 8.9S 
1111.3 I .3•5 36.411 935 6. 53 .0 110.3 76. 1.0. 68•032. 0.86S 219.1 oz 2 098S6. 16000. 11.95 
59.1 1. 386 36.•7 9JS8. 5• . o 81 ·" 85. J.J9 762880. 0.96S 219 . 276 2101111. 16000. 8.9S 59,9 1 . •2s 36. •6 9361. ss.o 112.• 9•. J.7S 11•3008. 1.066 219.•53 21038•. 16000. 8.95 
90.8 1. •67 36.45 9363. S6.0 Ill.• 103 . ". 12 92390•. 1.169 219.632 2 106S2 . 16000. a.95 
l 1.6 1. 508 l6·"" 936 6. S7.0 a•·• l • •• • .56 I 021••0. 1.292 219.801 210911. 16000. 8.9S 
112.s 1.S49 36.•Z 9371. se.o as.• 133. s.11 1111911118. l.S05 219.926 211129. 16000. 8.95 
9J.J 1. S90 36. 40 9 376. S9.0 86.S 152. 6.06 1357568. 1.111 220.oso 211346. 16000. 8.95 
ll • .2 1.632 36.38 9381 . 60.0 87,S 111. &.82 152&S28. 1.931 220.175 211S64. 16000. 8.9 S 
95.o 1.67• 3&.36 93117. r.1.0 811. 5 190. 7.61 1701632. 2.1s3 220. 3 04 211791. 16000. 8.95 
9S.9 1. 718 36. :H 9392. 62.0 89.S 210. 8.•o 1877760. 2.375 220.•33 212019. 16000. 8.95 
l6.8 1.751 36.32 9397. 63.0 90.5 230. 9.20 205••00. 2 .599 220.563 2122•8. 16000. 8.95 
97. 7 1. ao• 36.30 9•03. &•.o 91.5 250. 10.00 2231808. 2.823 220.693 212477. 16000. 8 .9S 
l8.6 1. 8S7 36.27 9•09. 65.0 92.6 274. 10.96 2•••S•4· 3.092 220.11&9 212752. 16000. 8.95 
"" 99.5 1.91 • 36.25 9•16. &6.0 9J.6 JOl. 12.02 2678272 . 3 .3118 221. 072 213055. 16000. 8.95 100.5 1. 971 36.22 9•23. (>7. 0 9•·6 327. 13. 09 2913S36. 3.6116 221.276 21J3S9. 16000. 8.95 0 
101.• 2. 0211 36.18 9•32· 68.0 9S.6 360. 1•.•2 32011192. 4.059 221.540 213722. 16000 . 11.95 °' 102.3 2 .0115 36.1• 9•43. 69.0 96.7 •01. 1r..02 35&S05&. 4.510 221.866 21 41•7 . 16000. 8.95 
103.3 2.1•1 36.10 9•S•. 10 . 0 97.7 •••• 17.65 3926272. 4.967 222.196 21•577. 16000. 11,95 1)4.3 2.21) 36.06 9•66· 71.0 98.8 """· 19.37 •3 I 0272. 5.•53 222.547 21503S. 16000. !1.95 105.3 2.273 36.01 9•11. 12.0 99.8 5211. 21•11 •&96320· 5 .9•1 222.900 215495. 16000. 11.95 
106.3 2. 337 35.97 9•119. 13.0 l oo.9 571. 22. e• 5082368. 6.430 223.252 2159SS. 16000. !1.95 
107.3 2. 40) 35.92 9501. ., •• o l 01.9 61". 24.58 5•68928. 6.919 223.603 216•15. 16000. 8.95 
108· 3 2. •&II 35.118 951 J. 75.0 103.0 6&1. 26.•3 51180064. 7 •• 39 223.98• 216905. 16000. 8.95 
109.3 2.SS) 3S.81 9530 . 76.0 I O•.O 121 . 28.85 6•2150•· a.12• 22•.393 21 '7"23. 16000. 8 . 9S 
11 o.J 2.632 J5.7S 95•7. 71.0 l os.o 111s. 31. •o 6993920. 8.8•8 22•.7s3 217893. 16000. 8.95 
101.• 2.o•s 36.17 9•JS. 77.0 9•.2 112. 1•.86 3306496. •• 1113 224.•22 213839 • 26000. 17.90 
10 2 . 1 2.076 36.IS 9••• • 111.0 9S. 0 393. is. 10 :H9388!1. ••• 20 221. !104 21 •062 . 26000 • 11.90 
103.1 2.111 36.ll •us2. 79.0 96. l •3•. 17.37 3864320· •• 11119 222.141 21•so•. 26000 • 17.90 
10 ".1 2.1911 36.06 9•6•. ao.o 97.1 •77. 19. 011 •2•••110. S.370 222.•1111 21•9S6. 26000. 17.90 
1os.1 2.2112 36.02 9•7S. 111.0 911.1 s20. 20.79 •62•1196. S.851 222.1135 21!1410. 26000. 17.90 
106.1 2. 12•· JS.98 9•111. e2.o 99.1 562. 22.so !1005056. 6.332 223.183 21 S863. 26000. 17.90 
1)7.1 2 .357 35.93 9•98. 111.0 100.2 605. 2•. 21 53115728. 6.813 223.530 216316. 26000. 17.90 
108.0 z. ••9 35.119 951 o. a•.o I 01•2 &•a. 25.92 S766•oo. 7.295 223.875 216770. 26000. 17.90 
109.0 2. 529 35.83 9525. 115.0 l 02.2 706· 211.22 6211070•· 7.9•S 22•.306 217307. 26000. 17,90 
II O.O 2. 61) 35.77 95•2· ar..o I 03.2 768. JO. 73 68••9211. 8.659 22•.661 21 7771. 26000. 17.90 
111.0 2.691 JS. 70 95S9. 111.0 104.3 830. 33.22 740•012. 9.367 225.0 12 2111230. 26000. 11.90 
11 2.0 2.771 35.6• 9576. 811.0 105.3 1193. 35.70 7963392. 10.074 225.362 218690. 26000. 17.90 
113.0 2 .852 35.Sll 9593. 89.0 106.J 95•. Jll. 18 11522•96. 10.781 225. 711 219149. 26000. 17.90 
114.0 2.932 3S.SI 9610· 90.0 101 •• 10111. •0.6S '10811156. 11.•119 226.061 219609. 26000. 17.90 
115.0 1.01• 3S.•5 962!1. 91.0 I 011." 1079. 43.18 96532•8. 12.212 226.462 220123. 26000. 17.90 
116· I 3. 097 35.19 96•5. 92.0 I 09.4 11 •3· 4S.71 10228220. 12.939 227. 080 220851. 26000. 17.90 
111.1 J, 1112 3S.32 96&3. 93.0 110.s 12011. 48.30 10816000. l J.6113 227. 714 221596. 26000. 17.90 
1111. 2 3. 2611 35.25 9681. 9•.o 11 l .5 127•. 50,95 11•111110. 1 •.4•5 228.364 222359. 26000. 17.90 
ll 9.2 J. J7S 35.17 970•. 95.0 112.6 1356. 5•.2• 12167680. 15.393 229.073 223309. 26000. 11.90 
120.3 3.•116 35.09 9727. 96.0 113.7 •••o. 57.!>9 12932090. 16.360 229.930 224277. 26000. 17.90 
Table J.4. 
HGIEF T INREF 
I NC HES OEG F 
I .soo 56. 49 
Ames power plant unit #7 normal condenser operation 1.5 inches Hg reference 
backpressure 
T OUT REF KW REF S ELEC T BTUREF BTUCOST CONOENSER LOAO CIRCULATION 
OEG F KW S/KWHR BTU/HR S/MEGAB TU LBM/HR GPM 
B3.94 33000. o. 040 3090•U900. 1.05 210870. 16000· 
EXIT TEMP I NCH ES EFFIC HEAT COOLANT COOLANT DELTA IKW DELTA DEL TA OOUT CONDENSER COOLANT PUMP ING 
STEAM HG " RATE T IN T OUT KW LOSS BTU 8TU COST MEGA LOAD GPM COST OEG F ABS BT U/K WHR DEG F DEG F I/HR BTU/HR I/HR BTU/HR LBIVHR I/HR 
92. 0 1. 529 36.43 9369. 57.5 84.9 13. o .54 I 19B08. 0.152 219.1168 211025. 16000. 8.95 
92.9 1. 570 36. 41 9374. 58.5 86.0 3.?. I .27 285184. 0.361 219.989 211239. 16000. 8.95 
93.7 1.61 l 36.39 9379. 59.5 87.0 51. 2. 03 453376. o.574 220.114 211457. 16000. 8.95 
94.6 1.653 36.37 93B4. 60.5 88.0 70. 2.80 62 5408. o.791 220.240 211679. 16000. 8 .95 
95.5 1 .696 36.35 93B9. 61.5 89 . 0 90. 3.58 801024. I .013 220.369 211907. 16000. 11. 95 
96.4 I• 740 36.33 9395. 62.5 90.0 109. 4.38 977664. 1.237 220.499 212135. 16000. 8.95 
97. 3 1. 783 36.31 9400. 63.5 91.0 129. 5 .17 I I 54560. 1.461 220.629 212364. 16000. 8.95 
98. 2 1.829 36.29 9406. 64.5 92. 1 150. 6. 01 1340928. I .696 220.770 212605. 16000. 8.95 
99.1 I• 885 36. 26 9413· 65.5 93.1 176. 7. 06 1572864. 1.990 220.971 212905. 16000. 8.95 
100. 0 1. 943 36.23 9420. 66.5 94.1 203 . 8.12 1807872. 2.287 221.176 213209. 16000. 8.95 
100.9 2.001 36.20 9427. 67.5 95. 1 230 . 9.19 20451 84. 2.587 221.382 213516. 16000. 11.95 
101.9 2. 059 36.16 9438. 6B.5 96.2 269. 10. 78 2397952· 3.034 221.703 213936. 16000. 8.95 
102.8 2 .118 36.12 9449. 69.5 97.2 310. 12.40 2 758400. 3.490 222.034 214366. 16000. 8.95 
103.8 2.179 36.08 9460. 70.5 9B.3 352. 1 4.07 31 31392. 3.96 1 222.3 75 214810. 16000. 8.95 
104.8 2.242 36.03 9472. 71. 5 99.3 395. 15.81 3516672. 4.449 222.727 215269. 16000. 8.95 
105.8 2.306 35.99 9483. 72. 5 I oo. 3 439. 17.54 3902720. 4.937 223.078 215729. 16000. 8.95 
106.8 2 .369 35.95 9495. 73.5 I 01. 4 482. 19.28 4289024. 5.426 223.431 216189. 16000. 8.95 
107.8 2.432 35.90 9507 . 74.~ I 02.4 525. 21 . 01 4675072 . 5.914 223.782 216649. 16000. 8.95 
108.8 2 .509 35.85 9521. 75.5 1 03.5 579. 23.15 5150720. 6.516 224.217 217192. 16000. 8.95 
109.8 2. 592 35.78 9538 . 76.5 104 .5 643. 25.71 5724672. 7.242 224.578 2 l 7664.. 16000. 8.95 
11 o.8 2. 673 35. 72 9 556. 77. 5 I 05.6 706. 28 .24 6292992. 7 .961 224.935 218131· 16000. 8.95 
111.8 2.755 35.65 9573. 78. 5 I 06.6 769 . 30.76 6860544. 8.679 225.290 218597. 16000. 11.95 
102.9 2.139 36.11 9453. 78 .5 95.8 325. 12.99 2890240. 3.656 224.948 214523. 26000. 17.90 
103 .6 2.170 36.08 9458. 79. 5 96.6 346. 13.83 3077632. 3.893 222.330 214746. 26000. 17.90 
1 04.6 2 . 231 36.04 9469. 80. 5 97.6 387. 15.50 3448064. 4.362 222.666 215187. 26000. 17.90 
I 05.6 2. 293 36.00 9481. 81.5 98.6 430. 17.21 3828224. 4.843 223.012 215640. 26000. 17.90 
106.6 2 .356 35.95 9493. 82.5 99.7 473. 18.92 4208896. 5.325 223.359 216093. 26000. 17.90 
107.6 2.418 35.91 9504. 83.5 I 00. 7 5 16. 20 .6.J '4589568. 5.806 223. 705 2165'47. 26000. 17.90 
108.6 2. 490 35.86 9517. 84.5 I 01. 7 565. 22 .59 5025280. 6.357 224. I l B 217066. 26000. 17.90 
109.6 2.571 35.80 9534. 85.5 102.7 626· 25. 06 5579008. 7.058 224.488 21754'4. 26000. 17.90 
II 0.5 2. 651 35.73 9551. 86.5 I 03.8 689. 27.55 6139392. 7.767 224.839 218004. 26000. 17.90 
11 I .5 2.732 35.67 9568. 87. S I 0'4.8 751. 30.04 6698240. 8.474 225.! 90 218464. 26000. 17.90 
112. 5 2. 812 35.61 9585. 88.5 I 05.8 813. 32.52 7257600. 9.181 225. 540 218923. 26000. 17.90 
11 3.5 2.893 35.55 9602. 89.5 I 06.9 875. 35.00 7Bl6960. 9.889 225.889 219383. 26000. 17.90 
114.5 2.974 35.48 9619. 90.5 1 07 .9 938. 37. 51 8382464. I 0.604 226.242 219847. 26000. 17.90 
115.6 3. 056 35.42 9636. 91 . 5 I 08 .9 1001. 40 .04 8954368. 11.328 226. 775 220'492. 26000. 17.90 
116.6 J. 140 35.35 9654. 92. 5 110.0 I 065. 4 2 .61 9537024. 12.065 227.402 221230. 26000. 17.90 
1 l 7. 7 3.225 35.29 9672. 93.5 111.0 1130. 45.20 10125310. 12.809 228.036 221975. 26000. 17.90 
118.7 3. 323 35.21 9693. 94. 5 I 12. l 1 2 05. 48.21 108085 70. 13.674 228.791 222841. 26000. 17.90 
119.8 3.432 35.13 9716. 95.5 113.1 1288 . 51 . SJ 11 566590. 14.632 229.510 223801. 26000. 17.9 0 
N 
0 
-..J 
Table J . 5 . ISU Eower Elant unit 115 extraction OEeration 1.0 inches Hg reference backEres sur e 
H EAT EA STEAM E XTR4CT I ON FROM ISU POWER PL.Am U NIT • 5. 90 PSIG STEAM . 11 . 5"4w. l • 0 I NC HES HG 
L CJND ENSI:.~ .J E ir. T T ou r Ot..L TA S T L AM COS T ..>E L TA THRUT lLt v t L TA i< e h il CUNOE,., SE~ 01:.L J '"1L >\ TEI' 
ME G A E KT R AC T CO~ T $ PER THR OTTLE FL O W ~L l.SS S TE A"I F Ul CO ,..,H:. ,.,SER v nur 
G.:> "I u TU/H R ..>E .; F L b M/HR $/t .P MEGA tH U L bM/H R L t:lM/HR i< w ~/ h~ Llj ~/HR 3 TU/ttP "t.• T U/rl;> 
100. 0. l 71 . 0 87 . 0 . l b 3 . 2 5 60. 1445 60 . 7 . .;, . I 4 9 44 73 • 2 79J 4. u . 1 
I Oil . 0.2 73.o 17 !> . O • .J3 2 . 11 12 1 • 144621. l 4. o . <:8 9 444 0 . 5580 4 . J . ,! 
10 (). i) . 3 7 5 . 0 <!o 2 . 0 . 4 9 I . 96 161. I 446 tH. ti!,. l • J .43 94419 . d3dO 3 . 0 . :l 
1 00 . 0 ... 77. 0 JS O . 0 . 66 I• 87 2 4 2 . 14474..:! . 2 9. " . 5 7 94J9 2 . l 119.31 • o .• 
10 v. o.s 79. 0 4.39. 0.82 I • t:l2 304. 144t:l04 . J6 . v .12 ~4.J6 5 . 140060 . 0 . 5 
10 0 . o.6 d I • 0 !>2 7. 0 . 99 1.19 36!> . 14486!> . 43. o . 86 943 3 8 . 168 3d3 . O . b 
10 0. o. 7 83 . 0 010 . 1. l 5 I• 77 4 2 7 . 1449 2 7. :>O • l. 0 1 943 1 0 . J 9u 771. 0 . 7 
100 . o.8 85.o 705. 1.J2 1.76 488. 144908 . 5 8 . I• 1 5 942t:l.3 . 22:;2 2 .J . 0 . ti 
I 0 0 • o. 9 87. 0 79 5 . 1 .4 9 l.7 5 !>SO. 145050 . b !> . l. :JO 9 4 2 5 5 . 25J871 . 0 .9 
1()0. I• 0 89 . 0 8d :S . .I . o5 1. 7 4 0 13. 145 113. 72. l. 44 9 4 2 2 d . 262 4 5 3 . 1 • J 
I 0 I.I • I • l 9 1. 0 97 5 . 1. 82 I • 73 6 7 5 . 145 175 . dO . l . 59 942 0 0 . : 11 29 4 . 1 • 1 
10 0 . 1 • 2 9J . o I Ob(, • 1.Y'll I • 7 3 7 J8. 14 5238 . 87 . 1 • 74 9 41 72 . 34 0 1., .; . I . 2 
100 . 1. 3 95 . 0 1 l !>7 . 2 . I <> 1.73 801. 14!>301. 94. l. 89 94 144. Jb9 l7 2 . 1 • 1 
10 0. l. 4 97 . o 12 4 8 . 2 . 33 1.73 1:16 4. I 45.J64 . 1 02 . ..:!.04 941 l 6 . 398273. I .4 
l 0 0. l. 5 99 . 0 1..))9. 2 . 50 I • 7 .J 92 7. 145427. 1 09. ..:! . l 8 9401:18 . 42743 8 . 1 . ~ 
100. l. 6 I 0 l • I) 1431. 2 . 68 I • 72 99 1. 145491 . 1 I 7 . 2 . 33 94000. 45679 9. I . o 
10 0. l. 7 103. 0 152 .J . 2 . 65 1 . 7 2 I 055. 1 4555!:. . I 2 4 • <! .4 8 940.J 1. 4d6 15 9 . I • 7 
100. I. d 105.0 1616. 3 . 02 1. 7 2 1 1 l 9 . 1451:> 1 9 . 1 32. <! . 1:>3 9 4 00.J . 5 1 57 1 3 . I . 1:1 
10 0 . I• 9 1 07 . (J I 709. 3.20 I• 73 11 83 . 145683 . 1 3 9. 2 .79 93974 . :>4 5 33 2 . I . 9 
100. 2 . 0 109. o 1802 . .J . 3 7 1.73 1 2 47. 145747. I 4 7 • ..:! . 94 ~J94 6 . 57!>017 . 2 . 0 
100. 2 . 1 111 • I) 1 895 . 3 .!>4 I• 7 3 1 31 2 . 1458 12 . 1 55 . .J . 09 9.39 I 7 . f>04830. 2 . I 
10 0. 2 . 2 113.0 1 9d'll . 3 .72 1.73 l 377. 145877. 162. J . 2 4 <i.J8d8 . 6.348.Jtj. ..:! . 2 
100. 2 .3 115 . o 2 0 8 J. 3.90 1.13 144 2 . 1459 4 2 . 1 7 0. .3 . 4 0 9.3859. C.64911 • 2 . 3 I\) 
10 0 . 2 .4 1 I 7 • O 2 178. 4 . 07 I• 7 3 1 508 . 146008. I 7 tj • 3 . 55 93830. 695049 . 2 .4 0 
100. 2 . 5 119. 0 2273 . 4.25 1.73 1 :;7 3 . 14007.J . I 8 ::i • J . 71 9.3801 . 125317. 2 . 5 co 
500. o.5 71. 0 436. 0 . 111 .J . 25 .JO I• 14480 1. Jo. o . 71 94.366. 13908 8. 0 . 3 
50 0. 1 . 0 73 . 0 87 3. 1. 63 2 .17 604 . I 451 04 . 7 I • 1.4 ? '14231. ? 7 8u2 '1 . o . 8 
500. 1. 5 75.0 1 31 I • 2 .45 1 •Yb 908. 145406. 1 07. 2 . 14 9 4 0 9 6 . 4 18 4 9 4. I • .J 
500. 2 . 0 11.0 I 7!> 1 • J.2 8 I• 87 1 2 1 2 . 14571 2 . 1 4.J • .! . 66 9396 I• 551:!94 3. l • t! 
500. 2 .5 79.0 2 19.J . 4 . 1 0 I• 82 151 8. 14001 8. I 79 • .J . ~a 93A25. 099845 • 2 . 3 
500. 3.0 81 • 0 2 o3o. 4. 9 .J 1.79 1825. 14632~ . .!15 . 4 • .JO ?36 8 ~ • 84 1 20 6 . 2 . 8 
500. 3 . 5 d3. 0 .308 1. 5 .76 1.77 2133 . 14603.J. 2 ~ 1. 5 . 02 935 5 2 . 98320 1:>. .J . 3 
500 . 4 . 0 8~ . o .3!:>2 '. 6 . 60 1.71:> 2 44 2 . 146942 . 2 b 7 . 5 .75 9341 5 . 11255 91! . 3. t! 
500. 4.5 87. 0 3975. 7 .4 .J l • 1 !J 2752. 147252 . 324 . 6 .48 9.J2 7 7. 1.:bd51 0 . 4 • .) 
soo. 5 . 0 89. o 4425 . 8 . 2 1 1. 74 3063 . 147563 . 361. 1. 2 1 931.Jd . 1411 940. 4 • t! 
500 . 5.5 91 . 0 4876. 9ol2 l. 73 33 7 6 . 1478 7 6 . .J97. 7 . 94 9JOOO. 155!:>888 . 5 . 3 
500 . 6.0 9 3. 0 5329 . 9 . 96 l. 73 3689 . 1"4 8189 . 4 :: 4. d . 68 9286..> . I 700355 . 5 . t! 
500. 6.5 95.0 5783 . 10 . 81 I • 7 3 " 004. l 48504. 4 7 1. 9 . 4 2 927 2 1. 18 4 5276 . o . 3 
500 . 7.0 97 . 0 6239 . l l . 67 1.13 4.31 9 . 1488 1 9 . 506 . l'>. 1 6 925/iU. 199 0 7 I !:> o (, . t! 
500 . 7.5 99 . 0 6697 . 12 . 52 l. 73 4636. 149 1.36 . 5 4 5 . I 0 • <; I 92440 . ? 1 36738 . 7 . 3 
500 . 8 .o 1 0 l • 0 71 56 . 1.3.38 l. 7 2 4954. 149454. !:> 8 .J. I I • 6!> 9229~ . ..:!<!8J 279 . 1. 8 
500. 8.5 1 03 . 0 1011. 14.2 4 1. 72 5 273 . 14977.J . 620 . 12 . 4 0 92 1 56 . 2 4 30274 . d . 3 
500 . 9 . 0 1 0 5. o 807 9 . I 5 . 11 1. 72 5593. l 50093. t. S tl . 1 3 .1 5 920 14. 25 777 8 7. " . a 
500 . 9 . 5 101. 0 d54.J. 15 . 98 I• 7 3 5 9 1 5 . 1 5041 5 . 695 . I .3 • 9 1 <i l A71 o 272:>864. .... • J 
500. 10.0 109. 0 YOO 9 • 16 . 85 I• 73 623 7 . I 5 07 3 7 • 7.J J. 14. 66 9 17.!d . 21:!7 4 49Y • ".a 
500 · 10. 5 l ll • 0 947 7 . 17.72 1. 73 6561. 15 1061 . 771 . 1 5 .42 9 15 8 4 . .J023697 . 1 0 . 3 
500. 1 l. 0 11 3 . 0 9940 . 111 . c.o I• 73 6886 . 1 5 1 .386. 809 . 16 . 18 9 144 () . 3 173349 . I J . 11 
500. I l • 5 11 5 . 0 I 041 7 • 19.48 I. 7 3 7 2 1 2 · 1 5 171 2 . 847 . 16 . 'JS 9 1295 . 3323 714. I I • 3 
500. 12 . 0 I I 7 • 0 l 08tj'J. 2 0.36 I • 7 .J 7 5.J<J . 1 52039 . b86 . I 7 • 71 9 1! 50 . J 474403. I I . a 
500. 1 2 . 5 11 9 . 0 11.364. 2 1. 25 1. 73 7867 . 152367. c;,2 4. 18 .48 9 100 4. 3C.25740. 1 2 . 3 
Table J.6. ISU :eower plant unit tf 5 extraction operation 2 .0 inches Hg refe r ence backpressure 
HEATER STEAl4 EXTRACT I ON FROM I SU POWER PLANT UNIT M5o 90 P S IG STEAM, 11.sMw. 2.0 INCHES HG 
CO t«>ENSER QEXT T OUT DEL TA STEAM COST DELTA THROTTLE DELTA KWHR CONDENSER DEL 0 HEATER 
MEGA EXTRACT COST $ PER THROTTLE FLOW SL OSS STEAM FLO CONDENSER a OUT 
GPM BTU/HR DEG F LBM/HR S/HR MEGA BTU LBM/HR LBM/HR KW S/HR LBM/HR BTU/HR MB TU / HR 
100. 0.1 96.0 89. 0.17 0. 13 62. 144562. 7. 0.29 94473. 28518. 1 .3 
100. 0.2 98.0 17 8. Oo33 o.24 123. 144623. l 5. o.58 94445. 571 00. 1 • 4 
100. 0.3 100.0 268. 0.50 0.33 186. 144686. 22. 0.87 94417. 85682· 1 .s 
100. 0.4 102.0 358. o.67 0.42 248. 144748. 29. lol7 94.390. 11 4394. 1 .6 
100. o.5 104.0 448 . o.84 Oo49 310. 14481 o. 37. lo46 94.362. 143236· 1.7 
100. 0.6 106.0 539. 1.01 o.56 373. 144873. 44. 1. 76 94334. 172142. 108 
too. o. 7 108.0 630. 1.18 Oo62 436. 144936. 51. 2.06 94306. 201178. t.9 
100. o.8 110.0 721. 1.35 0.67 499. 144999. 59. 2 .35 94278. 230279. 2.0 
100. 0 .9 112.0 813. 1. 52 0.12 563. 145063. 66. 2.65 94250. 259574 . 2. 1 
100. 1.0 114.0 905. 1 .69 o.77 626. 145126. 74. 2.95 94221. 288934. 2.2 
10 0. 1 • l 116. 0 997. 1.86 0.81 690. 145190. 81. 3o25 94193. 318359. 2.3 
100. l. 2 118.0 l 090. 2.04 o.85 754. 145254. 89. 3.56 94165. 34 7914. 2.4 
100 . l. 3 120.0 1183. 2.21 o.88 819. 145319. 96. 3086 94136. 377598. 2.5 
500. 0.5 96.0 445. Oo83 Oo 13 308. 144808. 36. 1045 94363. 142199. 6.5 
500. l. 0 98.0 892. 1.67 0.24 618. 145118. 73. 2.91 94225. 284786. 7.0 
500. 1.s 100.0 1340. 2.51 0.33 928. 145428. 109. 4o37 94087. 427827. 7.5 
500. 2.0 102.0 1791. 3.35 0.42 1240. 145740. 146. 5.84 93949. 571452. 8.o 
500. 2.5 104.0 2242. 4.19 0.49 1552. 146052. 183. 7.31 9381 o. 715530. 8.s 
soo. 3.0 106.0 2695. s.04 0 . 56 1866. 146366. 220. 8.79 93671. 860062. 9.0 
500. 3.5 1 oa.o 3150. 5.89 0.62 2181. 146681 o 257. 10.27 93531. l 005307. 9.5 
soo. 4.0 110.0 3607. 6.74 0.67 2497. 146997. 294. 11.76 93390. 1150875. 10.0 
500. •·5 112.0 4065. 7.60 0.12 2814. 147314. 331. 13.25 93249. 1297157. ·10 .5 
500. s.o 114.0 4525. 8046 o.77 3133. 147633. 369. 14.75 93108. 1443763. lloO !\.) 
500. 5.5 116.0 4986. 9.32 0.81 3452. 147952. 406. 16.25 92966. 1591146. 11.5 0 
500. 600 118.0 5450. 10.19 0.85 3773. 148273. 444. 17.76 92823. l 738789. 12.0 ID 
500. 6.5 120.0 5914. llo06 o.88 4095. 148595. 482. 19. 27 92680. 1887210. 12.5 
Table J.7. Gr eenhouse heating from Ames unit 117 z 33 MW 1. 0 i n ch es Hg reference backpressure 
AlllES POWER PLANT UNIT • 7. NORMAL CONDENSER OPERATION GREENHOUSE HEAT INGe 5000 SQ FT FLOOR AREA. INSIDE AIR =60 DEG Fe OUTSIDE AIR=O DEG F , 5 MPH 
TCCING TCCOTG TAIRIN TA IROT DEL TM QA IRHT NUN ITS HEA TER TOTMCC TOTGPN WHCOST SUMCOST 
DEG F DEG F DEG F DEG F OEG F BTU/ HR DOLLARS LB/HR GAL/MIN S/HR S/HR 
68e2 66.0 60.0 62.4 5.8 13722· 24.67 17020. 148045. 296. 0.076 0.174 
69.2 66.8 60.0 62.7 6.5 15384. 22.00 15180. 132045. 264. 0 .134 0.220 
70.2 67.5 60e0 63 .o 1.2 170570 19.84 13691 o 1190960 2380 0.192 0. 2 10 
71.2 6Se2 60.0 63.3 7.9 187670 18.03 12444. 108242. 216. 0.251 0.322 
72.2 69.0 60.0 63.6 8.6 20478. 16.53 11404. 99199. 198. 0.312 0.377 
73 .3 69.7 60.0 63 o9 9.3 22189. 15.25 10525. 91549. 183. 0.374 0.434 
74o3 70.5 60.0 64.2 10.0 23901. 14.16 9771. 84993 0 170. 0.438 0.494 
75 .3 71. 2 60.0 64. 5 10.a 25613. 13.21 9118. 79312. 158. 0.50 3 o.55 5 
76.3 12.0 60.0 64. 8 11.5 27325. 12.39 8547. 74342. 149. 0.569 0.618 
77 .3 72.7 60.0 65. l 12.2 29038. 11.66 8042. 69958. 140. 0.636 o.682 
78.3 73.4 60.0 65.4 12.9 30752. 11. 01 75940 66058. 132. 0.709 0.153 
79.3 74.2 60.0 65.7 13.6 32467. 10.42 7193. 62569. 125. 0.784 0.82 5 
80 .3 74.9 60.0 65.9 14.J 34177. 9.90 6833. 59437. 119. o.865 o.904 
81.4 75.7 60.0 66.2 15. 0 35882. 9.43 6508. 56613. 113. 0.965 1.002 
82.4 76.4 60.0 66.5 15.8 37588. 9.00 6213· 54045. 108. 1.066 1.102 
83 .4 11.2 60.0 66.8 16. 5 39293. 8.61 5943. 51699. 103. lo 169 1.203 
84.4 77.9 60.0 67 . 1 17.2 40997. 8.26 5696. 49550. 99. 1.292 1.325 
85.4 78.7 60.0 67.4 17.9 42692. 7.93 5470. 4 7583. 95. 1 .505 1 . 536 
86.5 79.4 60.0 67.7 1806 44386. 7.63 5261. 45767. 91. lo 71 7 lo747 
87.5 80.2 60.0 68. 0 19.3 46080. 7.34 5068. 44084. 88. 1.931 l 0960 
88.5 80.9 60o0 68.J 200 l 477760 7o08 48880 425200 850 20153 2 o l 81 
89 oS 8107 60o0 6806 2008 49471 o 6084 47210 410630 820 20375 2 'o402 
90.S 82o4 60.0 6809 2105 511790 6061 4563. 39692. 790 2.599 2e625 rv 
91o5 83.2 60.0 69.2 22.2 52899. 6040 4415. 38402. 77. 2.823 20848 I-' 
9206 83o9 60.0 69.5 22.9 54628. 6020 4275. 37186. 74. 3.092 3ol17 0 
93.6 84o7 60.0 6908 2306 563630 6000 41430 360420 720 30388 30412 
9406 85o4 60o0 70ol 24.4 58098. 5o83 4020. 349650 700 30685 30708 
9506 8602 60o0 70.4 25.1 59846. 5.66 3902. 33944. 68. 4.058 4.081 
96 .7 8609 60.0 70o7 25.8 61606. 5o49 3791 o 32974. 66. 4.510 40531 
97.7 87.7 60.0 11.0 2606 633680 5.34 3685. 32057. 64. 4.967 4.988 
98.8 8805 60.0 71.3 27.3 65134. 5. 2 0 3585. 31188. 620 5.452 5.473 
99.8 89o2 60.0 7106 28.0 66901. 5 .06 3491. 30365. 61. 50941 5.961 
100.9 90o0 60.0 71.9 28.8 68647. 4.93 3402. 29592. 590 6.429 6.449 
101.9 9008 60.0 12. 3 29.5 70389. 4.81 3318. 28860. 58. 6.918 6.937 
103 .o 91.5 60.0 72.6 30.2 72137. 4.69 3237. 28161. 56. 7.438 7.456 
104.0 92.3 60.0 72.9 31 .o 73890. 4.58 3161. 27492 . 55. 8.123 8.141 
94.2 85. t 60.o 10.0 24.t 57446. 5.89 4065. 35362. 7lo 4.183 40206 
95.0 85.7 60o0 10.2 24.7 58798. 5.76 3972. 34549. 69. 40420 4.442 
96.1 86.S 60.0 70.5 25.4 605330 5.59 38580 33559. 67. 4.888 4.910 
97 .1 87.2 60.0 10.8 26.1 62270. 5.44 3750. 32622· 65. s.369 5.391 
98. l 88.0 60o0 71. l 26.8 64008. 5.29 3649. 31737. 63. 5.850 5.871 
99.1 88.7 60.0 71.4 21.5 65745. 5.15 3552. 30898. 62. 6.331 6.352 
100.2 89.5 60.0 71.7 28.3 67478. 5.02 3461. 30105. 60. 6.813 6.833 
101.2 90.2 60.0 72. 0 29.0 69191 • 4o89 3375. 293590 59. 7.295 7.314 
102.2 91.0 60.0 72o3 29.7 70915. 4.77 3293. 28646. 57. 7 .945 7.964 
103.2 91.7 60.0 72.6 30.4 72629. 4.66 32150 27970. 56. 8.659 8.677 
10403 92.5 60.0 72.9 31.2 74342. 4e55 3141. 27325. 55 . 9.366 9.384 
105.3 93.3 60.0 73o2 31.9 76056. 4.45 3071. 26710. 53. 10.074 10.091 
10603 94.0 60.0 13.5 32.6 77769. •• 35 3003. 26121. s2. 10.781 10.798 
107.4 94.8 60.0 73.8 33.3 79482. 4.26 2938. 25558. s1. 11.489 11. 506 
108.4 95.5 60.0 7-4.2 34.l 81202. •• 17 2876. 25017. so. 12.211 12.228 
109.4 96.3 60.0 74.5 34.8 82950. 4.08 2815. 24490. 49. 12.939 12.955 
110.5 97. l 60o0 74.8 35.5 84711. •• oo 2757. 23981. 48. 13.683 13.698 
11l.5 97.8 60.0 75. l 36.3 86487. 3.91 2700. 23488. .-1. 14.4•• 14.•59 
112.6 98e6 60.0 75.4 37.0 88272. 3.8.J 26•6. 23013. 46. 1 5.392 15.407 
11:1. 7 99.4 60.o 75.7 37.8 90075. 3.76 2593. 22552. 45. 16.359 16.374 
Table J . 8. Gr eenhouse heating f r om I SU unit 115 ' 11. 5 MW 1.0 i nches Hg referenc e backp r essur e 
ISV POWER PLA Nf UNIT • 5. NORMAL CONOENS ER OPERATION GREENHOUSE HEAT INGo 5000 SQ FT FLOOR ARE A• INS I DE AI R = 6 0 DEG F , OU T S I DE AIR=O DEG F, 5 MPH 
TC C ING TCCO TG TAIRIN TAIROT DEL TM QAIRHT NUN IT S HE ATER T OT MCC TOTGPM WHCO S T SUMC OST 
OEG F DEG F DEG F DEG F DEG F BT U/HR DOLLARS L B/ HR GAL/MIN $/HR $ / HR 
69.6 67. 0 60.0 6 2 . 8 6. S 16013. 2lol4 14584. 126S60. 2 5 3. o . o 7 o 0.1 5 3 
70 .6 61. 8 60.0 63. l 7. 5 17726. 19.09 131 75. 114600. 2 29 . 0.193 0.26S 
71.6 68.5 60.0 63.4 s. 2 19460. 17.39 12000. 104387. 209. 0.320 0 .389 
72 .1 69.3 60.0 63. 7 8.9 21 197. 15.97 11017. 95833. 191. 0.456 0 .519 
T3. 7 70. l 60.0 64. 0 9.6 22936. 14.76 10182. 88569. 177. o.597 o.65 5 
74. 7 70.8 60.0 64.3 10.4 24675. 13. 72 9464. 8232 7. 164. o. 740 0 .794 
75 .s 71 .6 60.0 64 .6 11 , I 26415. 12.81 S841. 76905. 154. 0.884 0.934 
16 .s 72.3 60.0 64.9 11.s 28154. 12.02 8295. 72153. 14 4 . 1 .029 1.076 
77.8 13. l 60.0 65.2 12.5 29S94. 11 .32 1s12. 67954. 136 . 1. I 7 4 l .219 
7S.s 73.8 60.0 65.5 13.3 31634. 10.70 7382. 64216. 12 8 . 1.321 l. 3 6 3 
79.9 74.6 60.0 65. 8 14.0 33375. 10.14 6997. 60S67. 122 . 1.468 l.5os 
80.9 75.3 60 . 0 66. l 14.7 35103. 9.64 6653. 57871. 116. 1.635 1.673 
81.9 16 .1 60.0 66.4 15. 4 36840. 9.19 6339. 55141. 110. 1.S33 l .869 
83 .o 16.9 60.0 66. 7 1602 38580. 8.77 6053. 52654. 105 . 2.037 2.072 
84.0 77.6 60.0 67.0 16.9 40322. s.39 5792. 50380. l 0 l. 2.246 2 .2 79 
85.1 7S.4 60.0 67.3 17.6 4 2 057. a.as 5553. 4S302o 96 . 2.46 0 2. 491 
86 .1 79.2 60 . 0 67.6 18.4 43788. 7.73 5333. 46392. 9 3. 2.676 2. 706 
87 .1 79.9 60.0 67. 9 19.l 45518. 7.44 5131· 44629. S9. 2.891 2 0921 
88 .2 80.7 60.0 68.2 19.8 47249. 7.16 4943. 42994. S6. 3 .108 3.136 
89.2 81.4 60.0 6S.5 20.6 48979. 6091 476S. 41475. S3. 3.324 3.35 2 
90 .3 e2.2 60.0 68. 8 21.3 50716. 6.67 4605. 40055. so. 3054 2 3.568 
91.3 83.0 60.0 69.2 22.0 52471. 6.45 4451. 3871 5 . 77. 3.760 3.7S5 
92.3 S3.7 60.0 69.5 22.8 54239. 6.24 4306. 37453. 75. 4.014 4.03S 
93. 4 84.5 60.0 69.8 23.5 56023. 6.04 4169. 36260. 12. 4. 31 l 4033 5 
94 .4 85.3 60.0 70. l 24. 2 57811. 5.85 4040. 35139. 70. 4.620 4.644 N 
87.4 80.1 60.0 68.0 19.3 45894. 7.37 50S9. 44263. S8. 2 .s18 2.847 
I-' 
88 .2 80.7 60.0 68.3 19.9 47312. 7ol5 4936. 42936 . 86. 2 0940 2 .968 
I-' 
89.Z 81.5 60.0 6806 20.6 49023. 6,90 4764. 4143S. 8 3. 3.167 .Jo 195 
90 .3 82.2 60.0 6S.9 21.3 50740. 6.67 4603. 40035. so. 3.399 3.426 
91.3 83.0 60.0 69.2 22.0 52476. 6.45 4450. 3S711. 77. 3.632 3.657 
92.3 83.7 60.0 69 .5 22.7 54212. 6.24 4308. 37472. 75. 3.865 30890 
93.4 84.5 60.0 69.8 23.5 55965. 6.05 4173. 36298. 73. 4 o l6S 4.1 9 1 
94 .4 s5.2 60.0 70. l 24.2 57718. 5.86 4046. 35195. 70. 4 .474 4.497 
95.4 86. 0 60.0 70. 4 24.9 59471. 5 .69 3927. 3415S. 68. 4.775 4o79 S 
96 .5 86.8 60.0 70 .1 25.7 61219. 5.53 3815. 33183. 66. s . 0 50 5 .072 
97.5 81.5 60.0 71.0 26.4 62966. 5.3S 3709. 32262 . 6 4. 5 .32 4 5 .345 
98.5 88.3 60.0 71.3 21. l 64714. 5.23 3609. 31391. 6 3 . 5 .598 5.61 8 
96.5 86.8 60.0 10.1 25.7 61369. 5.52 3805. 33101. 66. 5 .073 5.095 
97.6 87.6 60.0 71.0 26.4 63095. 5.36 3701. 32196. 6 4. 5 . 2 9 5 5.31 6 
98.6 88.3 60.0 71.3 21. 2 64831. 5.22 3602. 31334. 6 3. 5.566 5 .5s6 
99.6 89ol 60.0 71.6 27.9 6656S. 5.os 3508. 30517. 61. 5. 8 39 5.859 
l 00.6 89.8 60.0 71.9 28.6 68289. 4.96 3420. 29747. 59. 6.l l l 6.131 
101.7 90.6 60.0 12.2 29.3 70001. 4.84 3336. 29020. 5 8. 6o3S4 6.403 
l 02. 7 91.3 60.0 72 .5 30.l 71713. 4.72 3257. 28327. 5 7. 6.660 6 .679 
103. 7 92.1 60.0 72. 8 30.8 73439. 4.61 3180. 27661. 55. 1.001 7.0 2 6 
104 .8 92.9 60.0 73 • l 31. 5 75162. 4.50 3107. 27027. 5 4. 7.34 7 7 .365 
105.8 93.6 60.0 73.4 32. 2 768S4. 4.40 3037. 26422. 53. 7.6S6 7.704 
106 .8 94.4 60.0 73. 7 33.0 78607. 4.31 2971. 25843. 5 2 . S.025 8.042 
107.9 950 l 60.0 74. 0 33.7 80329. 4o2l 2907. 25289. 51. 8.364 8.3S1 
108.9 95.9 60.0 74.3 34.4 82051. 4 .12 2846. 24758. 49. 8.703 8.719 
109.9 96.7 60.0 74.6 35.l 83771. 4.04 2 7S8. 24249. 48. 9.041 9.057 
111•0 97.4 60.0 74.9 35.9 85511· 3.96 2731. 23756. 47. 9.377 9.393 
112 .o 98.2 60.0 75.2 36.6 87253. 3.88 2677. 23282. 47. 9.712 9.7 2 7 
113 .o 98.9 60.0 75.5 37.3 88997. 3.80 2624. 22826. 46. 10.066 l 0. OS l 
'14 .1 99.7 60.0 75.8 38.0 90754. 3.73 2573. 22384. 4 5 . 1 0 .486 10.501 
115.1 100.4 60.0 76.1 38.8 92512. J.66 2524. 21958. 44. 10.911 10.925 
Table J.9. Aquaculture heating from ISU unit 115, 11.5 MW 1.0 inches Hg reference backpressure 
ISU POWER PLANT UNIT • 5o NORMAL CONDENSER OPERATION 
AQUA CUL TUAE (CATFISH PAOOUCT ION UNIT HEATING REQUIREMENTS 
REARING WATER TElllP=83 OEG F, ROOM A.IA TEMP=65 OEG F, REPLACEMENT WATER =55 DEG F 
FRESH REC I RC TUBE SHELL SHELL IN SHELL OUT OEL TCC CIRC IN TANK OLOSS QADDED AREA EXCOS T WHCOST SUllC05T 
GPM GPM GPM GPM OEG F OEG F DEG F OEG F OEG F 6TU/HR BTU/~ SO FT s S / ..-:1 S/HR 
40. 2 800 32 00 22800 850 l 84o2 00861 76o9 83o0 14840 9794690 1309 0 136190 20460 20537 
400 280 0 3200 22800 860 I a5o2 Oo861 76o9 83o 0 I 4840 9794690 10250 131690 2 0 676 2 0751 
400 2800 3200 22800 870 I 8603 Oo861 76o9 83o0 1 4840 9794690 8480 12 520 0 20891 20963 
40. 2800 3200 22800 8802 87o3 00861 76o9 83o 0 1484. 9794690 725 0 114940 3 0 108 3ol73 
400 2800 320. 2280. 89.2 8804 o.861 76o9 83o0 1484. 9794690 6340 101780 30324 3o38.l 
400 2800 3200 22800 90o3 89o4 Oo861 76o9 83o0 14840 9794690 564 0 87270 3 0542 30592 
400 2800 3200 22800 87o4 8605 Oo861 76o9 83o0 14840 9794690 8 180 123890 2081 8 2.889 
400 2800 3200 2.l80o 8802 87o4 Oo861 76o9 83o0 14840 9794690 7210 11457 o 2 0 940 30006 
400 280 0 3200 22800 89o2 8804 Oo861 16o9 83o0 14840 9794690 632 0 101370 3o 167 3 .225 
400 2800 3200 22800 90o3 89o4 Oo861 76o9 83o0 14840 9794690 5630 8709. 30399 3.449 
Table J.lOo Aquaculture heating from Ames unit 117, 33 MW loO inches Hg reference backpressure. 
AllES POWER PLANT UNIT • 1. NORMAL CONDENSER OPERATION N 
AOUACIA...TUAE(CATFISH PAOOUCT ION UNIT HEATING REQUIREMENTS f-' 
REAR ING WATER TElllP..83 DEG Fo ROOM AIR TElllP• 65 DEG F, REPLACEMENT WAT EA • 55 DEG F N 
FRESH AECIAC TUBE SHEU. SHELL IN StELL OUT DEL TCC CIRC IN TAI'« OLOSS OADDED AREA EXCOST WHCOST SUMCOST 
GPlll GPM GPlll GPM DEG F DEG F DEG F DEG F DEG F BTU/HR BTU/~ SO FT s S/HR S / HR 
40. 2 80 . 320· 22110. 85.4 8406 00861 76 o9 83o0 14840 9794690 1187 o 13507 0 lo 505 10582 
40. 280. 320. 22800 8605 8506 00861 76o9 83.0 14840 9794690 9560 129660 lo717 lo 791 
400 2800 320. 22800 87.5 8606 o.861 76o9 83o0 1484. 9794690 804 0 122510 lo 931 2. 001 
400 2110. 3200 22800 88. 5 87.6 Oo861 76o9 8.loO 14840 9794690 6950 11 2000 2 .153 20217 
400 2800 .J20o 22800 89. 5 8806 Oo861 76o9 83o0 1484. 9794690 6130 97290 2 0375 2. 431 
400 280. 3200 2280. 90. 5 89o7 Oo861 76.9 830 0 14840 9794690 548 0 8397 0 20599 20647 
Table J .11. Greenhouse heating r e quirements 60 °F inside air t emperature 
GREENHOUSE HEATING REOUIREN ENT(5000 SO FT FLOOR AREA 60. DEG F IN SIDE AIR TEMPERATUR E) 
MAX HOUR DESIGN HEATING LOAD FOR WINTER ! (NIGHT CONOITIONS. SOLAR=O) BTU / HR 
TEMP 
OUTSIDE 
WINO 
VELOCJ TY 
(Nl/HRI 
ORY BU..B (DEG F) 
60 
55 
50 
45 
"0 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
5 
0 
-5 
-10 
-15 
-20 
-25 
-30 
0 
-2000. 
27844. 
56869. 
85100. 
112551. 
139240. 
165187. 
190407. 
214920. 
238741. 
261890. 
284.381. 
306232. 
327459. 
348079. 
.368108. 
387561. 
406455. 
424805. 
5 
- 2000. 
31619. 
64420. 
96425. 
127651. 
158116. 
1878.37. 
2168.33. 
245121. 
272718. 
299641. 
325907. 
.351533. 
376536. 
4009.31. 
424735 • 
4•7963. 
470632. 
492757. 
10 
-2000. 
32760. 
66701. 
99848. 
132215. 
163820. 
194682. 
224819 . 
254248 . 
282985. 
311049. 
338456. 
365224. 
391367. 
416903. 
441847. 
466217. 
490027. 
513292. 
15 
-2000. 
3.3465. 
68112. 
101964. 
135036. 
167346. 
198914. 
229756. 
259890. 
289332. 
318102. 
346214. 
37.3687. 
400535. 
426776. 
452426. 
477501. 
502016. 
525987. 
20 
-2000. 
33900. 
68983. 
103270. 
136778. 
169524. 
201527. 
232805. 
2633 74. 
293253. 
322458. 
351006. 
378914. 
406198. 
432874. 
458960. 
484470. 
509421. 
533827. 
Table J . 12 . Gr eenhouse heating r equirements 65 °F inside air tempera ture 
GREENHOUS E HEATlNG RE QU lRE MENT( SOOO SO F T FLOOR AREA 6 5 . DE G F INS I DE AIR TE MP ERAT UR E> 
MAX HOUR DES IGN HE ATING LOAD F~ WI NTER : ( NIGHT CONDITIONS . SOL AR =Ol BT U/HR 
TEMP 
OUTSIDE 
WlND 
VELOC:l T Y 
OU/HR) 
DRY BULB (DEG Fl 
60 
55 
50 
•5 
•o 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
lO 
5 
0 
- 5 
-10 
-as 
-20 
-25 
-30 
0 
28396. 
57962 . 
86713. 
11"669. 
1•18s 1. 
l 68273. 
19395•. 
218912. 
2•3165. 
266730. 
289623. 
311863. 
333•64. 
3 5••••· 
374820. 
39"607. 
•13821. 
432•77• 
450593. 
5 
32171. 
6 5 512· 
98038. 
129770. 
160726. 
190924. 
220380. 
249113. 
277141. 
304•81. 
33ll50o 
357164. 
382541. 
407296. 
431•47. 
455009. 
•77998. 
500430. 
522320. 
10 
33312. 
6779•. 
l01•6l. 
13•333. 
166430. 
197769. 
228366. 
2582•0. 
287•09. 
315890. 
343699. 
370854. 
397371. 
4232 68. 
•48559. 
473262. 
•97392. 
520965. 
543996. 
15 
34018. 
69205. 
103 577. 
1371 5 4. 
169957. 
2 02000 . 
233303. 
263882. 
293756 . 
322942. 
351•57. 
379317. 
•06540. 
433142. 
459138. 
484546. 
509381. 
533659. 
557396. 
2 0 
344 53. 
7 0076. 
104883. 
138897. 
172135. 
2 0 •614. 
2 36352 . 
2 67367. 
297676. 
327298. 
356248. 
3845••· 
412202. 
4 3 9240. 
•65672. 
491516. 
516786. 
5 41500. 
5656 72. 
Table J.13. Greenhouse heating requirements 70 °F inside air t empe rature 
GREENHOUSE HEATING REQUIRENENTl5000 SO FT FLOOR AREA 70. DEG F INSIDE AIR TEMPERAT URE) 
MAX HOUR DESIGN HEATING LOAD FOR WINTER:(NIGHT CONDITIONS. SOLAR=Ol BTU/HR 
TEMP 
OUTSIDE 
WINO 
VELOCITY 
(NI/HR) 
ORY 81.A..8 (DEG F > 
60 
55 
50 
45 
40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
1 0 
5 
0 
-5 
-10 
-15 
-20 
-25 
-30 
0 
59074. 
88358. 
116831. 
144513. 
171420. 
197573. 
222986. 
247680. 
271671. 
294975. 
317612. 
339596. 
360946. 
381677. 
401805. 
421347. 
440319. 
458737. 
476615. 
5 
66624. 
99684. 
131932. 
163389. 
l 94071 • 
223999. 
253187. 
281656. 
309422. 
336502. 
362913. 
388673. 
413797. 
438304. 
462207. 
485525. 
508272. 
530464. 
552118. 
10 
68906. 
103106. 
136495. 
169093. 
200916. 
231984. 
262314. 
291923. 
320830. 
349051. 
376603. 
403504. 
429769. 
455416. 
480460. 
504919. 
528807. 
552140. 
574934. 
15 
70316. 
105222. 
139316. 
172619. 
205147. 
23692 lo 
267956. 
29827 1. 
327883. 
356809. 
385066. 
412672. 
439643. 
465995. 
491745. 
516908. 
541501. 
565540. 
589039 . 
20 
71188. 
106529. 
141059. 
174797. 
207761. 
2 39970. 
271441. 
302191. 
332239. 
361600. 
390293. 
418335. 
445741. 
472529. 
498714. 
524313. 
549342. 
573816. 
597751. 
N 
...... 
U1 
0 Table J.14. Greenhouse heating requirements 75 F inside air tempera t ure 
GREENHOUSE HEATING REOUIREMENT(5000 SQ FT FL OOR AREA 75. DEG F INSIDE AIR TEMPERATURE) 
MAX HOUR DESIGN HEATING LOAD FOR WINTER:(NIGHT CONDITIONS , SOLAR= O> BTU/HR 
TEMP 
OUTSIDE 
WIND 
VELCX:.lTY 
(M.l/HR) 
DRY BULB (DE G F) 
60 
55 
50 
45 
40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
5 
0 
-5 
-10 
-15 
-20 
-25 
-30 
0 
90035. 
119036. 
147228. 
174632. 
201263. 
227142. 
252286. 
276712. 
300438. 
323481. 
345857, 
36°7585. 
388679. 
409158. 
429037. 
448333. 
467060. 
485236. 
502874. 
5 
101360. 
134137. 
166104. 
197282. 
227689. 
257343. 
286263. 
314464. 
341964. 
368782. 
394934. 
420436. 
445306. 
469560. 
493215. 
516285. 
538788. 
560738. 
582152. 
10 
104783. 
138700. 
171808. 
204127. 
235675. 
266470. 
296530. 
325872. 
354514. 
382472. 
409765. 
436408. 
462419. 
487814. 
512609. 
536820. 
560464. 
583555. 
606110. 
1 5 
106898. 
14152 1 • 
175334. 
208359. 
240612. 
272112. 
302877. 
332925. 
362271. 
390935. 
418933. 
446282. 
472998. 
499098. 
524598. 
549515. 
573863. 
597660. 
620920. 
20 
108205. 
143263. 
177512· 
210972. 
243661. 
275596. 
306797. 
337280. 
367063. 
396162. 
424596. 
452380. 
479531. 
506067. 
532003. 
557355. 
582139. 
606372. 
630067. 
